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NEWSand VIEWS itor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
#¥HWNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#### ships as dug. 25-28, 1972. The site 1s as previously

announced = Cardington hangar. Housing will be at Cran-NewMembers ford Aerodrome, which isthe home of Britein's Institute
of Aeronautical Technolo similar to NASA). Transpor- .ROLFE GREGORY, 11603 Milbern Dr., Potomac, Ma. 20854 tation will be furnished to the hangar each day.DAVID A. PISHNERY, 1574 Lee Terrace Dr., Wickliffe,

Ohio 44092 Two Year Indoor Program?BILL SHAILOR, 13596 Montrose, Detroit, Mich. 48227
Whether we have a two year or one year indoor programFamilyMemberships will depend upon the outcome of a questionaire circulated

. by AHA HQ in December, with a Jan. 14 return deadline.DAVID OICKLE, 119 Martha Rd., Glen Burnie, Md. 21061 The problems faced with the 1971 program seem to indicate
that future participants will expect to vote on critical

.TenthAnniversaryGift aspects of the program as they arise, This willbe Lo~lstically impossible unless & two year program is adopt-Right after Christmas, Jim Clem paid a surprise visit oa, or uniess. the semi-finals are finished ey June 1 andto the Tenny household. Tucked under his arm was a Pitney the Finals are in late August.
~—

Bowes Model 701R Addresser ryana $50" & box of blank
plates! In addition, there was a $50 gift certificate for ‘Besides the one ear/two year question, the form alsoJody, to be redeemed at Titche-Goettinger - one of Dallas' attempted to settle the natter of Single site/multiplebest department stores! site Finals. The questions were heavily slanted toward “

an outcome in favor of multiple sites, which may or mayOn this tenth anniversary of INAV, many NIMAS members not be the best way to pick P Team. However, Dultipleand other modeling friends across the nation arranged Finals sites, as a concept, has the following disadvan-this "thank you" surprise ~- a top grade piece of office tages: greatly increased work load on the Program Admin- {equipment which will save hours each month addressing the iatrator, greater (and unrealistic) pressure on each Fin- ;newsletter. We can now stamp addresses directly without alist, and unequal chances to make the team for entrantstyping labels and sticking them on. in different Finals. Apparently, the questionaire was
: devised without consulting anyone with indoor experience. “Jody used her gift certificate on a small stereo to In this writer's opinion, the poll raises more questions ms

go in our bedroom. It's really nice to be able to listen than 1% will answer, and is probably divisive at a time .

to our own music in @ house with three teen-agers! when we all need to pull together again. -
on Both gifts will be used and appreciated for many STATE OF THE ART Li years. But most of all we will remember with gratitude ‘

Az
>

THE_AR ‘ithis expression of your friendship, Thank you. It has been a long time since a new Easy B design has
ae

Z
' made an impact on the competition scene. Perhaps the ef-

.

.

Renewal Notice —

a fort which would have gone into Easy B has been routed
into PennyPlane; anyway,a couple of the beat still around .The new method of addressing newsletters permits in- are the Easy B's by Al Rohrbaugh and Jim Richmond. So,clusion of a date code in the address. Now, each member these two have been reprinted from the Mar. '68 INAV,and subscriber can look at his label; those who have "01" where we said the following:in the upper left corner of the address are due to renew

with this issue. The normal method of notification will Two of the top Easy B designs in the U. S. share tne .be continued; those who are due to renew receive a note spotlight this month. The Kokomo Bomber by Jim Richmondto that effect plus a return-addressed envelope. The new and Al Rohrbaugh's Easy B are quite similar in design ex-number simply gives advance notice, Those who renew in cept for the rudder, and both models have rivalled timesadvance of expiration save me quite a bit of time, so if of Paper Stick models, even with all balsa props. Details .this can be done it will be appreciated. are given on both built up and all balsa props, since the
contests in the Midwest allow built up props on Easy B. oNewDuesSet

'
Jim explains certain design details of the Kokomo

;

Last month's poll about what to do about spiralling Bomber: "The stab is made without a center rib, but theINAV costs showed that almost everyone favored raising paper is supported by means of a small balsa piece cement-~dues by at least 25¢ per year. Some suggested 50¢, some ed to the boom. The wing rib layout adds strength to the
even suggested $1, and many included donations to clear wing by acting as a crooked spar. The fence on the stab

‘up the deficit from last year. The new addressing scheme trailing edge seems to reduce stall tendencies at the
.

will save over $10 in label costs, and projected income start. The extra wing offset was added for the sameincrease from the increase should be about $75 for a full reason."
year from now. This increase should hold for two or three
years, barring another massive postal increase or a big Al comments: “Although the light weight is an impor-increase in printing costs. Therefore, the membership tant factor for good duration, the prop is, as usual,dues (including subscription) are now $3.25 per year and somewhat critical, Due to the light wing, both tips willsubscription alone costs $2.25. wash out under full power unless prop flare is enough to

hold air speed low enough to prevent washout. The trickNIMASDecals is to get maximum climb angle while keeping air speed justa : under stall. The wing is adjusted perfectly flat and tneSome time ago we made a plea for someone to help make front wing post should flex sufficiently to permit theup new decals; the NIMAS decal box has been empty for al- left wing leading edge to lift enough to give effectivemost 24 months and many new members have never seen our washin. When done properly, this method gives variablerather distinctive decal. At this point, we need infor- torque control while maintaining minimum washin. Themation from somewhere about what decals should cost. In rudder has approximately equal area above and below theDallas, decal houses are either reluctant to talk about boom to prevent rudder offset from twisting the boom. Itwater-slide decals at all, or they talk in terms of §500 might seem questionable to go to all this trouble, but itorders. Can anyone do better? Should the NIMAS decal is a case of what the extra time is worth.”
die, or is there a way to revive it?

oon Editorial note: Since the above was printed, Jim set
; E the Cat. I Paper Stick record with the Kokomo Bomber at aAL INDOOR REPORT

St. Louis contest in 1969 - 13:06! Also, at that time
Team Manager Named the CMOS diagrams were not being furnished for featured

; models. The djagram below combines the two models and
A December memo from AMA HQ named Bud Tenny as man- shows the 0% computation. ‘Rohrbaugh's model (as shown)

ager of the 1972 Indoor Team, in accord with previously was flown with +19% margin, while Richmond's was in excess
established Executive Council directives. The same memo of +20%. (cmos em #4)
announced the dates for the 1972 Indoor World Champion-~
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to i Two last-minute attempts were made, both of which touched
' the ceiling at least three times. Best three-touch time
| In a 22' site was 5:15; even so, I was pleased. In spite

9 2 Easy 8's | of the "phantom CG" which caused me to call the model
"Clvvy Boy", the model literally "flew right off the

-
. board", as the saying goes. It rafter-banged perfectly tgo 8 o% { and impressed everyone with its power handling ability. i >

a ‘ ,

.

P| The rearward CG caused a few qualms as I assembled the
<i 7 , model, so I re-checked the CMOS calculations and decided
« i that if I had so much faith in CMOS, I'd better live with

: the results! An analysis of the model served to increase
-

6 ‘ my happiness with the results. I weighed it after flying,4
_

with the results shown on the plan. Only the wing is near
S ROHRBAUGH RICHMOND , the proper weight, and the heavy prop had too much weight

| 5 in the blade and a terribly soft apar which showed up when
> the model was flown under high humidity. Obviously, a

much lighter model can be built and should fly much better
prec hrs eeeatecznecedherremow obese ocermeceecce ss

,

than #1. It already flies as well as any previous Easy B
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I've had, so the design seems to hold much promise. If

X- NQSE TOC. G. anyone triea the design I'd welcome their comments.

Since I credit CMOS with much of the success of this
CONTEST CALENDAR model, here 1s a brief review how to use the CMOS diagram

on the plan: Build the model as usual, and balance the a
COLORADO ~ Denver entire model and motor (less wing) to locate the CG. On

Indoor meets on Feb. 20, Mar. 19, 1972; Stick (all this model the CG was 5 1/8" from the nose (X). The ver-
classes combined), Easy B, HLG and scale. Contact Ted tical dotted line shows the graph intercept with the cor~
Gonzoph, 12996 E. nd. Ave., Aurora, Colo. 80010 for info responding Y value of 4 3/4". Simply locate the rear post
on site and time. at the distance shown, and the front post where it has to

be. Do not use a rearward CG unless the balance diagram
ILLINOIS - Chicago works out that way! Most likely a more correct prop

Indoor meet Jan. 30, Feb. 20, 1972 at Forest View High weight would have resulted in a more "normal" CG location,
School Girl's Gym, Arlington Hts., I11.; HIG & PennyPlane, but the flight characteristics should have been identical.

.

Pete Sotich, 3851 W. 62nd Place, Chicago 60629. .

.

,

. Comments on trim: relatively large washin in the wing
ILLINOIS - Rock Island. coupled with the stab tilt and 0% margin seem to be what

Roald Tweet, Dept. of English, Augustana College, yields the rafter-banging ability. If fact, the model has
Rock Island, Ill. 61201 hopes to get regular indoor fly- recovered from wall contact also. Matching the thrust
ing sessions started in the college's new physical edu- line to the flight circle seems to measurably improve the

' cation facility, which has 50' ceiling. Contact him if power handling ability and smooth out the climb.
‘ you are interested.
-

TORQUERODDESIGNDATAKANSAS - Olathe
TORQUE ROD DESIGN DATA

Annual Winged Motors indoor meet, Feb. 19, 1972 at Ray Harlan has computed the figures in the chart be-Millbrook Jr. High, Park & Waters Sts., Olathe, Kansas. low, which represent safe design parameters for the torque: Jr. Rubber, HLG, Easy B, Indoor Scale. Roger Schroeder, rod in torquemeters. Column headings: d = diameter of the4111 W. 98th St., Overland Park, Kansas 66207. music wire; T = safe torque (fairly conservative) limit of ..
|

"ARYLAND ‘Shiver spring
“mesdoton

na, Paper iengtn'of tne argon seasTy Teter determining gj.
Indoor sessions at JFK High School, 1901 Randolph Rd.,

Silver Spring, Md. Contact John Thornhill, Route 1, Mt. a T (in.oz.) K
Airy, Md. 21771 for dates and times of session. 2010 231 6.20

' MASSACHUSETTS - Amherst Oa 38 rae
Indoor flying sessions at Student Union of University 2015 1.06 1.21

of Massachusetts in Amherst, Jan. 23, Feb. 20, Mar. 19, 016 1.28 .939Apr. 16, 1972, 10 am to 5 pm. Charles Learoyd, 100 Mill -018 1.83 6594Valley Rd., Hadley, Mass. .020 2.51 6383
MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. To use the chart for torque rod design, decide first

Indoor sessions at MIT Armory, Vassar St. at Mass. what maximum torque you will need. For example, 1 inch
Ave., Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 26, Mar. 11, 3 pm to 6 pm. ounce maximum includes rubber up through about .08" wide.
Contest Apr. 8, 1972, 1 pm to 8 pm. Ray Harlan, 15 Happy ext, choose full scale torque for one revolution of the
Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. ph, 358-4013. pointer (this value is t in the formula below). Finally,

i a:MISSOURI - St. Louis
compute the wire length with this formul

Indoor contests tentatively planned Feb. 6, Apr. 9 at length = 6.28/tKFt. Zumwalt High School, Ov Fallon, Mo., 9 am to 5 poe ByKirkwood Thermaleers. Mar. at E. St. Louis Armory (3 r exa assume .6 in.oz. per re .
"

ceiling), 2931 State St., E. St. Louis, Ill. 10 am to 5 diameterwire. te es he tot aga, evolution on .015

pm, by McDonnell-Douglas FF Club. HLG, Delta Dart, Penny-
Plane, Easy B, Indoor Stick, Scale. Jim Bennett, 324 length = 6 .28/( .6 x 1.21) = 6.28/.726Helfenstein, St. Louis, Mo. 63119, ph. 314-962-5271. length = 8.64"

NEW YORK ~ Long Island This length will be approximately correct for .6 in.
Cat. I Record Trials (tentative) in March, 1972; An- oz. per revolution, due to small variations in wire. If

nual LIAMAC Indoor Meet at Cantiague Park, Hichsville, an exact calibration (.6 in. oz. = exactly one revolution)
L.I., N.¥., April 30, 1972. J. G. Pailet, 30 Emerson Rd. is required, begin with a torque rod slightly longer and
Brookville, Glen Head, N. ¥. 11545, make trial calibrations. Cut off small lengths of wire

until the calibration is as close as you desire. If you
DESIGN FOOTNOTES would like to see Ray's derivation or require information

for different scale lengths, send a self-addressed envel-
AnExperimentalEasyB with your request to Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080 and

I'll send a copy of his letter.
For about 18 months, it has been my intention to set

. up an Easy B with all the design advances inherent in the ADVANCE WARNING!
CMOS balance method, while making full use of big prop,
high aspect ratio stab, and a couple of trim techniques The Annual NIMAS Postal almost got left out last year,
learned from FAI flying. with FAI problems, etc. This annual event has been a lot

of fun, and deserves better treatment than last time. So, ...
The model was built during a brief vacation over the be forewarned that it 1s coming up, Usually, events. ff OK

holidays, being finished about 20 minutes before we left include Easy B, HLG, and Indoor Stick. In i971 PennyPlan i.

for a contest it was to be flown in. It would be nice to and Ceiling Dodger were added, but no entries were made in-
claim a first place, but the contest event was a Ceiling Indoor Stick and only two in PennyPlane. We are open to
Dodger event. Only about an hour was available for flying suggestions about which events should be held!
and the motor and prop broke on the first official flight. oO

mo

.

ae “!
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NEWSand VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
*#***NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*#### Nordic Bernard Green

Wakefield Paul Crowley
NewMembers! Indoor Ed Stoll and :

. Ron Plotzke
CHARLES H. BACCUS, 900 Boynton, San Jose, Cal. 95117BRIAN BROWNING| PeruState College, Peru, Neb. 64821 NIMASPostalMeet
. F. . ’ « #1, Drewry, Ala.

BILL LANGLEY, 6229 N. Robinhood ansa .

The 7th Annual NIMAS Postal meet will be open for en-
, 9 Lno, Kansas cain} Mo

try through April 17, 1972. All flights made as part of

MICHAEL NARIGON, 1334 9th Ave. N, Ft. Dodge, Ia. 50501 & sanctioned indoor neet from Jan. 1 through Apr. 17 are

PHIL RENNAKER, 6714 Lawson Ln., Kansas City, Mo. 64152 eligible, as are flights made in informal sessions between

ROBERT ROVICK, 12404 Marine View Dr., Edmonds, Wash. now andApr its provided these sessions are run in accord

. 98020 °

DICK STARKS, 7906 NW Potomac, Kansas City, Mo. 64152
.

DONALD WRIGHT, 559 EvanswoodPl., Cincinnati, 0. 45220 Events: Easy B, paper covered only, solid motor stick and
boom, with unbraced surfaces.

The NIMASSpirit HLG AMA Rules except two ceiling classes

tna
A long time ager I received a lot of help from many Class I - 18' to 25'; Clasa II - 25' 1" to 35'

ndoor ers as egan e struggle to learn indoor fly-ing techniques waile reasonably well isolated from the reaoure to soapate Mace excent FAI ceiling
mainstream of activity. As NIMAS was founded and grew, °

this same spirit of helpful ~

ing in experience. pfuiness aided me to continue grow
General Rules: Entry fee 15% per event, stamps preferred.

. Separate events may be flown at different sessions, but
. Not long ago, a young man ined NI . hi a

all flights for a given event nust be flown on one day.
NIMAS spirit nee again neman Jour full force, and this Please note ceiling heignt for each entry, as it will be

Junior has received willing help from several fliers all used to compute fudge factors to equalize ceiling neightes.
over the country. As I heard of this willing help, I was Separate class for Juniors in each event, with awards for
reminded again of the help I received, and I'm thankful high placing Seniors. Separate class for sub-junior (age
that thig willing spirit continues unabated. Thanks again ‘2 and under) in HLG. Anyone can enter; send entries to
to all of you! NIMAS, Box 545, Richardson, Texas 75080.

Recent Publications Special events: PennyPlane and Ceiling Dodger will be
oN — held if five entries are made in these events. Use any
‘ "East Coast FAI Indoor Finals" is the title of a very model for Ceiling Dodger; count highest time attained on

good report or. that event by Tom Vallee, in the Feb. '72 flights which do not touch ceiling. Use Chicago Aeronuts
MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS. We owe a vote of thanks to Tom for § PennyPlane rules ~- send for copy if necessary. ‘ -

: this effort, and an especially kind word for MAN as they

ooeote this much space to reporting one of our major Fostal Fudge Factors

events
;

. For some time, NIMAS Fudge Factors have been used to
ali

The following paragraph appeared in NAA NEWS, the news ow 1 26 ceiling height differences between postal meet
sheet of the National Aeronautic Association: sites. é rubber factors apparently have been satisfac-

ae
ons tory, and HLG

|factors have proved out pretty well so long
5

le as ce ng heights did not vary more than 1.4:1. The

iy How sons can one nen wing aircraft, (VTOL'Sexcluded) chart below summarizes these fudge factors as they will be

Tae world record is almost an hour and is held by Czech-
used in the Annual Postal. Postal entrants can compare .

,
their time against existing results and decide whether tooslovakia. Next August teams from about ten countries try harder before submitting times

wilt gather in adirigible hangar at Cardington, England .

o try to beat at record. The occasion will be the 1972 uta

Indoor Aeromodeling World Championships of the Federation Crest)” (Rage te25") (Fudee to3") (fuaee t ')
,

Aeronautique Internationale, and the competing prop-driven ? 6 Be to 35
aircraft will weigh only a fraction of an ounce and be 18 1.39 1.394powered by rubber bands. NAA's Academy of Model Aeronau- 49 1.346 1.357tics has already selected the U. S. Team, through flyoffs 269 1.25 1.323held last September at tne airship hangars in Santa Ana, 21 1.19 1.29
California and Lakehurst, New Jersey. 22 1.136 1.264

2 1.08
eLet's Have A Part oh 1 tous 11309

25 1.0 1.4 1.183As much as various members would like to have a NIMAS 26 1.346 1.16
party (general meeting), we never seem to find a time for 07 1.296 1.139
this and haven't since 1962 (a NIMAS meeting was held at 28 1.25 1.118
the '62 Nats). However, the Detroit Balsa Bugs are having 29 1.207 1.098
a party - their 20th Annual Federation Aeronautique Inter- 309 1.167 1.08
nationale Awards Dinner on March 11, 1972 at the Polish a4 1.129 1.063
Legion of American Veterans Hall Walter Paluch Post #12. 32 1.094 1.046
Tne hall 48 located at 5186 E. Davison in Detroit. 33 12061 1.03

: 34 1.02
°In 1971 the attendance was 106, and 125 tickets at $7 35 1.0

9 i ors
each te (gen dead sree ies Cutort date for getting °

tickets (pay in advance) is March
4, 1972. Phone or write To use the chart, select the model class and

pentoseen es 32604Tecie Dros Warren, Mich. 48093, ph. height to get the fudge factor, then multiply the fudaee
94-C266, to ge nfo an ckets. factor times the time, In case of ceiling heights not

: in even feet, uss straight line interpolation. ~

oon The Detroit Balsa Bugs is an excellent club of long ample: 27 second flight in Class II HIG (25! bite) would
f standing, and it is filled with many nice people who just score 1.4 x 27 = 37.8 seconds. If entered in Class I, thhappen to fly models very well. In fact, members of the same flight would score 27 seconds (fudge = 1 0) ssi, ¢

|

club have made many contributions to both the theoretical Be = 1.0).

and practical aspects of free flight modeling, and this Flu, Anyone?
program will be well worth attending. As part of the pro-

grea, Perpetua? trophies want be awarded to the following Three of the INAV staff have been 11l, or are still
ers in eir specialties: ill. This mostly accounts for the lateness of this issue,and the feeling of frustration enjoyed (7?) by the editor!

FAI Power George Versaw (cont. p. 4)

.
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Top Ten RasyB
'

opinions boiled down to an overwhelming 74% in favor of
This listing 1s from the results of the ‘71 NIMAS a& single site, regardless of where it had to be held.

Postal meet, and will be scratched upon completion of the
'72 Postal. The new Top Ten will be the top 10 Places in Just a few days ago, the AMA Executive Council fin- a ms
the '72 Postal. However, an individual may "bump" into ished their midwinter meeting. Discussion of a memo re-

?

the listing with a flight made since the last Postal, and questing full investigation of the Team Selection situ-
the list will be updated. (Note: Slight changes in these ation was neatly sidetracked by an assertation that a new
times are due to re-calculation on a calculator; slide document completely defining the situation was being pre-
rule errors apparently accumulated in previous listings.) pared. The content was not revealed, 80 let's hope that

it 18 more realistic than the last memo (p. 7, Mid-Dec, :

1 Bob: Platt rae eran msgs Tocna 8 '71 Competition Newsletter). This memo dealt in gener-
2! Hel C a 3118/50" 1353 ee alities for the most part; other places specific sugges=
3. Dt k ft ra ti 11:2 °6/ 1" 1 eas 12106. tions were either highly impractical or logistically im-

i. Cle ar Nath € bik to/ee ' 1.2 7 10: 7 possible. The overall implication was that two year pto-
5. ayeat q er 8: 2. 155°3" ° 2 $9302 grams would be necessary, yet we are seven weeks past the
6. Fr 4 Ha 38 5142 20/ 2) 1°52 aaeeg time when a two-year Indoor program should have begun.
7. Chet Buk vakd 7108 10/85! 1283 Bie If a Program Administrator were to be appointed today, 1t

8. Bud Tenny one loves! 11367 wii6l3 would be wildly unrealistic to expect that a program could

9. .Richard Sherman 3129.0/26" 1.183 6:29.22 be designed, approved and announced before late May.
1C. Don Chance 8:15.0/58 °776 6:27 8y °

STATE OF THE ART
CONTEST CALEND

The "dynamic duo" for the month represents firat and
second place at the West Coast Finals, flown at Santa AnaCOLORADO - Denver

’
9 .

.
Bud Romak's design remained mostly unchanged during theclassescombined). Easy B. LG and scale. ‘Contect ted program, but Bilgri’started from scratch between the Semi

Gonzoph, 12996 E. 2nd Vave Aurora. Colo. 80010 for info and the Finals, He credits Bud Romak with inspiration for

on site and time. . °9 ’ ° the design, and for considerable encouragement to finish
°

up in time! A certain "family resemblance" is there, and
_

the performances were quite close under similar conditionsILLINOIS Chicago 30, Feb. 20, 1972 at Forest View High in the hangar, The CMOS chart shows 0% margin as usual;
School Girl's Gym, Arlington Hts., Ill.; HLG & PennyPlane, eataeaee mane were vag scale, Bilert vee an actual

Pete Sotich, 3851 W. 62nd Place, Chicago 60629. y margin of +1. and khomak used ~(h.

MARYLAND - Frederick 14

The Frederick Model Airplane Club flies weekly ina
. high school gym. Contact Bill Weaver, P. OC. Box 1387, 13
Frederick, Md. for info. ROMAK BILGRI

MARYLAND - Silver Spring .

1Indoor sessions at JFK High School, 1901 Randolph Rd.,
Silver Spring, Md. Contact John Tnornhill, Route 1, Mt.

-Airy, Md. 21771 for dates and times of session.
n 0%

MASSACHUSETTS ~ Amherst ,

. —_~Indoor flying sessions at Student Union of University = .

Ln
of Massachusetts in Amherst, Jan. 23, Feb. 20, Mar. 19, 1

‘

Apr. 16, 1972, 10 am to 5 pm. Charles Learoyd, 100 Mill FAI Finalists
Valley Rd., Hadley, Mass. < 9

>
'

MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. .

Indoor sessions at MIT Armory, Vassar St. at Mass.
Ave., Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 26, Mar. 11, 3 pm to 6 pm. ; j 3 10 mn iz “a
Contest Apr. 8, 1972, 1 pm to 8 pm. Ray Harlan, 15 Happy
Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. ph. 358-4013.

.
X-NOSE TO C. G.

,

MISSOURI - Kansas City HINTS AND KIN
Twice-monthly sessions are held in Kansas City in a HINTSANDKINKS

20' gym with smooth ceiling. Interested fliers may call Variable Pitch Prop Hubs
Bill Langley at 741-0113 for details. SBEAADLG £4GCN

FTOP
HUDS

Bob Platt and Paul Allen have noted that better prop/MISSOURI - St. Louis model match is mandatory with one gram uodels. Each have
Indoor contests tentatively planned Feb. 6, Apr. 9 at suggested similar approaches to the problem - variable

Ft. Zumwalt High School, O'Fallon, Mo., 9 am to 5 pm. by, pitch hubs. Platt makes a balsa hub which mounts the
Kirkwood Thermaleers, Mar, 5 at E. St. Louls Armory (34 hook, and adds a tissue socket rolled with white glue.ceiling), 2931 State St.. &, 5%. Loute, Til, 10 am te 5 Prop blades are tnen plugged into the socket and held by
pm, by MeDonnell-Douglas FF Club. HLG, Delta Dart, Fenny ~ a little regular glue. To change either the pitch or a’Plane, Easy B, Indoor Btie, eeele. neoecee e87y blade, he uses regular solvent which releases the bladeHelfenstein, 5t. Louis, Mo. 63119, ph. 314-9 ° without softening the white glue on the socket. Paul

reports that "tack" cementing with regular glue and re-NEW YORK - Long Island leasing with -

€
Cat. I Record Trials (tentative) in March, 1972; An- before it haetine to soften the pee evaporates

nual LIAMAC Indoor Meet at Cantiague Park, Hichaville, °

L.I., N.¥., April 30, 1972. J. oh Pailet, 30 Emerson Rd. Ed. Note: Neither Bob nor Paul mentioned two otherBrookville, Glen Head, N. Y. 11545. advantages of socket-mounted blades. First, construction
TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth of the blades is much safer ~ has anyone dropped a block

The State Fair of Texas, a private non-profit corpor- Asoeeee sone ruction ee sepeng ae blade? T have!
x

& two sockets as Pau oes, hub tthrough April16, 10720 Pertof theactivity wilt be an be ofdifferent length to afford small changesindiameter
indoor contest with Indoor Stick, HLG, Scale, PennyPlane you should phanges ippiten. it Goes without saying that
and Easy B. Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080, angles! P & jig to set up the blade
ph. 214-235-4035. Site details March issue. .

FAI INDCOR REPORT grees Socwer

Indoor Survey Flop?
:

At the time of this writing, the survey mentioned in Bacsa
ro,Jan,'72 INAV has been complete 34 days, and not one word

; rof the outcome has leaked out of HQ. It seems likely that
the outcome was not definitive, since there was consider-
able effort to steer the survey outcome by means of con- B
trived and elaborate wording of the questions. In the

08 PLATT Pave ALcen
last issue we dwelt upon disadvantages of multiple site
Finals. It is interesting to note that FAI FF Finalist

y

ar
| FeaNR NIT EET ROO OA YEE OIHR aR ARB TEE ORS rrAPSE After. ITteetreeERRANDPERSANREERRENRLAt ncn perenne rte ferent ehAeheR EF eT REACTARTASARE:FANE ROT RR OER eP tee nr ERT rent NNReattnenferntranean
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*NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny: Box 545- Richardson, Texas-75080

*#*#*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*##« Day weekend. Those interested should register immediatelywith AMA HQ to obtain the latest information as it becomesNew Members! Available. The goal is about 40 people, with about 25 )nes

registered as of March 22, 1972, A special registration |RICHARD F. DOUGLAS, 5303 Calderwood Ln., San Jose, Cal, form appeared in the Mid-March Competition News; it is95118 recommended that this form be used (copy OK) to register.BILLIE E. LANDRUM, 11664 Maple St., Ft. Dix., N.J. 08640DONALD G. MURRAY, 2205 West 6th Ave. #1, Vancouver, B. C. FAI Survey ResultsCanada
LILBURN S. WATERS, Route 7, Box 263, Frederick, Md. 21701 The Mid-February Competition News contained a detailed |report of the Indoor Survey recently taken. In summary,Family Memberships this 18 what happened: 46 of 62 possible surveys werereturned. The program to select the 1974 Team will be aCURTIS L. LANDRUM, 1166A Maple St., Ft. Dix., Ned. 08640 One-year program, beginning Jan. 1973, Planning for thisprogram will be done during 1972,Honorary Members

Other "decisions" based on the Survey: A single suit-ANIANC MIRO,. 4785 Castello, Venezia, Italy able site within 600 miles of Kansas City will be the |first object when deciding upon a Finale site. In the
-

NIMAS Postal Meet event that no suitable aite is available, regional Finalsee

Will de held. A specific example cited is the possibility .

One question has arisen with regard to miles for the Of Santa Ana/Lakehuret split as in 1971, assuming it ts vePostal meet - the PennyPlane no-touch rule. Because it decided that a hangar should be used.ie likely that a no-touch rule would not be uniformly in-
terpreted, the Postal will dispense with the no-touch Comments; Considerable commentary nas beer directedrule. In case of contests using this rule,a second watch to the utter unsuitability of having only two sites, due

.
can be started and allowed to run to completion of the to the inequality of choosing the third tean member. More *flight to get the time for Postal entry. Flights eligible Comments reaching nere indicate considerable dissatisfac- aethrough April 17 - get the entries in! tion with the arbitrary and inflexible nature of the sur- fevey itself, which essentially steered the outcome. It may aRecent Publications be a good idea for participants in the next rrogran to

oe

ae

demand another survey dealing with some of these questionsAgain we owe a vote of thanks to Walt Schroder for where inadequate choices were given,hig April '72 Model Airplane News, This iesue has a re-
,print of the article from Esquire - Ken Yohngon'e UFiip, ExecutiveCouncil "BombeOut’Flo the Ornithop. It is an entertaining article, anfom ite, appearance last year in Esquire brought out many In response to cur editorial in Sept. ‘71 INAV, many

,

enquiries, both to INAV and to indoor suppliers. FAI Indoor fliers contacted their Dist. VP's, requestingreform of the FAI situation and investigation of the sit-'72 Nate uations leading up to the 1971 fiasco. In addition, we
.made direct appeal to the Executive Council with similiarAlthough final approval (by the Navy) has not been requests, The xzatter was an agenda item at tne February .received, AMA planning for the '72 Nate continues on the Council meeting, but no discussion of erievances, protlems a“assumption that approval will be granted momentarily, or future direction was made. Inatead, announcement wasmade of a document, almost ready, which would wrap up theTentative Indoor site is the Brig. Gen. Richard L,. whole problem, Apparently the document will de pubdlianedJones Armory; 5200 S. Cottage Grove aAve,, Chicago, this without benefit of review by tne Council, and the entireis tne same site as for 1970 and 1971. HLG will be 9 am mess of 1971 will have been swept under the rug. We mustto 3 pm, Monday, July 24; Indoor Scale will follow, 3 pm anxiously await publication of this document!to 9 pm. On Tuesday, July 25, all Indoor Rubber events

,will be held from 9 am to 9 pm. Three unofficial events, One caronly wonder why the Council abdicated itsPennyPlane, Peanut Scale and Navy Scale will be held from responsibility as outlined under Art. XI of the By-Laws.3 pm to 9 pm, July 24, sharing air space with Indoor Scale Since there 18 no proceedure ciesriy spelled out for those :medels as in previous years, who have grievances against HG level adzinistration, the
/Executive Council must be our court of last resort. whereAll indoor HLG fliers should note that the time-shar- now can we go?ing approach will be used again this year. This means

. cee tthat alternate perioda of test flying andofficialflying GONTEST CALENDAR
7

will be enforced. The goal 1s to allow on y those launch-ing official flights on the floor during the official fly- CALTECRNIA Santa Ana
vey 1h:

:ing periods; this minimizes turbulence for the gliders in
1

ecord Trials at Santa Ane nangar, Apr. 16, May 14;the crucial touchdown phase of the flight. Note that 2.80 PennyFlane contest May 14, 1972. Contact Bob gibbs,official flights may be made during test flying sessions 5005 Halifax Circle, Cypress, Cal. 90630 for details.at the contestant's option - but no testing during the
_ FLORIDA - Miam4official sessions.

Indoor contest at the YouthFair Exhibit Hall, 107thAve, oral Way, Miami, Apr. 16, 1972. Peanut Scale, ™ThanksAgain FennyPlane, Easy B, HIG. Tom Cooney, 4245 Braganza,Both Jody and I had plenty of time last month to en~ Miami, Fla. 33133.
:Joy the new stereo purchased in part with our "10th NIMAS ILLINOIS - Chicago
=

Anniversary" present - we spent most of the past month in Indoor contests at Brig. Gen. Jones Araory, 520C South obed! That's mostly why this issue is late, and lots of Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, Mar. 26, Apr. 22-23, 1972.letters, etc. are overdue also. Illness sure slows one Events Mar. 26 - HLG, PennyPlane, Paper Stick. Apr. 22 -down! PennyPlane, Paper Stick, Indoor Stick. Apr. 23 - HLa,Plastic Prop Jr. Event, Scale. CD - Pete Sotich, 3851 w,FAI INDOOR REPORT 62nd Place, Chicago, Ill. 6-629, ph. 312-RE 5-1353,
“yy

:Cranfield Charter MARYLAND = Frederickom,
The Frederick Model Airplane Club flies weekly in aIn order to encourage U. S. participation in the 1972 high school gym. Contact Bill Weaver, P. ©, Box 1387, “

RC Pylon Internationals (neld concurrently with the 1972 Frederick, Md. for info.Indoor WCh), AMA 1a organizing a charter flight for both
:Indoor and RC participants (U. S. Teams will travel under MARYLAND - Silver Spring
é

other arrangements), including families of participants. Indoor seasions at JFK High Scenool, 1901 Randolph Rd.,
/

Two possible periods are being considered: Aug. 19 or 20 Silver Spring, Apr. 7, Apr. 1
» Apr. 21, May 12, May 26, :through Aug. 28 or 29; and Aug. 23 or 24 through Labor John Thornhill, Route 1, Mt. Airy, Md. 21771,é

cf ‘ . -.
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MASSACHUSETTS ~ Amherst muibber eise was 045" 19" 100PFOthe saald oise weeIndoor session at Student Un 0 poss @ dvecause nniszo supp @ piece of grea
Massachusetts in Amherst on Apr 46, tore. Charlee tact a quality rubber. Also, the small prop size with relatively
100 Mill Valley Rd., Hadley, Mass.

y low pitch reduced rubber requirements.

MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T,
ain The center section of the wing has 1/2" of stressed

_.

Indoor contest at M.I.7. edra © permit an expansion o @ spare in an arc,

Ave., Cambridge, Mase. pe ataa on Manes Last year's trip to Cardington with a straight center ¢
.

Indoor Stick, Delta Dart, Indoor Scale. Ray Harlan 15
, section resulted in a warped rear spar. Finally, the boom

Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. ph. 358-4013,
, mee slight warp which gave the stab about 2” negative

° noidence.

MISSOURI - Kansas City
Twice-monthly sessions are he Note that the prop spar location 1s skewed (dotted

20' gym with snosth ceiling. Interestedfiiere toy vast lines) on the plan; make three props with #2 having the
Bill Langley at 741-0113 for details spar offset 1/16" at the tip and #3 having 1/8" offset

° at the tip.
MISSOURI - St. Louis

+.
2adoor contest Apr. 9 at Ft. Zumwalt High School in

Note: The CMOS diagram is turned 90° (space limita),
O'Fallon, Mo., 9 am to 5 pm, sponsored by Kirkwood Ther- XY =DistanceNose toRearPostmaleers. HLG, Delta Dart, PennyPlane, Easy B, Indoor "

o “= -— > rs S

Stick, Scale. Jim Bennett, 324 Helfenstein, St. Louis We ep

Mo., 63119, ph. 314-962-5271. ,

-
~

NEW YORK - Long Island ¢

s
Annual LIAMAC Indoor Meet, Apr. 30, 1972 at Cantiague E

Park, Hickeville, L. I., NY. Cat. II site; HLG, Easy B, °Peanut Scale, Indoor Stick, Indoor Scale. CD Bill Dun- 9woody, 985 Ft. Salonga Rd., Northport, L.I., NY. S
OHIO - Cincinnati °

2
Indoor contest sponsored by Southwestern Chio Free- 8

flighters at Univ. of Cincinnati fieldhouse, April 16, a 2
1972. Paper Stick, PennyPlane, HLG, Peanut Seale. For oa ® on)
info: Donald Wright, 559 Evanewood, Cincinnati, ©. 45220. ° N

TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth -
©

The State Fair of Texas, a private non-profit corpor-
. nN

ation, will hold a multi-activity Spring Jubilee April 8
through April 16, 1972. Part of the activity will be an te DESIGN FOOTNOTESgndoor contest with PennyPlane and HLG on Saturday, Apr.

»
and Easy B and Indoor Stick on Apr. 9. Hours 10 am to

5'pay eite 1s automobile Building in Fair Park, with 26° qng QUDABS3,UNT@ SPpeer, reeae ee Teeupplesestal
ceiling. Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080, ph. to the model plans contained in the Feb. '72 INAV. Dick's
214-235-4055. prop drawings were furnished 4n answer to a query about

WASHINGT t design changes made for the Finale last Fall. EssentiallyHINGTON - Ken speaking, the basic design remains unchanged from that
The Third Annual Boeing Management Association Model shown in the June '71 issue, except as noted in the con-

Aeronautics Scholarship Contest will be held June 24-25, ments below. eo

jore at the Boeing Space Center, Kent, Washington. Indoor °

S
an By B events will be held along with outdoor FF 3and Control Line events. Contact George Brownfield, 8330 cha erat changes wether thancodficuretion Ait

12th NW, Seattle, Wash. 98107, ph. 206-655-8606. né
’ ’ , changes except for increased wing offset and prop changes

STATE OF THE ART to adapt the ship to hangar flying. Wing offset was in-
creased to 2" semi span difference; the 7 5/8" center

Manny Radoff's "“Winnin' Wedge" ia a very interesting panel dimension became 8 1/4" and the € 7/8" became 6 1/4"
airplane which hasn't really been flown to top potential with no change in the tips. This was done to control
yet. Ever so, it holds the current one gram record for higher torque levele needed in the hangar, while minimiz-

Cardington, while flying at a weight of .040 oz. witha ing wing twist. With the original 3/4" wing offeet, near-
motor weighing .040 oz. Due to the 50% stab area.set up ly 1/2" of spanwise twist was needed. The 2" offset wing
in a relatively high aspect ratio, and an extra long tail handles full torque with: leas than half as much twist.
boom, the 66% CG location left the model with a +188 Btaq- The excessive twist destroyed optimum span-wise elliptical
bility margin. The relatively small prop and 1:1 rubber loading, and the new setup has restored proper loading.
ratio used in Cardington left no reserve power for poor

~

conditions at Lakehurst, so Manny plans to increase rubber The original 17s" x 35" props were helical pitch pro-
weight and go up to 20" x 33" for prop size, while setting gressive flare types with maximum blade width of 2.3".
up for a lower stability margin. It 18 my prediction that Theee were changed to 183" x 33.8" average pitch; non-
these changes will make tnis design fly better; more im- helical pitch distribution with blades symmetrical about
portant, there will be more "margin for error" under poor the spar and just under 3" wide. Prop pitch increases
flying conditions. In its present form the model is an toward the hub, with changes set by mathezmatical analysis
excellent ship for ideal to excellent conditions. similar to velocity focusing. Both the pitch and blade

area changes were based on flight measurements made over
Some comments about the drawing: the wing offset as 4th of July at Laxehurst.

shown does not match the dimensions; the centerline drawn
on the wing plan shows the proper location of the cabane The wing changes give better control over tne climb
and fuselage. The original square tip is shown, but this pattern under full torque, with no thrashing around as was

was ruled out as being over span limits at Lakehurst. So, experienced over 4th of July. The nose goes up steeply
a dotted line shows a 32.5 cm radius creating a tip which now and the climb is slow, smooth and steep.
nas to meet speca! This ruling is somewhat controversial
and snould be ruled on - at Santa Ana a similar planform The prop changes improved performance from launch RPM
was allowed to fly. about 100 and cruise about 6C RPM, to about 72 RPM launch

and below 50 RPM in cruise. This was with no change in

manny has these comments: All ribs are inserted back- rubber cross-section even though the loop was shortened
wards; one day tne tnought occured to me that the sharper 1" at the Finale.
curve in the rear would act like the flap on a commercial
airliner or the turned down trailing edge used on some THE_LAB
outdoor models. Compression ribs are used only at the
dihedral break and are the solid tapered variety instead Any Ideas?
of built up. The model flies well with the wing centered,

“

but turns better under power burst with the offset shown. In the process of operating the automatic rubber test
apparatus (Sept. '71 INAV), some S-hooks were made from eon

a 1/8" waa . The wedge idea ‘copper wire. <A rash of motor failures + all at the hook - t
was Ceeee een eeoUeue but tniayed it sore ae I followed. Similar results followed with motors hooked to A
don't have much building time. Note that the front spars braes brazing rod. Has anyone an explanation why motors

angle forward to the wide tips and the rear spars are per- break under relatively low stress on copper or brass and

pendicular to the stick and boom. not on S-hooks make from plated steel wire (paper clips)?

| /
raw!

,

ok
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NEWS and VIEWS ud

:

S Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas 75080
“*#*NATIONALINDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCTETY‘#s™

— op all wande. om these Lest mee uaeceperepea

of all kinds. Two of these lectures were compl
New Members! soupletetha soe by many clubs, but we need rary moreto

-

complete the job we started. The rea
'

SAL CANNIZ2Z0, 20 Outerbridge Ave., Staten Is. NY 10309 more topics available is simply a lackof tine, Each tne
TOM COONEY, 4245 Braganza, Miami, Fla. 33133 dividual slide has to be photographed in color, which
JACK E. COWART, 119 Florida Title Bldg., Jacksonville, calls for either & special setup to stage the Bhot, or an

/

Fla. 32202 eager photographer standing by wnile
RUSSELL D. FULLER, RR#2, Box 85, Lake Canyada, Davenport, pusons & model or doing sonething elseweneed to Zen-
- ;

Iowa 52804 onstrate. Several individuals a

BICHAEL FULWER, 1600We Walnut, Apt. 8, Visalia, CA 93277 cover 8 particular topie such as indoor HIG. Rayborepe
° . ores r, Wayvn an other opic db iL

’

FREDERICK R. HAMLEN, Whiting Rd., vover mates 22980 OF OPNCSy Oak mone fave yet arrived in ay mei ibox.
So, let's try again! We need color slides on any part

'72 Nate or aa sepema any of the following suggested topics for.
a

c ac emorials: :

It is almost certain that the 1972 Nats will not be
held. Shortly after the March issue, word was received 1. Covering with microfilm. 10, Patching zicrefilm
that the hoped-for approval by the U. 8. Navy would not be 2. Rolling sticks and booms. 11, Flignt trim (movie.
granted, and the Navy bowed out of their 25 year sponsor~ 3. Making built-up surfaces. might be best nere.)
ship of the Nats. Since that time AMA HQ and AMA Pres- 4, Covering with condenser paper.12, Winding sodels.
ident John Clemens have explored several possible alter- 5. Rolling and mounting sockets. 13, Balloon ateering
natives to no avail. Planning had been going on to pick 6. Making all-balsa props. 14, Rubber stripping.
up on this situation, but the cancellation came too late 7. Maxing built-up props. 15. Packing indoor

"

to implement these plans this year. It is certain that 8. Bending wire fittings. models for travel
there will be a '73 Nats, probably sponsored totally by 9. Indoor bracing.

°

AMA at one of two or three places already in planning.

At this time we must relax and re
So, as you guys build new models, patch cr repair, or

gratitude 25 years of Navy spongorshinof theMtoeie make your flights in the NIMAS Postal, take some slides
that time (and I remember with pleasure the first two one anime edaee to assemble sore of these very effective

Navy’ Nats, and most of them since), the Nats has grown
mane °°

to the wonderful competitive spectacle and fellowship we t JF
,

on Nate come to take for granted. As a member of the AMA FAL_INDOOR BEFORE |

‘ vats staff nine years, I have been in an excellent posi-

tion to understand the tremendous upheaval and expense a
Granfield Charter

Nats meet causes on a Navy base. It is no exaggeration
that the Navy did for us what we cound never have done ama’ sneurfieient interest was shown by potential users of -

for ourselves over the past 25 years. At this time, it th to angen Tre neae aeraene  terodrone in support of

would be a very nice thing if thank-you letters be sent In ki Indoor WCh and an international RC Pylon meet.

to the Navy, expressing our gratitude for their help in AKA
H aeeedthat the curr oe ieeat ynese oeyttore te

past years. Address any such letters to: W. Thompson
HQ noted that the current vest buy in caarters to

Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy, Chief of Information, Dept or London is offered by International Travel Companions, Inc.

Meee aaa ington Be oo de sso: , . P. 0, Box 107, Cochranville, Pa. 1933C, ph. 215-269-8500,
Their offer is for a minimum of 15 persons, $304 round

NIMAS Postal trip airfare, Philadelphia to London and return. They can
2a se o arrange low cost lodging and travel assistance if

A wt ee remind you that postal flights made through
this is desired.

pr are eligible f '

Entries nave passed the 40 mark, whieh probablywill male crantiein torate aeeee et8750 ood nang Lodging at

this our lareest
:

UG «
- a per person. Final de-

prosptiy! g postal ever. Please mail in your entry tails of this will be made available soon. .

Rubber Stripper Offered
RECORDS? MAYER!

anee Vallee nae worked with a machinist to design and
CAR pt eetting Locust Valley, NY, Har. 24, 1972

produce an excellent Roto-Shear type rubber slitter. Such : AGS

@ machine slices rubber with a uniform shearing action, gunsor aa Stet See eer os transk

Pr thesen a ee eeent futeof good uniformity. The price *Junior Helicopter - 0:59.0, Richard Whitten
rippers w epend upon the number of order 322.6.

cpdered(the each production run. If three strippers are “Junior Helicopter - 2122.6, Dan Aggers

ordered (three separate orders, you don't have to buy all *
i

three!), the price will be $50 each. For six orders, the cathe esents weremene ieee unusl cractice 1s to
price drops to $45; at nine orders the price drops to $40. award both fliers certificates, witn the higher time stan-

If I understand Tom's memo correctly, the standard
Ging as the new record.

cutter assembly will cut .052, .058, .062 and .068 pirelli CONTEST CALENDAR
with one pass through 6 mm rubber. Other "standard" cut-
ters make .065, .075, .030 and .070 or .050, .055, .O40, CALIFORNIA - Santa Ana

,

-045 and .050 cuts. These two cutters are has each when Record Trials at Santa Ana hangar, Apr. 30 (changed
ordered with the basic stripper or $16 ordered separately. from Apr. 14) and May 14, 1972, PennyPlane and HiG con-
Six other cutter head designs for "normal" 6 mm pirelli test May 14, 1972, Bob Gibbs, 5005 Halifax, Cypress, —
and six for "wide" 6 mm pirelli (over .255" wide) are Cal. 90630, 714-527-0251.
listed. Tom says "Please note that these are extremely
useful to the serious modeler for making accurate, repeat- ILLINOIS - Chicago
able cuts for critical applications, but that such a gad- Indoor contest at Brig. Gen. Jones Armory, 5200 South

om. get is not necessary for successful contest flying." Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, April 22-23, 1972. Events

. '
Apr. 22 PennyPlane, Paper Stick. Apr. 23, Hl4, Plastic

Tom's address is 444 Henryton So., Laurel, Md. 20810. Prop Jr. event, Scale. Pete Sotich, 3851 W. 6end Flace,
Drop him a line if you are interested; no production run Chicago, Ill. 60629, ph. 312-RE 5-1353.
can be made unless a minimum of three orders are received.

MARYLAND - Frederick
.

Dick Black Memorials The Frederick Model Airplane Club flies weekly in a

high school gym. Contact Bill Weaver, P. O. Box 1387,
A long time ago INAV members began a memorial to Dick Frederick, Md. for info.

Black, in the form of tape-slide lectures on indoor topics

.
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MARYLAND ~ Silver Spring
Indoor sessions at JFK High School, 1901 Randolph Rd., FOLLOW-UP

Silver Spring, Apr. 21, May 12, May 26. John Thornhill,
'Route 1, Mt. Airy, Ma. 21771. The March '72 issue related how Radoff's Winnin!

Wedge had wingspan problems at the Team Selection Finals.
MISSOURI - Kansas City That is, it was claimed that the wing tips should have a

Twice-monthly sessions are held in Kansas City in a radius of either 65 cm or 32.5 cm. It is my personal
20' gym with smooth ceiling. Interested fliers may call opinion that this interpretation is in error, and the ~

Bill Langley at 741-0113 for details. following remarks by Ray Harlan state the case for the ‘

ega y of absolutely square tips: .

NEW JERSEY ~ Lakehurst
Flying sessions at Lakehurst Hangar #5, April 23, May "Wingspan is the lateral extent of the aircraft, lat-

7, May 21, June 4, June 18, Aug. 6, 1972. Possible dates eral being normal to the fuselage reference line. Hence,
in Hangar #1 in June and July, probably night sessions. any diagonal measurements are not within the meaning of
C. V. Russo. 143 Willow Way, Clark, N. J. 07066. wingspan, The shape of the tips is irrelevant. Note, of
NEW YORK - Long Island course, extent refers to the projected planforn, as the

Annual LIAMAC Indoor Meet, Apr. 30, 1972 at Cantiague wingspan is a single, rectilinear measurement.
Park, Hicksville, L.I., NY. Cat. II site, HLG, Easy B,
Peanut Seale, Indoor Stick, Indoor Scale. CD Bill Dun- And Again

a Ft. Sal @ Rd., North t, L.I. .woody, 985 a Long » Northport, »
WY

The March '72 issue related sad experiences with cop-
-

WASHINGTON - Kent per and brass hooks used with pirelli in torque tests.
The Third ual Boeing Management Association Model FudoTakags relates this experience which sheds some light

Aeronautics Scholarship Contest will be held June 24-25, on the problem:
1972 at the Boeing Space Center, Kent, Washington. Indoor WareHLG and Easy B events will be held along with outdoor FF 1

er 4 flying session I stuck some wing rubber bands
and Control Line events. Contact George Brownfield. 8330 tn LL Sweater pocket which happened to have some pennies
12th NW, Seattle, Wash. 98107, ph. 206-655-8606. nit. Several days later I used the sweater and found

thepennies and rubber bands stuck together. The rubber
CONTEST RESULTS ands were sticky and the pennies had turned black where

the rubber had touched them. Also, the bands were weak
THERMALEERS FLY IN, Feb. 6, 1972, Ft. Zumwalt High School, and had lost their elasticity. Apparently the sulphur in

Ofallon, Mo. Cat. I. the rubber had combined with the copper, turning it black
to copper sulphate. This unvulcanized the rubber a bit to

ROG Stick (JSO) AMA Scale (JSO) weaken it." Since then, I have never used anything having
1, Jeff Hardcastle 3:51 1. F. T. Stark 71 pts. |copper in it in contact with rubber motors."
2. Rosey Tryon 3:02 2. Art Biehl 57

3, Cecil Cook 38 It would seem the same precautions would apply on cold
days ~ don't warm your motors in the same pocket where you

Junior Easy B
4

Sr.-Op. Easy B carry your change!
1. Jeff Hardcastle 315 1. Tony Schott 5320
2. Doug DePaul 33:00 2. Jim Pears 4:53 HINTS ANDKINKS3. Kevin Porter 2323 3. R. Ew Peters 2334

Wire O-RingsJunior HLG Sr.-Op. HIG
1. Brent Frost 0:42 1. Dick Hardcastle 0:54 The Mar. '67 INAV hinted that bbé. Jeff Hardcastle O44 2. Dale Frost 0:50 onto the motor before tying the knot would simplity Rooke3. Rosy Tryon 0:30 3. Paul Tryon 0:49.8 ang and unhooking the motor, besides permitting hook-up ~

Indoor Stick (JS0) Simple Stick (Jr. only) wirecanbe Poreed anton eytettzel susgests that small

at pack Rardcastie $210 1. Danny Biehl 0:59 low shows how: form an oval with smallhooks then neon —
« Marion DePau 335 2. Tim Potta 0:58 the hooks and squeeze them sh ;

* Pat Wood : ;

ut. Relative weights: rubber3. Pat Woo 3330 3. Doug DePaul 0:55 orine b0cg5eZ3! wire (010)wire) - 00045 oz., ( 008"
Category High Time Age Group High Time sit

5 ing adds 20002 p20 fy doeeet tons
t

pped on the ring adds .0002 :

BO meoraaat'ain Pema,goes mee Lt maken fe zest betsint OE SE ee

Tom Stark - AMA Scale Jeff Hardcastle - Junior "" “FEO-Ring '

MILWAUKEE AEROMODELERS' Chicago Indoor Contest, 4/20/72 .008'wiRE Ym TYP)
Forest View High School Girl's Gym Cat. I _t
Junior PennyPlane (3 best) Open PennyPlane (3 best)

A 8
1. Eric Miller 11:14.8 1. Ghuck Markos 16:07.8 The above was reprinted from an early INAV. Since
2. Al Stone 11:03.1 2. Howard Haupt 12:42 that time, several seasons of flying have confirmed the
3. Steve Bandt 8:32.5 3. Ken Kraemer 1123723 practicality of using such "0" rings. A good source of
4. Keith Gordy 8:14.9 4, Leonard Danber 10:03 wire for these hooks is #00 stainless steel insect mount-
5. Scott Wisniewski 7:08.2 5. Jim Noonan 9:54 ing pins (cat. #14 W 0145), from Ward's Natural Science

Establishment, Inc., P. 0. Box 1749, Monterey, Cal. $3942.
Jr. Class A HLG Open Class A HLG These pins are also ideal for helping with emergency field
1. Keith Gordey 0:54.2 1. Mark Kummerow 1102.8 repairs, since they are .008" in diameter with a very fine
2. Scott Wisniewski 0352.9 2. Gordon Wisniewski 1:00.5 tapered point which will pin through even rib wood without
3, Fritz Curth 0:49.5 3. Chuck Markos 0259.2 splitting.
4. Rich Jaros 0:45.8 4, Charlie Sotich 0:57.22
5. Bill Schuh 0:39.5 5. Ken Krempetz 0:52.7 HotWireMicrofilmTrimmer

THE LAB. In the Sept. '66 INAV, there appeared a sketch of a
hand-held hot wire microfilm trimmer designed by BillFor Want of a Knot Bigge. It used a "C" size flashlight battery forFOr wen Of4Annoy . power
and wire bet 001" -

006"

The torque tester (Sept. '71 INAV) has been busy with This type of deviceie very portable: tue erentter zile
some wind-to-break tests on pirelli. A major problem has at the cutting tip due to the fine wire. Bob Dunham has-been failure at the knot; early tests failed at lower than suggested that a glow plug filament would do well, and
expected stress. Careful observation showed that the knot made a device like that shown below. The glow plug was
was slipping to one side on the hook, so that all the mounted on a sharpened dowel with the filament pulled outstress was concentrated in one strand. A special clip was to a point as shown. He found that a weak 1# volt bat-used to hold the knot straight, and failure stress went up t (teleph b
quite a bit. However, 33 motors out of 50 (66%) still hear f ; erfiel t catting oaty tent) Save the proper
failed at the knot; both strands failed simultaneously, filament 50 hot that the siremadeawidecut Perhapsamputating the knot. As an example of the stress involved, a single cell Ni-Cad battery would be ideal?

8 piece of .067" pirell4i failed at .988 inch ounces torque
eve 3/16. ow ee

So, ia there some method of making a loop besides a
en

—_

knot? The other end of the motor is under the same stress Puce Fieamewr Ov7where it goes around the hook, but there has never been

a faljure there oven though this ig in the form of a sin-
gie strand. Any eas?

_co-eatten-aeanpemeintannatenetrmunpainenamacensncenenttaint net ns CeANONNUNCAN INGCe tetNCLCACCA A LCCLCC CTI AA
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STATE OF THE ART
PROP FORUM

This month's plan is of Larry Renger's "Boxy 3", The
Original "Boxy" appeared several years ago, after winning It is not uncommon for adjustable pitch props to be
a local meet within hours of its conception. Boxy 3 was used on indoor models; 1t is even more common to tweakbullt after Larry moved to the Denver area, and won two the blades to lower or different angles during changingmeets there. flying conditions, What is not often appreciated is how oe

drastically the pitch changes for just a small change of ,

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS blade angle. Two graphs below illustrate those changeswhich resulta from change of blade angle via tweaking and44, I would like to see some "rule of thumb" for varia- also what happens if the spar is shortened or lengthenedtions in rubber weight and/or length as a function of air while holding the blade elements at the same angle.temperature, humidity, prop pitch and ceiling height.
The top graph illustrates the change in pitch distri-Hal Crane offers the following comments: bution resulting from twisting the blade to a lower angleby 2° (dotted line}, and the change resulting from short-~High humidity hurts performance by increasing model ening the spar on each blade by 1/4" to give 1/2" leasweight; it also usually softens the motor stick so that diameter (dashed line). The solid line represents theless rubber can be carried safely. stock prop with standard or helical pitch distribution

which results from building the prop on a standard carvedRubber puts out more power or will take more turns block.
without breaking in warmer weather.

In similar fashion, the lower graph shows the changesRubber may be hard or soft (high torque/turn or low due to twisting in 2° more blade angle and the changes duetorque/turn), and may vary in quality. (Ed. note: The to lengthening each blade 1/4" while keeping the blades at
apparent maximum variations in pirelli are: energy storage the same angle. Note that the dotted line and dashed line
- +15%; hardness - 225%.) These are unpredictable vari- represent the opposite condition from the graph above -ables which call for advance testing before a flying ses- sorry about that!
sion. I guess that a medium rubber (rated for both number
of turns and torque output) is best for indoor. Rubber It 1s easy to see that drastic changes in pitch willselection is most important and easy to goof on, especial~ result from very small changes. This study is not intend-
ly without advance preparation, ed to discourage tweaking, but to call attention to the:

need for small changes or to alert fliers to just wnat isThe easy way to long Cat. I flights is to have the happening when they tweak pitch. It 18 a valid and val-
loop short - equal to the hook span before break-in. (If uable technique and probably needs systematic study. It
the loop is shorter than the hook span, it will overstress is possible to make these studies graphically, and it onlythe stick.) Use a prop and wing loading combination such takes about ten minutes per condition. If anyone is in-
that a 15" loop of rubber which will take over 1600 turns terested in making these studies, write for more info,will land with about 300 turns in a 20' ceiling. With a 40
strong wing, launch torque can be 0.3 inch oz. Wind to x

ue eee ye1600 furns. back off to 1500 turns. With a 60 rpm aver- e :

STOCKH PROP SHORTENED By4
age, a celling scrubbing model would then have 20 minutes a 3s ’

eee eeee STOCKH PROP ~-2° BLADE ANGLEworth of turns. The 60 rpm average should be easily
achieved with a large diameter, moderate pitch prop such 2
as an 18" x 30", t 30 Srock Prop- 30"

8
FOSThat same model should make a no-touch flight of about ‘ ee oo

10 minutes by launching with 500 turns instead of 100 25 ao
turns backed off. (Ed. note; Fora precision method of <" ~e.,altitude control, see "Slithery Dee" in the July '71 Model

a mo.
Alrplane News, or "Choice of Rubber Motor For Low Ceiling 1 2 3 + Ss 6 7 8 q 10Indoor", First NFFS Symposium Report.) RADIUS IN INCHES

Again, that smae Be 18") deo fly about 30 minutes in 40Cat. III using a longer (1 loop of rubber wound to 0.5 ‘
eee

“ .

WYinch oz, or more torque (launched at 0.4 to 0.5 inch oz.) = ‘ STOCKPROPSTRETCHED BY 14
and at least 1800 turns. Use a slightly lower pitch prop K 35 ‘. ~----- S$7TOCH PROP + 2° BLADE ANGLEif needed to get 'way up. It would be desirable to have x Ye,
@ stronger and perhaps longer motor stick for Cat. III.

w
wT

feneree
eer

The wing can be lighter if no scrubbing or girder bumping 2 30 Toch Prop-30" Pp.

7

ttttt te ee

is intended.
Q

The flier should realize that launch torque may be as Wy
low as half the last meter reading if he winds on a fixed 25
torque meter and has to release turns on both ends to

3 “Se @ BTattach the motor to the model. By using wire "0" rings at i 2 Rabivs NM INCHESeach end of the motor, a wound motor can be transferred to
the model without loss of turns. If one "co" ring is used AIRFOILS

wound on the torquemeter ternslot ont tohook te the prop then a torque Ted Gonzoph offers the following information for thosereading taken just before hooking the rear "oO" ring to the who use arc airfoils. The chart displays airfoil thick-
rear hook ness and 4 corresponding multiplication factor to be used.

as follows; Wing chord x Factor = airfoil radius. As an

Wing loading of the model is the total weight divided Cea enerd of 5.5% thickness would require 2.299 x

by the wing area. Try to keep the pods? light without - ° Us.

being too weak. Once the model is built you can vary e

wing loading quite a bit by changing rubber. With a very & Thick, Factor % Thick. Factor
good model the ultimate flight will come with rubber

4.0 3.14 30rubber weighing 1.5 times the airframe weight, which gets 4o5 3"800 7.0 1. ‘}harder to adjust. It is more dangerous to the motor stick 5.0 21505 g:2 1708and to the wing during scrubbing, and much harder on the 5.5 31299 6 1.802nerves! If the rubber weight equals the model weight, B° 314 10°60 1.43
this provides good, and sometimes record results. 6.5 1958 . 1.300

To summarize prop/rubber changes: Ted included the 9% and 10% figures "for the phone
1. With inadequate climb, or if the model lands with too low oitenn” He hasnotes (iy commonwith others inewueiemany turns, try reduced prop pitch or a shorter loop to

1 Stan Chilton) that the thicker sections give a fantasticget lower total model weight. If the rubber weight equals crise in low ceilings, but often give difficulty in highthe model weight, change to shorter loop of wider rubber, ceilings. For another side to thick vs. thin airfoil forsince much lighter rubber will probably hurt performance high ceiling flyt see DESIGN FOOTNOTES 1 '
more than the reduced weight will improve performance. & & flying, e n May '71 INAV.

2. If the model seems overpowered, increase prop pitch,
lengthen the loop, or use same length loop of smaller

.rubber (remember to keep rubber weight at least equal to
model weight).

éRLTT IOILEE LII IT I I I LALLA LLLOE NELLONEELIO LONLNLOLIECONOEAONANLLL OLNAAA OONCENNNCLOT cL EN LNALEC CENALINICTT CONTICTANSetntetet ettatEtiatttnrammanenetienen DumsremesiermenetitetnnnecnnetCHAN
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NEWSand VIEWS editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75080
*####NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*####

.

VP) and some FAI types. Murray related having heard an
New Members! interpretation of this rule to the effect that the mia.points of square tips would be the location o e points >

Dr. JOHN B, MARTIN, 3227 Darwin St., Miami, Fla, 33133 in question.
ALAN RICHES, 1568 Celeste Crescent, Port Coquitlam,

. B. C., Canada The moral of this question/mini-tempest 18 to not use
JOSE M. TELLEZ, P. ©. Box 733, Laguna Beach, Cal. 92652 square tips on an indoor model which will be checked to

,

FAI specs. Ordinarily, the matter would not arise on

;

Ernie Kopecky I11 indoor modelg due to the poor structural efficiency of
square tips. On models with specified high wing loadings

Manny Radoff has asked that friends of Ernie Kopecky such as PennyPlane, weight penalty would be inconsequene
drop him a line at home, as he has been sick. Ernie lives tial. However, current theory indicates that a square tipat 38 Fawn Lane, Watchung, NJ 07060, and enjoys hearing is aerodynamically more efficient and may be beneficial onfrom his friends during his enforced idleness, PennyPlane. For one gram models, 1t is doubtful that

'
aerodynamic gains of a square tip would outweigh poor72 NATS structural efficiency of the square tip.

The 1972 Nats 14s back on, on the dates and schedules ,

announced in the March '72 INAV. This information, and CONTEST CALENDAR
other pertinent info, will be repeated in the June issue. CANADABriefly, the Indoor Nate will be on Monday, July 24 and Record Trials on June 4 and indoor contest July 1 inTuesday, July 25, 1972 at the Brig. Gen. Richard L. Jones '
A in Chi . th the '70 a! Nat t 90°" AgroDome, Port Coquitlam, British Columbia. Contact
rmory in cago; this was the and “71 Nats site. Alan Riches, 1568 Celeste Crescent, Port Coquitlam, B.C.,

Indoor Weighing Scale
Canada for details.

FLORIDA - Miami .Stan Chilton passes on the following: “For indoor fly- Indoor contests at 107th Ave. & Coral Way, Miami, Fla.ohe Ww t ToL b vn ele ceo at BH2ng eal es deleng 311, on May 28, 1972, beginning 10 am. Paper Stick, IndoorOhaus triple beam balance Centogram scale, mode notte Seale and HLG. For more details, and info on future plan-It is available through lab suppliers, school supply dis- ;ned meets, contact Dr. J. B. Martin, 3227 Darwin St.,tributors, etc., and costs around $30. It will weigh to Miami, Fla. 33133within .00015 oz. accurately with repeatable readings over
, wwe

long periods of time, and is fast to use. NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst
5 ;Flying sessions at Lakehurst. June 4, June 1 Aug. 6,

gn LastCally 1972, Three day meet July 1-3, 1972 with entry fee, cash
* BEE

Tom Vallee has announced at least one production prizes. Sanctions in force for AMA, FAI Record Trials.thet it

run of his rotary rubber shear. If snyone would iike to Hangar #1. C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, NJ 07066.
|order one (details in April '72 INAV), contact Tom very OKLAHOMA ~ Tulsa

,

soon at 444 Henryton So., Laurel, Md. 20810, Indoor session (may develop into contest) in 34'11"
John Mabee Gym, University of Tulsa, June 18, 1972. Con-PennyPlaneNo-Touch Rule tact Bob Dunham, Box 7151, Tulsa, Okla, 74105 for info.

|

In response to a question about background of the no- :

touch rule for PennyPlane, Charlie Sotich made the follow- NIMASPOSTAL
ing remarks: "This was originally intended to make up for

.

°

the differences in types of ceilings, so a building with Entry in the 1972 NIMAS Postal cannot be said to be

@ smooth ceiling would not give an advantage to models be- Small, as can be seen below. In fact, the 1972 entry can
. ing flown against those in a place with a lot of girders be equated to the entry of all previous postals combined!

_{in postal competitions). It seems to have stuck for our Many thanks for your support!
Cat.:I flying and got carried over to the Nats last year.
At the April 21 Aeronuts meeting we voted to drop the no- Junior PennyPlane

Time cetling Fudge Scoreuch rule for our Cat. IIT meets in the future. mte ule for o 1. John Magnus 169 sec. 22.3! 1.253 ele?NIMAS/NFFS Meetin 2. Leonard Garrick 156. 20 1.323 156.
. 3%. Richard Whitten 50.2 20! 1.323 66.4

A large number of both NIMAS and NFFS members will be
;

;

near Dallas during the FAI FF Team Selection Finals over Senior PennyPlane
'4th of July weekend. Would it be possible that an infor- 1. Doug Fronius 244 22 63 1.253 305.7

mal “pull session" type combination meeting could be held? 2. Jim Haught 258.5 32 1.046 268.3
How about all you NIMAS types dropping a card to Box 545
and telling us you are coming and what you think of this Open PennyPlane
idea??? 1. Hewitt Phillips 530 20! 1.323 T0142

2. Clarence Mather 33} 22.3! 1.253 189.8FAL Span ~- Once Again 3. Pudo Takagi 2 2243 1.253 3556
4. Howard Haupt 307 28! 1.118 3432

Two recent issues have noted some difficulty with the 5+ Mike Fedor 312.4 32! 1.046 326.8
span measurement on Radoff's "Winnin' Wedge" model, due to 6. Frank Perkins 296 .6 32 1.046 - 310.2
the square tips. Subsequent remarks indirectly implied
criticism of Bill Bigge, who was CD of the Eastern Finals. Senior IndoorStick

'One of the major reasons Bill was asked to assume the job 1. Jim Haught 335.2 32 1.046 350.6
was the knowledge that he was a careful and thorough CD,

.
with the ingrained habit of being fully cognizant of all Open Indoor Stick

,applicable regulations. This is a habit all CD's should 1, Hal Crane 840 20) 1.323 1111.3
cultivate, along with the habit of never making a decision 2. Howard Haupt 556 20! 1.323 735 6
without consulting the current Rule Book. So, even though 3. Mike Fedor 490 32! 1.046 512.6
it came out that way, no criticism of Bill was intended 4, Mark Valerius 472 32! 1.046 493.7

oN sagen I apologize for the way it all sounded. 5. Don Chancey 314.4 32 1.046 328.9
: RRR.

Now: Bill points out that Sec. 1.4.5 1n the FAI Sport- JuniorClassIHIG
boning Code defines wingspan as "the maximum distance between 1. Nigel Tarvin 45.2 20'2 1.24 40.5

two points terminating the wing." Quite clearly, this is
ambiguous enough to give rise to more than one interpre- Senior ClassIHIG

bon

‘

tation. This weekend, during a Dist, VIII FF meeting, 1. Bruce Matthews 42.0 20'2 1.24 52.0
the matter was discussed with Murray Frank (Dist. VIII



Open Class I HIG My biggest problem to date is to get the weight down
i 1. Don Murray 42,2 20'2" 1.24 52.3 to .035 oz. and still have a reasonably sturdy machine.

2. Kevin Barrett 51.0 25! 1.0 51.0 Seoond, the long motor stick seems to show some torsional
3. Bob Leishman 37.6 19! 1.316 49.5 flex which changes the relative tilt between the lifting4. Leon Friedman 46.5 25' 1.0 46.5 surfaces. The circle is large at launch and tightens as
5. Gerry Donahue 42.0 25' 1.0 42.0 torque goes down.
6. Dick Sherman 40.0 25' 1.0 40.0

Doug and I also built PennyPlane versions of this emaiJuniorClassI]HLG design for the November '71 contest in Philadelphia. We
. adie ¥

1. Jimmy Clem 48.1 32! 1.094 52.6 built identical models to the Chicago Aeronuts rules and
,

.

2. Jan Yanagisawa 32.6 32! 1.094 3567 entered the contest. Our times were 12:02 and 11:57 for
3. Leonard Garrick 31.4 33! 1.061 33.3 1st and 2nd under the 80' ceiling, without touching.”
SeniorClassJJHIG The usual CMOS diagram has not been included with the .

1. Jim Haught 48 3 32! 1.094 52.8 three-view, due to an unresolved question on the manner of
applying CMOS to a tandem configuration. If the CMOSOpen Class Il HLG

4 '
method o, applied with the assumption that it 1s directlyve Mike Fedor 7440 22", 1.094 80.9 applicable to this model, John's trim of this model com-

° erry ook 2967 2765 1.273 709 putes to +62% static margin. This would indicate thatz non Chancey aon 32 1.094 68.9 the model would have adequate stability with the front
» Tom Earle 1. 3e 1.094 6742 wing even further forward in relation to the CG, or that5+ Dick Mathis 59 ot 32 1.094 65.0 the model as shown is super-stable.6. Bill Langley 45 4 27.5! 1.273 57.8
7. Jim Clem 45.5 32! 1.094 49.8 NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
8. Roger Schroeder 38.5 27.5' 1.273 48.0

. CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Ceiling Dodger The last two national Czech meets were not reported
1. Hal Crane 630 20° 1.323 833.5 (see Sept. '71 INAV for results of July 10-11 meet; the
2. Stan Chilton 680.8 31° 1.063 723.7 Czech '72 Team selection was made on the basis of perfor-
3. Bill Langley 424 2725' 1.128 474.8 mance of these three meets. The finals scores below are
4. Roger Schroeder 323 2725! 1.128 364.3 the total of the two best times of three for each flier.)
5. Kevin Wehner 294 2725! 1.128 331.6
6. Walter Lounsbury 271 2725! 1.128 305.7 National Meet in Z Hall, Brno, July 17-18, 1972

1. Rudolf Cerny 27215 23:43 50:58
Junior kasy B 2. Dagmar Chlubna 22359 26:40 49339
1. Jimmy Clem 329 32! 1.046 BAd 4 3. Eduard Chlubny 22:47 22:53 45340
2. Peter Sandburn 265 26! 1.16 331.0 4, Jan Hrdlicka 22:50 18326 44216
3. Mark Killgo 160 32! 1.046 167 4 5. Jaroslav Jirasky 19:12 20:50 40:02
4. Leonard Garrick 110.2 20! 1.323 145.9 6. Tom Weigert 17235 18337 36312
5. Richard Whitten 103.4 20! 1.323. 136.8 7. dirt Kalina 21:30 13:53 35323
6. Allen Crane 16.0 20! 1.323 21.2

National Meet in Z Hall, Brno, October 30-31, 1972
Senior Easy B 1. Jiri Kalina 29:40 30:50 60:30
1. Kevin Wehner 323.5 20.5! 1.306 422 5 2. Dagmar Chlubna 28:50 29:51 58:41
2. Jim Haught 327.9 32! 1.046 343.0 3. Eduard Chlubny 28:38 25315 53353

4. Karol Rybecky 29:56 22:53 52:49
Open Easy B 5. Rudolf Cerny 23:36 25317 48353
1. Clarence Mather 636 22.3' 1.253 796.9 6. Jaroslav Jirasky 22:05 20:45 42:50
2. Dick Hardcastle 707 31! 1.063 7515
3. Ted Gonzoph 626 26' 1.16 726.6 Final Results, Czechoslovakia Championship for 1971
4, Stan Chilton 540 20! 1.323 714.4 (First three placings constitute Czech Team for 1972)

-
ao

5. Bob Platt 529 20! 1.323 699.8 1. Jiri Kalina ~ 67:25 60:30 127355 ee i

6. Bill Langley 491 20.5' 1.306 641.7 2. Dagmar Chlubna 55:21 58341 114:02 a

7. Dick Starks 451 20.5' 1.306 599.0 3. Eduard Chlubny 58:44 53353 112:37
8. Gordon Wisniewski 480.2 20! 1.323 555.9 4. Rudolf Cerny 55351 50:58 106:49
9. Hal Crane 411 20! 1.323 543.7 5 Karol Rybecky 49301 52:49 101350
10. Phil Rennaker 407 20.5! 1.306 531.5 6. Jaroslav Jirasky 58:07 42:50 100:57
11. Fudo Takagi 393 22.3! 1.253 492.4
12. Mark Valerius 453.3 32! 1.046 474.2 ENGLAND
13. Harry Cook 354 20.5' 1.306 462.0 Eight Cardington meetings were held in 1971, with
14, Alan Riches 342 2o'e" 1.315 449.7 about 12 regular fliers and not many of the formerly well
15. Mike Fedor 415.2 3e' 1.046 434 3 known English indoor fliers having built one gram models.
16. Walt Winberg 325.2 2o'a" 1.315 427 6 Four of these fliers have topped 30 minutes with one gram
17. Bob Leishman 306 19° 1.353 444.0 models: John Blount - 32:57, Martin Shepherd - 32:28,
18. Bud Tenny 385.4 32! 1.046 403.1 Bruce Edwards - 31:38 and Laurie Barr - 30:10. Winter
19. Don Chancey 384 6 32! 1.046 402.3 flying has been done in a 300' x 190' x 17' RAF hangar,
20. Charles Learoyd 327.5 25! 1.183 387 4 with over 10 minute FAI flights being made in poor con-
21. Dick Sherman~ 301 e5' 1.183 356.1 ditions. A 36' hangar is also expected to be available.
22. Howard Haupt 266 20! 1.323 3519
23. Jim Clem 338 4 32' 1,046 342.9 HINTS AND KINKS
24. Leon Friedman 260 25! 1.183 307 6
25. Gerry Donahue 229.4 25' 1.183 271.4 Prop Blade Holder
26. Kevin Barrett 160 25' 1.183 189.3

When reworking old prop blades or while building new
STATE OF THE ART ones, it is sometimes beneficial to wet the blade and then

bake it in the oven while holding it flat against the prop
This month's model was chosen not so much for its per- block. However, the blade is fragile and hard to hold

formance as for the concept and its performance vs. weight down safely. Dick Ganslen suggests that strips of Jap
and future potential. Who else has done nearly 24 minutes tissue be stuck to the block and then water-shrunk before
with a 65 cm model weighing nearly 3 grams? John Kukon’ the block is baked. The blade will be held firmly in
and Doug McLean collaborated on the design of a tandem FAI place without damage.
model, tne prototype of which is shown here. “

Jonn says the following about the design: "Much of the
theory of this design was worked out by a friend, Doug JY 2McLean, I've built 14 of these models and together we've Cx)flown them during the winter in a local gym. I've done xDthe equivalent of 34 minutes on many occasions during sim- O \
ulated high celling flights. The simulation consists of x ? \
using 1/8 of a normal loop of rubber along with a spacer law 'weighing 7/8 of the loop, keeping the hook spacing exactly \ >1/8 of the total spacing. This gives the model full fly- (» \ing weight for all tests, and the stick can be given full Asload tests. The lightest model yielding 34 minute simu- Q

omaes related flignts weighed .049 oz. My .037 oz. version needs WET TISSUE STRIPS ibe, on
.

a different prop setup to get a higher climb, but the J : .

cruise is fantastic!

anise tRORDARae ei maseneat annantetaacincmetonietimatenatttcttaeteintEs atteet aC ENN USA RN AtC TC COC CC AAA
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HINTS AND KINKS
ee CONTEST RESULTS

PennyPlane Scale
McDONNELL-DOUGLAS MID-AMERICA INDOOR FLYING CIRCUS

Dennis Jaecks quoted his PennyPlane model weights in East St. Louis Armory, March 5, 1972, 34° AMA, 31° FAI
—

fractions of a "penny" weight (see Dec, '71 INAV). The ,

sketch below shows how these weights were measured - on a
ROG Stick - (JSO Indoor Scale - (JS

scale calibrated in one penny full scale, of course! The \. Tony Schott 2216 Vo Fe Te Stark 139 pts.
scale was formed from 1/32" aluminum sheet with feet bent e. Jott Hardcastle 3:04 @. Charlie Sotich 138
at right angles to the main body - which is a neat way to 3. Charlie Sotich 4332 pe Art Biehl W165
make a scale regardless of which units it works with, te Ge Ae Cook 106.2 .

Open Easy B Jr.-Sr. Easy B
1. Dick Hardcastle 11:47 1. Jeff Hardcastle 7:03

,
2. Stan Chilton 11320 2. Doug DePaul 4306

”) 2 1025" D/A. Music Wine 2: JimBennett 9105 34 Karl Crosby 3:07
O18 4 , 9” LONG . $
wire 6 5. Paul Tryon 6355 Peanut Scale - (JSQ)

8 “Ne 1. Charlie Sotich 6:24
Soe SN Indoor Stick -(JSO) 2. F. T. Stark 3326

> ye Faut iryon h
11:07 Z° C. Ae Cook 1249

4 7 - Jo nglis 11302 « A. De. Coe 1:02
Yan ALU. °° 3. Dick Hardcastle 10:53

/

. 4. Tony Schott 10319 Ornithopter - (JS0)
oo 5. M. DePaul 4344 1. Doug DePaul 0:51

7
0 5

2. Bob Rother 0:50
pen HL

1. Bob Klipp 13:02 Junior H1LG
L 2. Paul Tryon 4301 1. Jeff Hardcastle 0:51

3. Charlie Sotich 1:00
PENNY PLANE SCALE 4. Tony Schott 0:52 Category High Time

Small Fly - Junior Rubber - Dick Hardcastle
THE LAB 1. Jeff Hardcastle 1:19

. ; ~

Bob
KiippLaunch Torque Meter o Brett oetee oiho BEG Bop Bad

The Dec. '68 INAV presented a torque meter to be used 3 Dou’ pepent oi Indoor Seale-¢sSotich

as a winding stooge and for checking torque curves of rub
er motors under test or evaluation. If you use an "0

ring at the torque meter end, that type can be used as a Be ee Re ae eonST otiing’ 1972 Cate it

rough check of torque that you launch with. For low ceil- , ,

ing flying, the launch torque determines very closely how Jr. Class A HIGUPs. VsiaSSA iG Upen64488Anidhighthe model will climb, (See "THE LAB", May '68 INAV 1. Fritz Kurth 1327.6 Peete Wetaen 1333.9and “CHOICE OF RUBBER MOTOR FOR LOW CEILING INDOOR", p. 78 2, Keith Gordey 1:12.6 2. Mark Kummerow 1:21,2
f the 1968 NFFS SYMPOSIUM REPORT.) ° 00. : 12.

° ° 2 Rich Jaros 1300.0 2 Gordon Wisniewski 1:12.4
° a, 3 e « : eIf you lose any turns hooking up after winding, or Bt Scott Wisniewski 013610 $1 Dick Swenson «+1086

wait very long to launch, the torque level will change. oo
,

Also, it 4s very difficult to hit a desired launch torque Jr. AMA HLG Open AMA HLG
‘

exactly while winding on a torque stooge. The answer to 1. KeithGordey 1321.0 1. Richard Hixon 2:01.26
all these objections and problems is to measure the torque 2. Steve Rak 1315.8 2. Bob Watson 1248.5
just before launch. If you have this capability, it is a 3, Rich Jaros 0:54.3 3. Chuck Markos 1:47.9
simple matter to hook up with a higher torque than needed 4, James Loribecki 0:41.5 4. Dick Swenson 1243.0
and let the prop run in short bursts until the torque has 5. Bruce Bandt 0:38.8 5. Bob Johnson 1230.0
dropped to the exact value needed.

unior PennyPlane Open PennyPlane
A hairspring of suitable strength can be used to make 1. Keith Gordey 6:51.2 1. Dennis Jaecks 9355.6

a torque meter to make torque measurements on the model, 2. Tim Parker 5:57.8 2. Robert Hayes, Sr. 8:51.2
as shown schematically below. The particular spring used 3, Seott Wisniewski 3:54.5 3. Chuck Markos 8322.5
in this torque meter cost $1 postpaid at Addison Aero Parts 4. Rich Jaros 0:08.2 4. Mark Kummerow 7303.0

. & Sales, P. 0. Box 216, Addison, Texas 75001; order part 5. Otto Curth 6330.0
number 671-73 Hairspring. This spring has a split collet
which will need an adapter. Make the adapter to fit the Junior Paper Stick Open Paper Stick
collet, and drill #67 thru the center of the adapter. - 1. Scott Wisniewski 10:03.8 1. Dennis Jaecks 15:07.2
Press a polished piece of 1/32" music wire thru the adap- 2. Fritz Curth 6:57.8 2. Gordon Wisniewsk114:07.0
ter to complete the main assembly. The case was made from 3. Kieth Gordey 5:04,0 3. Howard Haupt 12332.8

_

1/8" x 1/2" pine strips set on edge and covered with .020" 4. Rich Jaros 1:20.2 4, Charlie Sotich 11:44,8
aluminum to form a box. The only bearing necessary is to 5. George Bucic, Jr.10:43.5
drill the case sides to fit the 1/32" music wire. Anchor
the free end of the spring to the case, and assemble the TECH MODEL AIRCRAFTERS INDOOR MEET, Apr. 8, 1972, Cat. II

case to the frame with small screws, Calibrate the unit in M.I.T. Armory - 42' ceiling (AMA
the same manner as for the meter in Dec. '68 INAV.

Indoor Scale ~ (J50 Delta Dart ~Junior
How do you use this device safely? Hold the model by 1. Chet Bokowski 137.5 1. Mike Roby 121.0

the front wing socket (thumb and index finger of right @. J. G. Pailet 2. Dan Aggers 1212.0
hand) with the prop spinning free. Engage the fork with 3. Barry Pallet 3. SusanNichols 0:43.5
the prop spar, which stops the prop. Read the torque and 4. Bruce Pailet 4. Juli Hall 0242.6
launch the model. DIAL 5. Fred Hall 5. Barry Pailet 0:35.9

NS Jr.-Sr.HLG OpenHLGNOME FORK 1. Bruce Pailet 1:05.3 1. Dick Sherman 1305.5
SPRING ANCHOR~ST VW 2. Barry Pailet 1300.8 2.3. G. Pailet 1301.4

— UD 3. Ron Stransky 0:58.6 3. Ed Cattey 0258.3
/SOLLETAY i 4, Dan Aggers 0:51.6 4. Gerald Donanue 0:56.4

, ' a! 5. Graham Eacock 0:13.2 5. Robert Nichols 0:55.3
t fj htSS Indoor Stick - (JSO)

i 1. Ron Stransky 8:31.481
.

sk 204,
TYPICAL SPRING  Lt..\_{un 5 ore eee 7146.8' “ADAPTER ° “10.

—,
Small clearance for » 4. Dan Aggers 6310.2
stopping end play. u 5. Don Jeter 5312.0

a
/

(Reprinted from April '69 INAV)

L
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas- 75080
*##*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY####
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New Members}
| Special Classes

OTTO CURTH, 2107 Center, Northbrook, Ill. 60062 PennyPlane- Erwin Rodemsky
: JAMES P. SULLIVAN, P. 0. Box 91781, Los Angeles,CA 90009 Outdoor Scale, Gas - Leoning M-8

Family Memberships Recent Publications

FRITZ CURTH, 2107 Center, Northbrook, I11. 60062 Indoor fliera continue to owe a word of thanks to MAN
:

:

magazine for giving Indoor topics more coverage than any'72 Nats other magazine: a report of the East Coast Team Finals-_oo

(Feb. '72), Tom Vallee's "Forum" in June '72 and "For Two .As announced in the May '72 INAV, the U.S. Navy has Cents" (July '72). "For Two Cents" 1s an excellent bit onagreed to host the Nats one more time. AMA President John PennyPlane by Clarence Mather and Dave Linstrum with full- "

Clemens has set the theme as "Thanks, Navy!", and this is size plans of two models made available. Tom's Forum top-
:

truly an historic event. Without the Navy, the character ic 1s an analysis of the aftermath of weight rules for FAI
of the Nats will of necessity change somewhat, but there Indoor. Not everyone will agree with his conclusions, butwill be more Nats. If you haven't written a letter of the arguments are well organized and presented,thanks to the Navy (see Apr. '72 INAV), now is not too
late. We owe the Navy more than most fliers realize. NIMAS/NFFS Meeting .

The Nats Indoor site is the Brig. Gen. Richard L. Onl .
. y a few responses (all favorable) were received toones Armory; 9200S- 0 eee ae vert Ble eete oan last month's query about a possible joint meeting of NIMAS

to sah
a Jul ook Ind Scale 411 follow, 3 pm

and NFFS members attending the FAI Team Selection Finals<e 3 pas men msde y sud 35.alltndoor Rubben events in Caddo Mills, Texas. Due to the less-than-overwhelming
will be held from 9 am to 9 pm. Three unofficial events, to seating west) nave to play ut by ear. ; 11 rook forward :

PennyPlane, Peanut Scale and Navy Scale will be held from and July-2 (navetowerk July 3). vet eet me euey .
3 pm to 9 pm, July 24, sharing air space with Indoor Scale
models as in previous years.

FAI INDOOR REPORT

i All indoor HLG fliers should note that the time-shar-
.

ing approach will be used again this year. This means Joe Bilgri Resigns athat alternate periods of test flying and official flying
will be enforced. The goal is to allow only those launch- Citing only personal reasons, Joe Lilgri has resign- .

ing official flights on the floor during officialflying ed his poettion on tne ve 5. adoor Team. Joe is an enaperiods to minimize turbulence for the gliders during the ae t et who will be missed, both by the Team an
.

crucial touchdown phase of the flight. Note that official Dy pts aany traends overseas. We wish him the best of
flights may be made during test flying sessions at the op- luck and a speedy return to his normal activity. 3

flight secstoseent ~ but no testing during official
Sal Cannizzo will be the new member of the Team, fol-

°

lowing his photo-finish in the Last Coast Finals last year :
Nats - Help! (Sal missed the Team then by .07 percentage points). He
RBCS =

Helps is a relative newcomer to FAI Indoor, but never placed .
lower than end place and never lower than 91% of the win- aNats Free Flight Category Director Pete Sotich recent- aely circulated a memo indicating manpower requirements for
ning score during the Team Selection Program.

, -free flight events at the Nats. The Navy will furnish no Appmanpower, so timing and officiating will have to be 100% FAI Document Appears
AMA effort. For example, the list totals 85 bodies, ex- t AV

-

‘

clusive of directors of individual events, for both indoor
a rege oe es ed een aol denen pene fone f aand. outdoor events. That does not include indoor scale ware ecu P stise ino .

4
since this category is staffed totally by the Detroit

, words detail past history and present practice in general |Cloud Busters. tn
y y by euro terms, plus explaining much about FAI procedures. It can

, Ce be regarded as an excellent document to acquaint newcomers
Indoor events customarily have only two co-directors

with the general “facts of life’ about FAI programs.
who handle all four "standard" indoor events (PennyPlane
and Scale events handled separately), and outdoor FF event existe" tor detstied Sictineoe eaten erateneeddirecticn is often handled by the same few men who work duties and authority No mention ts madeof who can over-the whole ree eck ere and processors arene titpee ride bad decisions by administrators, what channel of ap-
flight timers and it is expected that ever one except "peal can be used by program participants, etc, In short,
perhaps Juniors will have to particivate 4

y
ted Pp ‘ nothing whatsoever appears in this document to answer the

a-flight-fly-a-flignt procedure ona one forconebeste me- appeal made by numerous fliers for a definitive document.
toa

“tore
. It might be noted that this document has been made up and co

oneee ae wild beperaitted to time an excess puplished without either guidance or review by the AMA0 gehts and "coas e rest of the day. precutive Couneil (see Executive Council "Bombs Out", Mar.
72 INAV). Now that the "document" has appeared, it isAll the above leads to this: 1f your flying schedule dnesca pable that it contains nothing which would haveveur vaneaa Sete ached ee to see mere y3e 4 west send served as guidance to either side during the controversy .

Place, Chicago, I11. 60629 immediately!
’ n which almost scuttled the 1971 Team Selection Program. :

? ’ ° .
‘

. Time has slipped by so fast that we are in danger ofNFFS Top Ten Model Winners not having a 1974 Indoor Team, The deficiencies of "the :
x document’ make it impossible for any program administrator ;tenteof ttsten FP Modelof the Yearawards for19759 to function; he will have no assurance of freedom from—. ; capricious and bungling interference by "authorities" with

. undefined responsibility and authority. Even if deficien- ofEvent Flier Model Name cles in the document were addressed immediately, the work i
of Nats preparation and other pressing AMA business wouldBA Gas George Milter tEneiana Distevanaeeexte prevent an early solution. In view of recently-decided

FAI Power Thomas Koster (pogsant} Andromeda requirements for program details to be settled by pollingWakefield C, Schwartzbach (Denmark) Little Big Horn expected participants, it is already too late to make any
A/2 Nordic Hugh Langevin Ospre effective program preparation to complete team selectionIndoor Joe Bilgri (See ved '72 INAV)

before late in 1973. The matter should have been settled
_

HLG Dick Mathis & M & P Flash
° and an administrator appointed no later than May 1, 1972.



CONTEST CALENDAR RECORDS? MAYBE!
CALIFORNIA ~ Santa Ana SANTA ANA REGORD TRIALS - May 14, 1972, Cat. III

Record Trials at Santa Ana MCAF on July 23, 1972 and Santa Ana Hangars, Santa Ana MCAF, Calif.
Aug. 12-13, 1972. Bob Gibbs, 5005 Halifax Circle, Cypress Jr. Cat. III HLG ~ 1339.2, Dennis Cunnyngham
CA 90630, Sr. Cat. III HLG - 2:13.5, Marty Thompson —

SANTA ANA RECORD TRIALS - June 11, 1972, Cat. III =
CANADA Santa Ana Hangars, Sante Ane MCAF, Calif. ,

Indoor contest in 90' Agrodome in Port Coquitlam, B.C. Open Cat. III Cabin ~ 29:46, Bob Randolph
Contact Alan Riches, 1568 Celeste Crescent, Port Coquitlam,  BRAINBUSTER'S RECORD TRIALS ~ May 20, 1972, Cat. I
B. C., Canada for details. Willis School, Hampton, Va. 20' ceiling

Open AMA Cat. I FAI ~ 20:19, Bob Platt
FLORIDA ~ Miami

Indoor contests planned during summer in Miami - con- STATE OF THE ARTtact Dr. J. B. Martin, 3227 Darwin St., Miami, Fla. 33133.
This issue must be a Pete Andrews "special" - with aGEORGIA ~ Albany three view of Pete's Easy B and info below on one of theEasy B, HLG, Indoor Scale, Paper Stick contest as part FAI's he flew last year. Pete's model designs are workedof Georgia State Championships, held at NAS Albany on July out on his programmable desk calculator, using CMOS design1-2, 1972. Indoor to be 7:30 pm to 11 pm in a navy hangar methods. The Easy B reached what may be an all-time highwith 28' 6" to first obstruction. Contact Bob Stevenson, time for Easy B ~ 17:10 (flight in Lakehurst). It also209 Sourwood Dr., Marietta, Ga. 30060 for info. won ist at the only indoor meet it was entered in - the

LIAMAC meet at Cantiague Park on April 30, 1972.NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst
Indoor meet July 1-2, 1972 (not including July 3 as The diagram below, with dimensions from Pete's FAI,originally announced) in Hangar #1. Entry fee will be is the top of the standard CMOS computation form. Formscharged and cash prizes awarded for events chosen. dSanc- are available on request (self-addressed envelope), andtioned for AMA and FAI Record Trials. C. V. Russo, 143 an instruction packet on CMOS is also available. BesideWillow Way, Clark, Nd 07066, the diagram is a compilation of pertinent dimensions of

the model, The CMOS diagram below has balance info on
TOP TEN EASY B both models, with the dashed line showing Pete's balance———

point and the solid line being the 0% balance line which
The Top Ten Easy B listing begins anew each year with is the most sensitive balance setup recommended for all-

the winners of tnat year's NIMAS Postal (see May '72 INAV purpose models. More sensitive setups are possible, and
for that listing). From that time until the next Postal, probably well worth using for record trial/ideal weather
additional flights can be submitted which will "bump" into flying.
the Top Ten listing. This has happened early this year -

the listing below represents the latest standings as Dick 1
Hardcastle bumped into first place and Jim Bennett bumped

/into the Top Ten.
Time Ceiling Fudge Score J

1. Dick Hardcastle 585 18! 1.394 815.5 +10.6% o%2, Clarence Mather 636 22,3! 1.253 796 69 Oe °

3. Ted Gonzoph 626 26' 1.16 726.6 1 J4, Stan Chilton 540 20! 1.323 714.4

6, Bill Langley 491 20.5! 1.306 641.7
7. Dick Starks 451 20.5! 1.306 599.0 / /8. Jim Bennett 545 31! 1.063 578.3 Fal E9. Gordon Wisniewski 480.2 20' 1.323 555.9 1 Y ASY B

10, Hal Crane AY 20! 1.323 543.7 J /
TOP TEN CEILING DODGERS / J

The Top Ten Ceiling Dodgers listing has been continued e /
)

/uninterrupted, rather than being renewed after each Postal o| 68 /
meet. This is due to the lower participation in this fas- a. /
cinating but technically more difficult event. The list- & /
ing below has been updated to include results from the wu /
'72 NIMAS Postal. ° / |Time Ceiling Fudge Score =|
1, Stan Chilton 1115 35! 1.0 1115 wi 6 WA Pete Andrews
2. Tom Vallee 810 20! 1.323 1071.6 ‘Oo 425% 0%3. Hal Crane 682 20! 1.323 902.3 Zi. /4, Dick Hardcastle 602 23! 1.234 742.9 >
5. Hewitt Phillips 528.2 20! 1.323 698 8 /6. Howard Haupt 456 22! 1.261 574.5
7. Harry Cook 471 26' 1.16 546.4 ; ; 10 38, Bill Langley 421 27.5' 1.128 474.8
9. Jim Davidson 280 13! 1.64 459.2 X-NOSETOC.G.10. Roger Schroeder 239.5 15! 1.527 365.7

MODEL SPECS: Wing Span_25.6 Wing Area_/57.33 Av. Chord_6./45 Aspect Ratio #/¢5-1 ANDREWS1971FAI
Stab span_/4¢ Stab area_56 Av. chord_4¢__ Aspect ratio 3.5/1

47 Wing span 25.6" Stab span 14"Ce (from chart) _.£/7 76.4L1ail_Moment_Arm) Wang chord '
6.5" Stab chord| /

5"
° :

: 25% Av. Ch, (Straig wing with round stab is 1/3-2/325% Av. Ch-—* 461— | eine tips) double parabola)' ng area 157.33 sq. in.Stab area 56 sq. in.LE. bac tT .E. le 3 Average chord 6.145" Average chord aye
;

1 16—o4 > 477 \ 1 Aspect ratio 4.16531 Aspect ratio 3.531
'

a | L.E.m ; Airfoil - Kowalski 7% Airfoil - 540 —ve Chey seam tenes Ach Dihedral 3" each tip Prop 17 x 30, 2" wide
a | ‘ Rubber .051 x .043 x 17 at maximum width

X 74_—l l. 333 Av. Ch. Rudder 23 x 44
Y) pas 3.7542) N%

* ctch.tpmiee ip eiecietattpeeteeeetnneanitmni aati maaan tenement Reet eee pees
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A WORD OF REBUTTAL THE LAB

By Erv Rodemsky Knot Correction Chart

Since I am one of the "bad guys" who pushed for a In the process of making extensive torque tests onweight rule in FAI Indoor, I would like to rebutt Tom pirelli, some method of correcting for the weight of theVallee's criticism published in MAN Forum. knot was needed. The solution to the problem was to tie —
many standard knots in rubber, cut them loose, then weighIdo agree with his comment that the rule was hastily the knots and average the results. The graph below givesand poorly written. The reason was for simplicity. All the correction at a glance, Each point on the graph is

rule changes are unpopular with "experts" who are winning an average of at least three knots, and the accuracy of
under the old rules; invariably these changes bring out correction factors from the chart should be about 1%.creative thinking and new participants. (The reduction of
wingspan from 90 cm to 65 ecm gave us World Champion Jim Use the graph this way: measure the rubber cross-Richmond.) Ed note: don't forget Jiri Kalina! section with standard (not spring-loaded) micrometers,

and compute the area. Locate this area along the left
So, in attempting to keep it simple (an excellent side of the graph, move across to the graph, then down

principle), the rules writers did not go far enough. The to the bottom line and read the weight of the knot. For
intent of the one gram rule was to increase the strength example, .042 x .051" rubber has an area of .00213 sq.in.
of indoor models, That goal could have been better accom- Following the dashed line, this equates to .000425 oz.
plished by limiting wing and tail area along with requir-
ing one gram weight. Cutting performance can be accom~ 4.0
plished by limiting the weight of rubber (perhaps one-half
gram). "It puts too much premium on good rubber," they
scream. If a competitor doesn't know how important good
rubber is now, he's not paying attention! 7

. Tom blames the lack of balloons for problems in Ro- 3.5
mania. This is a half truth. Balloons would have been
invaluable in retrieving, but can you imagine "steering" a
26" span, transparent model, 180' high in a dark, drafty
salt mine? If you want to reduce hang-ups, stop the time x YX
as soon as the model touches anything. This will elimin-
ate rafter-banging. I think steering should be limited to 3.0 *
sites of less than 50' ceiling. m

9
Tom's observations on design trends are accurate*, i x

but it wasn't the 10" chords, 20" props and 18" motor ~

sticks that made the Team{ All three members** used rel- x

atively conventional well-trimmed models that were capa- 3 25
ble of handling large motors. No one ever said a weight ~
rule would make a poor builder into a champion, but it g
sure opens the way for some original thinking as evidenced

i
by the proliferation of new designs seen at contests. If

<
x ;

for no other reason than encouraging some new builders to a Tee
give Indoor a try, the weight rule is worth it. S 2.0

Analyzing the results of contests under both sets of —

rules brings out one very obvious advantage of the weight
rule - an equalizer. Contrary to Tom's allegations, top \

time was lowered; more importantly, the spread from first \

through fifth was much smaller, Isn't that where it's 15 |
at - close competition?

In closing on a positive note (as did Tom), rule
changes should be provisional before becoming final, and ’

perhaps tried in other events such as PennyPlane. '

*Tom's article was written before the Finals; perhaps af- 4 5 G 7 8 q
ter "Salt Mine II", he might have noted a requirement for ; -3
reliability under adverse conditions! WeiGHT- 02. x Lx1/0
**Since Bilgri's resignation (see p. 1) and his replace- CONTEST RESULTS
ment by Sal Cannizzo, this statement is still true. Sal's
models were even more "conventional" than the other three ST. LOUIS INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS, Apr. 9, 1972 Cat. I
winners. ;

.

Ft. Zumwait High School, O'Fallon, Mo. 24' ceiling

d
Open Easy B Junior Easy BHINTS AND KINKS ye Jim Bennett 7:46 1. Jeff Hardcastle 6319

l , « Tony Schott 7329 2. Rosy Tryon 5330SilexTissueSockets 3, Stan Snyder 7322 3, Doug DePaul 2:15
Dicx Ganslen suggests that teflon tubing can be used 4. Jim Pears 7303 4. Jason Tryon 1310

as a no-stick form to roll wing sockets on. Just slip 9+ Paul Tryon 6325
the tubing over a thin wire to hold it stiff, and roll
the sockets as usual. However, it is not necessary to Open HLG

4
Junior HLG

remove tne sockets before the glue dries, as the teflon 1. Dick Hardcastle 1:0 1. Rosy Tryon 0:26
is slick enough to permit the dry socket to slide off. 5 PonySopot 0296 2. Jason Tryon C219

WingReinforcement Indoor Stick ornithopter
Bob Platt has been reinforcing his FAI wings with a je Dick Hardcastle — 9gii4 pt ob Rother bi0C-8length of dacron bracing glued to the leading edge and °

T
u Schott 6:4 ve ears 3506

trailing edge where he makescontact with the steering 2° Mord “oer 1 a Ina Scalpole. This is intended to hold the wing together if it 5. Jim Be stt. ottk i art Beinl +4breaks, thus preventing the film from tearing. In sim- ° m Denne ° 2. rh a WwW a oiaeilar fashion, Bob Randolph puts dacron across the top of Heli t
° oy 9° 0227

the spar at the dihedral break in case the spar breaks 1. Jerr Pe 0:48completely while he is installing the dihedral. In either 7c ears °
—o.,

case, you get two chances to fix the wing before the film
gets torn; just be sure you don't have etleky film which High Point Champion - Dick Hardcastle a
will fold over and tear anyway!
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny: Box 545- Richardson, Texas-75080
Hungary Poland |#¥HHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANESOCIETY#### Andras Ree Ryszard Czechowsky
uzady Gyorgy Edward Ciapala )NewMembers} Antal Egri Stefan Bombol

RICHARD A. McCLELLAND, 42 Maple Place, Nutley, NJ 07110 Romania 7
Nicu Bezman

Help - Nats Report! Otto Hints
Much of the success of this newsletter has been due to

Vasile Nicoara

willing help from many people. If there is any sort of
Nats report beyond the "bare bones" listing of results, CONTEST CALENDAR
Nats entrants will have to help out. Due to my upcoming
trip to the WCh in August, vacation time must be saved CALIFORNIA - Santa Ana
for that instead of the Nats. Therefore, any help which Record Trials at Santa Ana MCAF on July 23 and Aug.
is available (pictures and description of what happened) 12-13, 1972. July RT - Bob Randolph, 25145 Lawton Ave.,
will be welcome. Due to my need to mail the Aug. issue Loma Linda, CA 92354. Aug. RT - Bud Romak, 85 Sullivan
as early as possible, please try to mail text by Aug. 1, Dr., Moraga, CA 94556,
1972, and pix as soon as possible after that. If you

.

have a contribution that will be a little later, please NEW JERSEY -Lakehurst
drop a card saying it is coming so I can plan for it. Flying sessions at Lakehurst on Aug. 6, 1972. C. VY.

Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, NJ 07066,
Free PennyPlane Kits

a

RECORDS? MAYBE! .

The Chicago Aeronuts will again furnish free Penny-
/

Plane kits for the convenience of P/P newcomers. These TULSA GLUE DOBBERS RECORD TRIALS, June 18, 1972 Cat. I
Kits will be available at the HLG/Scale session at the John Mabee Gym, Univ. of Tulsa 34' 11" ceiling.
Nats (Monday, July 24, 1972).

Open FAI Cat. II FAI - 16:45, John English .
Gaddo Mills Report Sr. Cat, I HLG - 1:07.1, Robert Dunham II

Sr. Cat. I Cabin - 7:10, Robert Dunham II
After the wind went away (July 6, it was calm enough

to fly PennyPlane outdoors!> and the dust settled, the NIMAS AWARDS
’.. FAI Team Finals produced the following FF Team members:

.

i Gold Cat. IIT HLG Award - 1:06.2, Dan Domina
“

Wakefield Nordic Power
Frank Parmenter Hugh Langevin Hank Spence P TE .

‘

:

Bob White Paul Crowley Frank Wolff TCE TESCEILINGDODGERS
.

Jon Davis
_

Vince Croghan Tom McLaughlin Time Ceiling Fudge Score
The possibility of a NFFS/VIMAS confab went by default At eean Chiiton Vato 23 1.0 1115

because of repairs, searching for lost models, and general 5° Hed Cr ee bap 0. 1.323 1071.6
fatigue caused by long chases. Several very welcome bull 7° DL k vara t1 ae ast 16203 9023
sessions were had with old friends, but it was impossible ;° HewittPhillips 528.2 oot 11535 arato get more than a few together at any one time. 6. Howard Haupt 456 22" 12361 574.5

7. Harry Cook 474 26 1.16 546.4 oeFAIINDOORREPORT 8. Bill Langley 421 2745" 1.128 474.8 7

9. Jim Davidson 280 13 1.64 459.2ppiicavion -InternationalRecord Application
10. Kevin Wehner 263 18! 1.394 366.6

Considerable skepticism has greeted a tentative record ,

received by FAI. C. W. Hennecart, Director General sent CONTEST RESULTS -
out copies of the application for Class Fid (Indoor Model) —

record, with a claimed Cat. I time of 1::58:28. No other CHICAGO AERONUTS INDOOR CONTEST, Apr. 22-23, 1972 Cat. II
details were available at publication time, except that Brig. Gen. R. L. Jones Armory, Chicago 90' ceiling
the flight was claimed by Russia and the date of applica-
tion was June 30, 1972. Jr. PennyPlane Open PennyPlane

1. Steve Oravecz 5302.0 1. Dennis Jaecks 10:05.0
Record WCh Entry? 2. Scott Wisniewski 4:31.5 2. Rol Anderson 9237.6

3. Keith Gordey 3349.8 3, Hank deKat 8317.8
A note included with AMA's request to NAA for trans- 4, Eric Miller 2354.0 4. Gordon Wisniewski 8:12.1

portation for the U. S. Indoor Team stated that thirteen 5+ Rich Jaros 1338.8 5. Robert Hays, Sr. 7:09.0
(13) countries had entered the 1972 Indoor World Champ-

,

/

jfonships. Information available here indicates that these Jr. Paper Stick Open Paper Stick
countries have entered: Australia (proxy entry by Boyd 1. Scott Wisniewski 9:30.8 1. Dennis Jaecks 15:33.7
Felstead) to be flown by Manny Radoff with Erv Rodemsky é. Fritz Curth 9303.1 2. Chuck Markos 15:07.9
ag team manager; Czechoslovakia, England, France, Italy 3. Eric Miller 4:51.2 3. Charlie Sotich 14340.3
and Romania. In addition, Poland and Hungary are known 4, Rich Jaros 1258.2 4, Ed Stoll 13:13.4
to have teams, even though word from Hungary indicated 5. Gordon Wisniewski 12:09.4
that Hungary would not attend. Finally, Germany and Fin-
land have never missed an Indoor WCh, and Yugoslavia has Jr. Indoor Stick Open Indoor Stick
attended all since Debrecen, Hungary (1966). The other 1. Scott Wisniewski 8:45.8 1. Dennis Jaecks 20329.2
countries reported to have indoor activity at some level 2. Fritz Curth 6232.5 2. Howard Haupt 17:04.0
are: Argentina, Austria, Canada, Holland, New Zealand, 3. Eric Miller 3340.7 3. Ea Stoll 1520161
Russia and Sweden. a Rich Jaros 1:35.4 4, Charlie Sotich Veto

_ « Steve Rak 0:13.29 5. Rol Anderson 14311.0
‘ Hopefully, information will come in regarding teams

from the other countries that have entered. Meanwhile, Jr. HLG Open HLG
.

the following fliers are members of teams from their re- 1. Keith Gordey 110.0 1. Rick Hixon 112.8
spective countries: 2. Steve Rak 88.7 2. John Loribecki 111.0

3. Scott Wisniewski 81.8 3, Dick Swenson 96.0
Czechoslovakia Italy 4. Rich Jaros 72.9 4. Chuck Markos 93.4

: Jiri Kalina Carlo Cotugno 5. Fritz Curth 33.2 5. Louie Bromley 89.0
Eduard Clhubny Mascuillo Germano (cot. p.4)
Dagmar Chiubna Frioli Adalberto
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Indoor Seale STATE OF THE ART

a" yack Neiderhauser eee eka 123.0 "
Erv Rodemsky was honored by NFFS this year for his oe

3. Keith Ward Piper Cub 14724 invention" of the PennyPlane, along with the Chicago
, *

4. Ron Martelet Pitstue Porter 137.0 Aeronuts for their promotion of the model. NFFS features
°

Ch k Mark ‘Westland Wid 121 0
four PennyPlanes as examples, including DennisiJaecks'5. uc arkos estlan geon ° Nate winner (Dec.'71 INAV), models by Dave Linstrum and

t

Plastic Prop Jr. Rubber cuarence vather(July 72 M.A.N.) and Rodemsky's 1g Plane

1. Gregg Miller 27.9 .

2. Jenny Linstrum 2703 A second offering for the month is Ron Wittman's Tara
pr Mindy pane trum Bote 18, a glider which took several places at the 1967 Indoor
. uck For a Nats, and has set outdoor records as well. Full size out-5, Jim Jamrose 5d lines appear on page 3, with top and side views below.

ST. LOUIS GATEWAY CHAMPIONSHIPS (Indoor section) 6/3/72
Missouri Baptist College, St. Louis 18' ceiling /

/
Indoor Stick

,

Indoor HLG 9 +4%, 0%
1. Dick Hardcastle 9:45 1. Dick Hardcastle 48.0 /
2. Tony Schott 7:48 2. Bob Klipp 44.0

J
3. Jim Bennett 6354 3. Lloyd Wood 05.0 m 8

y
4. Pat Wood 4304
5. Lloyd Wood 2:10 a /

Indoor Scale a 7 /
:

1. Dick Hardcastle 78 wu / Rodemsky’s
2. Tom Stark Lo /
3. Lloyd Wood 32 2} 6

7
PennyPlane :

4, Pat Wood 15 - wl 7
/Zz 5 /

a tNEWS FROM AROUNDTHEWORLD > -

ARGENTINA
The Argentina Nats were held simultaneously with the

.

3 4 5 ¢ 7 8 9 10

South American Contest, which drew entries from Chile, ‘© 6"
Brazil, Uruguay, Bolivia and Peru. The scheduling of —| = keindoor for the Argentina Nats gave unprecedented oppor- ~~ -
tunity for modelers from ail these countries to see and x

| admire a relatively rare type of model. Interest was very O
high, and the fliers from Argentina were very busy answer-~

“ TILT STAB

ing questions. It 1s possible that Indoor will become a FOR TURN
regular event at future South American Championships; this \

:
f

is only one step away from the possibility of Internation- b FLIGHT PATTERN:
al Indoor Contests in this hemisphere. The next step may RIGHT LAUNCH,

.

be a World Championships in this hemisphere!
LEFT GLIDE 1/8" SPRUCE or

—.

‘ The contest itself was made more difficult by uncon- :

,

3/16" HARD BALSA
trollable drafts near the top of the theatre site, which

_

o FUSELAGEcaused most flights to terminate in an upper balcony. _

1. Eduardo Grippo 13312 8352 22304 °
u

2, Alberto Barilari 7:27 9:40 17:07 8 1/4" SHEET

3. Nereo Beggiatto 6350 83:52 15342 \ FINGER-BRACE
4, Luis M. Coronel

‘

7234 6:47 14321 . |
5. Miguel A. Leone 6:44 6:55 13339
6, Julio C. Martinez 3:46 4:37 8:23
7. Domingo Sassone Os 13% T:47% 8:00 +t b

*Both models destroyed on only flight. 3
' WwROMANIA N38 ee ee

An International Indoor Contest was held in the salt
lh

>
\

mine at Slanic-Prahova, Romania, May 5-7, 1972. “o 3-3/8" 5-3/8"
1/8 WASHOUT

: S ‘ “3/8
BOTH TIPS

Individual results + L.
1. Zoltan Oscodi Hungary* 30:56 30315 61301 SANDPAPER GRIPS SHIFT WING
2. diri Kalina Czechoslovakia 31:03 29340 60:43 BOTH SIDES 1/32" FOR TURN
3. Karol Rybecky Czechoslovakia#29 :38 29:45 59:23 ‘

4. Andras Ree Hungary 28 338 30342 59:20 a
5. Ryszard Czechowsky Poland 28:21 30:17 58:38 >
6. Gyorgy Buzady Hungary 28:34 29:58 58329
7. Nicu Bezman Romania & 27:06 29:05 56:11
8, Otto Hints Romania A 27:50 28:15 56:05
9. Eduard Chlubny Czechoslovakia 27:00 28:19 55:19
10. Vasile Nicoara Romania A 27:07 27:06 54313
11. Tudorel Lungu Romania* 24:16 29:48 54:04 mL
12. Antal Eari Hungary 26:37 27:18 53355 NN
13. Dagmar Chlubna Gzechoslovakia 25:00 27354 52:54 ~

14. Aurel Popa Romania B 23:25 26:11 51:36
15. Gheorghe Chinga Romania* 26320 24:13 50:33
16. Edward Ciapala Poland 22:08 27:57 50305
i7. Eugen Holtier Romania* 24:44 243352 49313
18. Aurel Moraru Romania B 19:57 27:02 46349 Beat straiget EDGE1 GUESS
19. Stefan Bombol Poland 20:41 25309 45 350
20. Eugen Cures Romania* 26:11 19:37 45:47
21. Karoly Biro Hungary* 22:31 19359 42:30

/\)
22. Stefan Botos Romania B 16:19 22309 38328

ore

“XN " 5

#Individual entrants “IN ™

Tean Results Ads2 Gaechowlovakia ioe ise Pat PEACIVAL- INDEPENDENCE, O-

3. Romania A 166329
4, Poland 154233
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. aNEWS and VIEWS itor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
| Indoor Stick ’ Paper Stick Indoor Cabin Indoor HLG

Junior Junior Junior —
—

Junior
4

1, Gordon Clark 13:01.2 1. Scott Wisniewski 11:41.0 1. Richard Whitten 4349.4 1. Jeffery Tillou
~

96.6
% 2. Scott Wisniewski 12:13.2 2. Bruce Pailet 10:47.0 2. William Wood, Jr. 3:46.2 2. William Schlarb 93.3

3. Jeff Hardcastie 10:43.6 3, Jimmy Clem 10:10.0 3. William Schlartb 2:59.2 3. Scott Wisniewski 86.2
ij 4. Jimmy Clem 10:14.4 4, Jeff Hardcastle 9:56.6 4, Barry Pailet 85.8
i 5. William Schlarb 9:33.2 5. Barry Pailet 9355.0 5. Kenneth Bauer 82.9

Senior Senior Senior Senior

1, William Shailor 23:04.0 1. Tom Sova 19:34.2 1. Tom Sova 14:41.0 1. Charles Wiese 115.3
2. Tom Sova 22:15.2 2. Robert Dunham II 17:03.8 2. Gregory Simon 13:19.4 2. Ronald Ganser 110.8
3. Richard Doig 18:32.0 3, Ronald Ganser ~ 16:13.2 3. Michael Kuehne 11313.0 3. Robert Dunham II 109.6

- 4, Ronald Ganser 17:03.8 4, William Shailor 12:25.0 4. Ronald Ganser 9:01.2 4, Peter Lewis 109.2
5. Robert Dunham II 16:35.0 5. Gregory Simon 11:38.2 5. Robert, Dunham IT. 9:00.6 5, Brian Pardue 106.0

Open Open Open Open

1. Clarence Mather 30:00.0 1. Larry Cailliau 2%:19.0 1. Bucky Servaites 22:18.8 1. Rudy Kluiber 127.0
2. Jim Richmond 28:50.6 2. Dennis Jaecks 21:06.0 2. Jim Richmond 21:48.6 2. Larry Cailliau

—

121.0
3- Al Rohrbaugh 27:28.6 3. Jim Richmond 20:34.8 3. Al Rohrbaugh

~ 19340.6 3. Don Chancey 117.5
' 4, Dennis Jaécks- 26:23.4 4, Clarence Mather 19:11.6 4. Wayne Zink 14:31.4 4, Bucky Servaites 116.0

5. Gilbert Graunke 23:56.2 5, Charlie Sotich 18:30.6 5. Charlie Sotich © 12:11.0 “5. Robert Watson
_ 115.0

Indoor Scale PennyPlane Event
/

PennyPlane Event ,

,

Junior Junior Open
a

.

1, William Wood 100 1. Tim Stone 5255 1. Dennis Jaecks 12:25
-

.

2. Barry Pailet 92 2. Tim Noonan
.

5:25 2. Larry Cailliau 11336
—~., Lo 3. Scott Wisniewski 82 3. Kurt Berg 5:16 3. Martin Richardson 11:31

f~ : 4. Bruce Pailet 80 4. John Gvrtlik 4359.3 4, Clarence Mather  10:40.1
.

m
"~-"  §, Bob Perkins 4329 5. Joseph Sova 10:39

‘ 6. Gregg Miller
— 4301.7 6. Rol Anderson 10303

: Senior 7. Mindi Linstrum 3335 7. Charlie Sotich 9:54
| 8. Dan Hinich 3326 8. Warren Williams 9:50

| 1. Mark Kummerow 130 Scott Wisniewski 3326 9. Bucky Serviates 9334
2. Brian Webster 105 .83 9. Jenny Linstrum 3319 10. Richard Hardcastle 9:32

‘ .

3. Michael Kuehne 103.67 10. Gordon Clark 1:42 11. Rolfe Gregory 9322.4
Se 4, Patrick Wood 54.0 12. Hank DeKat 8:54

. . 5. Michael Joerns 51.33 Senior 13. Robert Hayes 8301
ee 14. Ken Kraemer 7357

Open 1. Tom Sova 10323 15. Jack Tisinai 7324 .
ot mo co 2. Kim Mather 7:19 16. Al Kirchoff T7319

© ,

4
- 1. Frederick Stark 146.67 3. Mark Kummerow 715 17. Jim Pulley 7:10

foo 2. Charles Markos 130 4, Bill Shailor 6353 48, Howard Haupt 7:07
Po 3, Clarence Mather 124.33 5. Greg Simon 4329 19. Otto Curth - 7300

Da ;

' Don Garofalow 124.33 6. Rich Jaros 3:40 20. Hardy Brodersen 6:22

| : 4. Bucky Servaites 118.0 21. Gordon Wisniewski 6:19
4 De Charlie Sotich 112.67 22. Bob Johnson 5:56

ee "72 Indoor Nats: 23. Dave Linstrum 2:39
, . : ing further repairs. He eventually did get off a flight

.

‘
.

:

.

/
by Curtis Janke after repairing some damage incurred during wind-up, but

,

- the ship climbed too fast and hung. He bumped it down,
: The most inspiring feature this year was the presence but completely smashed the rudder and stab. I advised hin
‘ of the two little girls, daughters of Dave Linstrum, who to transfer tail surfaces from one of his Stickmodels,

flew in the PennyPlane event and did surprisingly well. (this would have been relatively simple, requiring only
- Did their own winding, with Pop holding. cutting both booms at the right spot and splicing) but in-

Le
o

Lo

Le one : stead he pulled off one of his miracles and repaired it.
I didn't fly in the glider event, of course, and was This called for an almost 100% recovering job (from a

, pressed into sitting at the table and counting gliders so sheet of patch film I was able to supply, and which I
that no one tried to fly more that three. From what cards would have sworn didn't have that muchfilmonit!) as

.

I saw, the times seemed to be mediocre, (Ed. Note: all well as the gluing of broken ribs and outlines.
times were lower than '71, except for the top two times in oN

oO Open HLG, which were up by a fair margin.) He got it off about 8:30. It struck another model

it head-on during the flight but both bounced away unscathed.

: Tuesday, very early in the day, there was noticeable It may have struck lights once or twice during all this as

lift, but the sun went behind clouds soon after that for | well, but it was hard to follow against the glare of the

| the rest of the day and this seemed toaffect the times.
|
lighted bulbs.

I think that Mather was first with about 30 minutes, Rich- St
.

mond next with close to that and Rohrbaugh next with about The most remarkable ship there was Rohrbaugh's large

|
28 minutes,

a ship which ‘he, took cut fairly late in the aay: Tt had a

os span of around 48 very high aspect ratio) with a 27
— . Richmond's best flight got up quite high but didn't do prop that turned over at an incredible 35 RPM in the climb,

| the rafter-banging that featured his wins of other years. He didn't get it high enough to really show its potential,
/ He placed high in paper, and the ship seemed to be flying but it was'a slow airplane and turned in remarkably high

| won in eo Nore: Jim's 20234.8 third place would have time at lowpeaks, The dihedral he used looked like a

* mM 8180 OO aban, tow-1i at; t 11 ike-covered Nordic.
: 22 minutes. He spent more time on this than on theothers

|
vowelane form t3; in fact I 08 ed it a mike-co

:
_

combined, but tookonly two flights. Firsthedamaged the What few official flights I had didn't amount to much,
- ‘model during processing (token processing was in effect and were made under difficult conditions. My paper job of .

i for Paper and Cabin, but not Stick.) He repaired it, then (cont. » 4)
ran into difficulties several times while winding, requir- t or
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HHHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###* RECORDS? MAYBE!

New Members! Besides the records listed below, I received a photo—

of an A ROG model which “set a Junior record during the
JIM RICE, 632 NW 57 Ct., Miami, Fla. 33126 Nats." No other mention was made, either of who the flier -

wag or the time involved. Also, a hand-writtennote on
on Nats Report - Thanks! my copy of the official results indicated that Mather's
!

.

as

-
. 30 minute flight was a record. If he had been flying an

.
The July issue carried a plea for help in reporting FAI model (Janke's comments seem to preclude this} 4t

the '72 Indoor Nats. The response was terrific - lacking could have been a AMA Cat. II FAI record,
only details of HLG - and came out so well that this may

oe

well become a regular thing. Five people sent photos - a TULSA GLUE DOBBERS RECORD TRIALS, July 16, 1972, Cat. I
total of over 30 to choose from ~ with excellent choice of John Mabee Gym, Univ. of Tulsa, 34' 11" ceiling.
subject and good captions. Your editor has always hada oo  |§«§ Open FAI Cat. JI FAI - 17:53, John English .

“conflict of interest" in reporting the Nats - either he Senior Cat. I Paper Stick - 11:58, Robert Dunham II .

was flying or CD'ing -~ neither calculated to make for an
efficient and complete report. Not only did those who 1972 INDOOR NATS ~- July 25, 1972 - Cat. II (90' ceiling)
sent reports and pix make this issue possible, they did Brig. Gen. R. L. Jones Armory, Chicago.
so well that a group effort is obviously much preferred! Senior Paper Stick - 19:34.2, Tom Sova

Nats Indoor Champion THE PICTURE STORY

One item of interest was omitted from the many reports The captions below are for the pix on pages 2 & 3;received - who was Indoor Champ? It is possible to piece numbers 1n parentheses after the caption key the source
together an interesting picture of very close performance, of the pictures according to this code:
without actually discovering who the winner was.

(1) U.S. Navy; (2) Ron Plotzke); (3) Dave Linstrum; (4)To understand the above, we need background. First, Bob Clemens processed photos by Chris Clemens; (5) Gilbert
Championship rules require that aspiring Champs submit an Graunke.
entry naming which events they wish to be scored in, and
this entry can comprise no more than half the number of

| Page 2 (vertical columns)
events in the category (fractions rounded to next larger ‘

me

integer). For Indoor Champ, five events (Stick, Paper, Left top: Overview of the indoor site during HIG (1)
HLG, Cabin and Scale) are official, making 5/2 events
(round to three) to be counted. Points are awarded as% #2 left; Bob Champine measures span of Charlie Sotich's
of the winning score. The performance of four possible Paper Stick (1)
contenders are summarized below:

left: Richard Dot embe etroit Balsa 8 (2
Stick Cabin Paper  HLG Scale

#3 Rie 6, member Detroit Balsa Bugs (2)
Richmond 96 97.7 88 0 0 Bottom left; Fulton Hungerford, Curtis Pusher Peanut (3)Mather 100 0 82 0 85
Cailliau 0? 0 100 95 0 Top center; Jim Richmond & Paper Tiger (2)
Servaites oO 100 0 91.3 80

2 center: ‘baugh's high A/R "300" (4
The question mark by Cailliau's name in Stick reflects

 *# Center* Al Rohrbaugh'e high 4/R "300" (4)
that Larry might have entered Stick and placed below the #3 center: Ralh Kuenz (1) and George Lewis examine "Golden .information available. The other three fliers are shown Peanut" trophy (3)
with scores in just three events apiece. If they each
entered for Champ and declared the events shown, Champs #4 center: Paul Simon (1) helps son Greg prepare to fly :

on, scores are: Richmond - 281.7; Servaites - 271.3; Mather - Greg's cabin model (2): -
.  , 267. Cadlliau would haveneeded86.7 points in Stick,

but 5th (Graunke, flying a Slithery-Dee)was 80 points. Bottom center; Clarence Mather and Bipe (1)
So, depending upon who entered what, and what was declared -

a
for Champs points, the Indoor Champion was either Richmond Top right: Charlie Sotich's Volksplane (4)
(again), Servaites or Mather.
(After computing all the above, curiousity overwhelmed me #2 right: Jenny Linstrum and PennyPlane (3)
enough to prompt a phone call to pin down the Champion -

it was Jim Richmond - but by a very narrow margin as shown #3 right: Unidentified flier with variable-camber HLG (3)
above, That makes three times - congratulations, Jim! imeem© i

ee #4 right: Rohrbaugh (1) and Wayne Zink wind Rohrbaugh's
FAIINDOORREPORT |

cabin model (2) :

Team Departure ‘Bottom right: Dennis Jaecks and top Penny Plane; 8" wing
.

..
ghoral (2) .

Shortly after you receive this issue, the U.S. Indoor
Team (Bud Romak, Pete Andrews and Sal Cannizzo; with Bud Page 3 (horizontal rows)
Tenny as manager) will be enroute to the 1972 Indoor World a

Championships at Cardington, England. Thirteen countries Row 1 left: Members of Bong Eagles on HLG day (5)
are reported to have entered the contest, which will be .

flown Aug. 26-27, 1972. The U.S. Team will leave Aug. 20, Row 1 right: Bill Shailor and Paper Stick (1)
expecting to be set up for possible needed repairs by Aug.
22. Official test flying will begin Aug. 25, with the Row 2 left: Jim Richmond (1) and Curtia Janke (5)
contest beginning early the next day. Wish us luck}

Row 2 center: Grady Turner, Longview, Texas (3)
Qther European Teams

Row 2 right: Mike Thompson, Lorain, Ohio (3)
The July '72 INAV listed team members for Czechoslov-

akia, Italy, Hungary, Poland.and Romania. Of these, only Row 3 left: Kim Mather and Dad Clarence with Kim's first
Hungary will not be attending the WCh; it was not then and microfilm model (1)
still is not possible for me to tell which other countries
make up the 13 entries reported, Since that issue, both == “Row 3 right: Dennis Jaecks and Bill Bigge (r) in left
England and France have reported on their team members:

_

foreground, Curtis Janke (1) and Ron Evans beside
7 a

unidentified young lady (5)England France
Laurie Barr Guy Cognet Row 4 left: Wayne Zink holds cabin mode w nJohn Blount Jean-Claude Souveton

yne 2 ° bin model for winding (5)
Martin Shepherd Row 4 center: Dick Hardcastle catches Indoor Stick (2)*Reg Parham “irs. Souveton

Row 4 right: Indoor Seale judges at work (3)*Managers (France had a third member, a Mr. Meritte,
who had to resign. A report is available of the British
Finals, which will be presented in a later issue. Top ,

om, times were over 33 minutes in Cardington. French times
were around 30 minutes in a 38 m hall near Paris.

Ee CRETE NASAPCR nr msrpapm meeeicts ee
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508 0 haeNEWSand VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75
1972 INDOOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

:

1. Pete Andrews U.S. A. 32:20 36:12 10:14 27:45 30:38 34357 71309
2. Karol Rybecky Czechoslovakia 32:37 33:29 - 35341 153535 3335 69335
3.dJd. Jirasky Czechoslovakia 29:30 32:37 36:12 O3s15 31:39 29:3 68 349

a virt Kalina Czechoslovakia 2946 2513 T4330 13:00 30:24 38:18 eos
« $81 Cannizzo U. S.A. 29:0 34:02 30:50 30:21 3430 3235 210
6. Aurel Popa Romania 3:34 272006 9:28 «= 32302 424:45 = «6:12 65333
7. Bud Romak U.S. A. 26:57 25:22 11:51 9327 Eg 10g 36:06 65:09
8. John Blount England 31:18 14:18 25:16 29351 200 3235 64:10
9. Stefan Bombol Poland 25350 26:43 2:02 30:15 29:11 13:02 62317
10. Adalberto Frioli Italy 22:41 30:25 31:29 251 0:06 27302 61354
11. Teodor Strasberger Yugoslavia 26:22 2p32) 74340 29358 28 352 29328 Gh 35112. Otto Hints Romania 27:48 83:36 27:22 220 293 5 313233 1220 ™

13. Vilim Kmoch Yugoslavia 26305 30:09 0:23 24:44 2330 cgize 60:02
14. Pentti Nore Finland 26:33 27:55 22:56 29:04 pete 25 325 59305
15. Vasile Nicoara Romania

§§

28:56 4:56 12:09 17:01 29:42 19:19 58:38
16. Leopold Gabriel Yugoslavia 28:52 29:23 28:13 23105 ani 7 0325 ob11517. Carlo Cotugno Italy 24:51 apies 27:02 19:40 26:31 30:1 58311

;

18. Boyd Felstead Australia 28:48 28:52 0:07 27:07 23324 0:0 57:40 a

19. Martin Shepherd England 23331 25203 8:54 get 24338 or0¢ 3635220. Kurt Vogler Germany 26:50 0: 25310 93 225 351 5631
21. J. C. Souveton France 2331 29115 26:28 13:53 24:04 23:09 55341
22. Sylwester Kujawa Poland 26:46 26:36 14:54 24:44 shige 9:12 54:07
23. Ryszarol CzechowskiPoland. 24335 25:17 26315 Os17 173

g
25:16 51332

24, Harro Erofejeff Finland
—

20:43 23356 e993 24:59 1032 - 50:52
25. Guy Cognet France 19:30 24:42 24:47 26:52 17:38 0321 AB toeer eee euatcamato TtelptoBlog Sgiee Gorse SS403 F8i8s gies My iao .

« Germano Masciullo taly
—

: £ 3 3 : 3 3
28. Laurie Barr

_

England 0:09 25:51 17:11 15:55 18:23 20:10 46:01
-

29. Horst Tiemann Germany 20354 20:35 19:02 20310 ae 23226 45305
30. Mike Thomas Canada 17319 18312 16:11 18:14 45:27 19334 33301
31. Herbert Langner Germany 15320 19305 17:28 18:15 “0312 17:15 37:18

;

oo! 32. S. Nonaka Japan 0:12 13ite 19:00 9:55 0:15 10:16 32342
. 33. W. H. Beekmeyer Holland 6:53 93 7315 3:30 13323 1gice 32:25

34, Cornelis Wolthoorn Holland 63:55 5:36 8313 6303 13:25 18:49 32314

|

: TEAM PLACINGS
| -

,

1. Czechoslovakia 207 :06 8, Finland 158319 :

2.U. S.A. 204328 9. Germany 138335
.

|

3. Romania 185331 10. France (2 men) 105315 -
: 4, Yugoslavia 180:08 11. Holland (2 men) 64:39 .

5. Poland 167356 12. Australia (1 man) 57:40

6. Italy
_

167:54 13, Canada (1 man) 38:01

7. England 167303 14, Japan (1 man) 32:42 oA

1972 INDOOR WORLD CHAMPS =
SO

oo
| |

-

road while shifting gears with the left nand instead of
,

Although the trip to a WCh really begins when a man the right! Narrow country roads added (or subtracted) a
wins tne Finals, the procf of all the planning comes as dimension to the experience - meeting a bus or trucx
the actual journey begins. Our team achieved a first - seemed to leave no room for us! after numerous trips be-
models completely undanaged during the trip across. bween Cranfield and Bedford, and Cranfield and Cardinston,
Special boxes and handling precautions helped prevent the Sal Cannizzo was declared the champion driver and he won
damage wnich usually happens, as all air carriers allowed the privilege (7) of making the return trip to London's
us to carry the models to the plane and sometimes to load Heathrow Airport.

/

the boxes ourselves.

1

.

_ Thanks to the arrangements by Laurie Barr and Ron
Pete Andrews and Sal Cannizzo had boxes patterned on Moulton, we were allowed to settle in at Cranfield Insti-

the one used by Eduard Chlubny in 1970. These boxes had tute as soon as we arrived. The extra cnarge for room and
three sections hinged together at the back, with wings in board was less expensive tnan a London hotel would have

Bota side sections and fuselages the center. This al- been, while the staff and accomodations at Cranfield nade
ows access to any single model without disturbing others. us feel rignt at nome. It hardly seems possible for any

Bud Romak's boxes were renovated 90 cm boxes, with plexi- accomodations for wandering modelers to be better than
glas replacing one side panel. This feature allowed both tnese, and the bountiful supply of food was graciously
pustone and giriine officials to see why we neededspecial ory ee eoneeentns we arrived, we anew we were entering
an ng, and eased our way tremendously. na on an aviation environment when we saw student glider pilots
all the ‘boxes were covered with foam rubber for a cushion being towed and released on practice flignts, even in the
effect (Romak's foam was removable over the plexiglas). twilight hours. aA beautiful sight!

on With no repairing needed, we had plenty of time to Fourteen countries entered the 1672 WCh, with Czecho-
i : saopand sight-see. We had planned to arrive carly 80 we slovakia, kngland, Finland, Germany, Italy, Poland, Ronan-
: cou cnange over’ to European time, so we all were well da, U. S. A. and Yugoslavia fielding full teans. France

rested by the time the contest atarted. Meanwhile, we and Holland entered two-man teams, while one flier cane
visited London via train and subway (no way would we drive from Canada, another from Japan and Boyd Felstead sent a
pack into London traffic until we had to!) for shopping proxy entry from Australia. This made 34 entrants, rang-
and sightseeing. We drove to nearby Bedford to catch the ing from seasoned teams to relatively inexperienced fliers
train, and found Bedford to be a nice place to visit also. who had never flown in a hangar and in some cases had not
Three trips into Bedford served to acclimatize us to the bullt models larger than kasy B before preparing for this
unnerving sensation of driving on the wrongside of the event.
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One fact stands out regarding the resulta: extensive adjusted. Gunter Maibaum had done his coaching well, and
experience in international competition is important can be proud of the results.
training. The placings through 7th place directly re-flect each team's experience in international competition, Germany is another country without adequate sites -

with the exception of the U.S. The Americans have exten- Westfallenhalle in Dortmund is drafty and available onlysive competition experience, including WCh experience for at odd times on short notice. It 1s heavily booked by
~~Romak and Andrews (Cannizzo has flown Wakefield in two both industry and entertainment users, and permission for

. /WCh's) and all survived tough competition in the Finals. a flying session may be forthcoming with only a day'sIt has long been axiomatic that constant practice, prefer- warning. Gunter remarked "It is tronic that the Land of “

ably in competition, 1s essential to prove the combination the Zeppelin has no hangars left!
CleConte odes and this certainly held true in The most exciting part of the contest (predictably). o assert that prac

came in the afternoon of the second da The Czech's leadtice 1s a cure~all; the point is that practice as a team ° y- © vzech B lea
or as an individual in hard competition 18 an absolute was not insurmountable, and Romak and Kalina nad almost
must for the finely-honed performance now required to win ereetay pamasier troubles. Bothhad only average times on
an Indoor Championship. :

eats » hangups. on 3 &
4, and the need to paterincrease their standing before going all out on #6. It is

Test flying sessions were relaxed get-togethers which Stanaines deoteae nt nereonal glow tne pagauded veregave advance warning of what the competition might be, and close battle, and very excitin for ever onegenerally had better flying conditions than the contest ; y & y °

itself. Not too many notes were made about test results, ’

except that no one missed hearing about the 41:05 test by sal's lasttight. Hehed toomea At ap tothe topinPete andrews, No one knows how many people timed Pete's just over three minutes. It should have hung up any num-first official flight, but there were many!
_

ber of times, as it spent aboutthree minutes above part
of the ironwork. As soon as it was clearly out of dangerThe contest was organized to minimize the number of most people counted it as a 33 minute Plight. A patehof’models airborne at one time. Each flier had to post three bad air just below the inversion layer cost a loss of overflights each day, and no team was permitted to have more 4O feet of altitude -a rapid sink - before good air wasthan one model.up at once. The 10 am to 6 pm official available again. The damage was done in spite of a veryflying schedule tended to cramp three-man teams somewhat; slow~settling cruise, and it landed at 32:58. Kalina andsimple arithmetic showed us that the first flight must be Romak had the last of the good air for their flights, andup by 11:15 1f we were to have time for all the flights. Pete put up a beautiful flight that got all there was toIn fact, once we began taking official flights, we had a be had, He gently rafterbanged for a long time, then cametiming crew assigned to our team almost all the time. The gown slowly with the third highest single flight of thetime crunch figured this way: five minutes minimum to take contest ~

the model from the team's area to processing and out onto °

toe floor; five minutes to wind and launch, 30 minutes or Only Rybecky's flight was left as Pete's flight camemore (hopefully) to fly, and about three minutes to clear down - he had launchedabout 10 minutes after Fete. Itthe watcnes, record the time and get a new timing crew. went high enough, and slightly to the side, banging a fewWitan nearly seven hours out of eight taken with active times, He had a balloon up, and while talking to Josefteam flying, only spectators had time to study the score- Gabris (Czech team manager): the model ran into the string.board in detail to keep track of the team standings from He almost aborted the flight trying to move clear, and thehour to hour. This differed from a strict rounds system, model lost altitude. He landed to applause, but short ofwhere it is possibile to review standing at tne end of each tne time needed to win. It was all over then, and all theround and adjust strategy if needed. competitors converged on Pete Andrews to congratulate the
The results listed above show final team standings. new World Champion.

At the end of the first day, the three-man teams were in Boyd Felstead's four models, which survived the airthis order: Czechoslovakia, U.S.a., Yugoslavia, Italy, freight trip from Australia undamaged, were well made and —Foland, kngland, Finland, Romania and Germany. From the
quite flyable. In fact, these models were a marvelous

,

results and from having watched the flying, it seems like- job for someone whose last serious indoor work was 20ly tnat any one of the U. S. or Czech fliers could have years ago! Boyd has been a regular INAV subscriber, and
.

won the whole thing, and the other five might have filled has avidly corresponded with many fliers over the years.in the next five places in any order. Cool air and drift As he determined to enter models in this WCh, he soughtkept the inversion layer so high that anyone who made it advice from everyone until he almost had no time left tothrough the inversion almost certainly hit the top. Luck build. Erv Rodemsky (appointed Aussie team manager) andin rafterbanging had a large part in determining the final
Manny Radoff, who cooperated in flying Boyd's models, fin-scores, and only one flier seemed to have an edge.. Pete ally had to write Boyd "Shut up and build!" He did, andandrews seemed to have slightly better altitude control Erv and Manny obviously enjoyed themselves in flying theseso tnat his models hit later and easier. It was a for- models to the limit. On the final two flights, they had

; nmidable task to hit that narrow layer, and Pete seemed to
worked up to nearly two grams of rubber, and a full windupaave tne key.
on the 6th flight was too much. The model moved out fastin collapsed and wrappeThree of the four newcomers to international competi- around the hiseland. themoder chen droped to the floor,tion - Holland, Canada and Japan (Australia was a new en- shed the tail boom, and tried to fly like a helicopter!trant, but tne models were flown by highly experienced ;

fliers) did very well considering their lack of experience Just as at any other contest, the after-hours activityand lack of places to fly. Mike Thomas of Canada was a included bull sessions and more serious discussions, Involunteer who worxed hard to improve his models, with some many cases, the discussions went on - with or without annelpful hints from the nearby Czech team. Indoor has been interpretor - and sometimes struggling along on pieces ofsporadic in Canada, and hopefully Mike's efforts will be
_

two languages. A lot of the discussion dealt with whererewarded by support and encouragement from his countrymen. the next WCh might be held, and what known sites might be
both suitable and available. Even those qualificationsCornelis Wolthoorn and W. H. Beekmeyer represented are not enough - the country owning the suitable, avail-Holland. Beginning four weeks before the WCh, they built able site must be willing to host the meet! with thatthe first 65 cm models ever built in Holland. All througn qualification in the picture, the outlook is gloomy. Thetne contest they were learning and improving their models, Indoor Championship activity has grown enough that veryeven, building new motor sticks and wings. Their reward few countries can afford to host an event which would

was a final score double tnat of their first day's time - take several days to run off in sites smaller than aa fine achievement! They also vowed to return to Carding- blimp hangar.ton whenever possible to continue learning.
Another topic which was discussed was future perfor-8. Nonaka, of Japan, had other problems. Part of his

mance of the one gram model, and the related topic of
journey to tne WCh was on a Russian airline with severe flight tactics. Gunter Maibaum predicted that the next
lugzage restrictions, So, his models arrived in a box major advance in model performance would come from propabout 9" x 9" x 23", Inside were two complete motor design improvements, perhaps aided by small refinements
sticks with tail surfaces removed, two props and one in airframe design. He agreed with a prediction that 5braced wing. He built at least one more wing at the meet

years of experience with one gram models would probablyand braced it with silx, Except for the auditoriums built fesult in a 50 minute flight, given good conditions in afor tne Japan Clympics (which have not been available for hangar. an important future strategy will be understand-
Indoor), sites are almost non-existantin Japan, It will ing hail meteorology, coupled with balloon-carried in-
be interesting to watch this nation of craftsmen build on struments to determine conditions aloft. Conditions to be

—what ur. Nonaka has learned! monitored include altitude of the inversion layer, drift
th but conditions, location and strength of possible thermals,Germany's low showing was disheartening to omy : and location of downdrafts. It is possible that future ~

it was a triumph of hard work and good leadership.
a h y issues of INAV will have reports on such instrumentationKurt Vogler had much previous indoor experience, and he and how it can be used to plan flight strategy.had recently recovered from severe illness, Tiemann and

Langner were absolute beginners, flying the first indoor In spite of the wide diversity of designs at the U. S.models they had ever built. All the German models were Finals, King Monoplane reigned supreme at the WCh. Also,small (narrow chords) and Tiemann and Langner had nodels very few models exceeded 8" chord, and only a few squarishweighing 1.3 and 1.4 grams respectively. However, s1° wing tips were in evidence. Even though the latest theorymodels climbed high, flying cleanly, and were very wel dictates a rectangular planform like those used in the



yoy :

if Finals by Richmond, Randolph and Radoff, apparently the 2. J. C. Souveton of France.
“| structural efficiency considerations encouraged non-rec- 3. Guy Cognet of France.
f tangular planforms. Dihedral ribs equal in length to root

ribs must be very strong when wings are wide! Sal Can- Row2 The Italian Tean .

nizzo's parallel-chord-circular-tip planform, popularized
by Richmond ('67 - '70) performed excellently and may be 1. Very unusual model by Carlo Cutgno of Italy. (R)
the best wing area/structure compromise. The major con- 2. Germano Masciullo winds Cotugno's model. (R)oo sideration on wing shape appears to be gaining maximum 3. Italian Team; (1. to r.) Cotugno, A. Frioli and Mas-

‘. wing area while holding wing distortion to a minimum under ciullo, with Fernando Migani, alos of Italy. (R)
high loading and poor conditions. Sal's last flight is a

case in point - the wing held flat even though the model Row 3
was fully wound. In fact, the braced stab assumed an "sS"
shape - left tip down, right tip up - and Sal's only com- 1. S. Nonaka of Japan. (R) .

ment was, "That's really wound!" 2. Harro Erofejeff winds for team mate Harri Raulio.
3. Cornelis Wolthoorn prepares model for test flight; .

Motor sticks up to 153" long were noticed, while props one of first 65 em models built in Holland.
varied between 17" and 20". Dihedral patterns were almost
evenly spaced between polyhedral and tip dihedral. Mike Row 4 The Polish Team
Thomas, of Canada, had "V" dihedral and extra long wing
posts - the lone dissenter. Stab area ranged from about 1. Sylvester Kujawa returns from test flight. .35% to about 50%, but it would take sophisticated measure- 2. Ryszarol Czechowski, master machinist.

.

ments to reveal if there was a difference in performance. 3. Stefan Bombol making a flight.
: Some very nice flight accessories were noticed - such Row 5

,

as scales, torquemeters and rubber strippers. In partic-
ular, the Finns had a hand-held torquemeter with the scale 1. Vilim Kmoch (Yusoslovia). (R)
on concentric drums, and the Poles had torquemeters which 2. Teodor Strasberger of Yugoslavia.
were gimballed in two axes so the torquemeter would align 3. Peter Freebrey, Technical Secretary of S.M.A.E.,itself properly during the winding. Another torquemeter calibrates the processing scales. (R)
setup used by several fliers had provisions to mount the
winder opposite the torquemeter so the distance between ¥##*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SCCIETY##«#«hooks was the same as on the model. After winding the rr nd .

motor, the winder would be locked into its holder and the New Members}
torque could be checked. If "s" hooks or "0" rings are
used on both ends of the motor, it is then possible to RICHARD FOX*, 372 Oxford Ave., Akron, OH 44310hook the motor directly to the model with a known torque
level wound into it. *Richard 1s contact, man for the CYO Model Plane Group, of

the same address. :

The Jury, Sandy Pimenoff of Finland, Jean Ganier of
France, and Ron Moulton of England, did an excellent Job. Honorary Members
Cne of their hardest decisions involved Romak's third :

flight. The model had been cruising very close to a main PIOTR S. BOMBOL, Wroclaw 12, ul Spotolzeilczol 44m4,
longitudinal stringer of the hangar, when it appeared | Poland
priefly tangled with a model seemingly out of nowhere. CARLO COTUGNO, Via Eduardo Arbib n,. 22, 00159 Roma, ItalyTne models separated, and Bud's model flew about 15 feet RYSZAROL CZECHOWSKI, Krakow, str. Pradnicka 68a/60, Poland ~

into a dangling sandbag in the top center of the hangar SYLWESTER KUJAWA
~

Poznom, ul Swierczewskiego 114Bm15 -

where it hung. Was this a collision - eligible for an- Poland
,

other flight - or equivalent to contact with any other HERBERT LANGNER, 48 Bielefeld, Alfred-Bozistr 14 Germanyobstruction? The final decision, after careful deliber- GUNTER MAIBAUM, 5 Koeln 60, Garthestr 3, Germany’
. ation, was that the flight must stand with the time ac- PENTII NORE, Korsholmantie 6A1, 00700 Helsinki 7C, Finland aco cumulated at the time it hit the sandbag. HARRI RAULIO, Ulvilantie 15 4 io, Helsinki, Finlane ~

BA 8 RA teh Ue
ee legen2S teas ge nae, TE arguetigi oes BECKY Bratis lavia, Dur, ralova 4 Cre var a

tt 4 final word of thanks : TheSoctety ofModelAeronau- HORST TIEMANN, 48 Bielefeld, Micrtela agar Seren Kia

cal Engineers created a supe contest whic nen- K .

* -
x

orable experience. All arrangements and planning were
URT VOGLER, 42 Oberhausen, Schiiedstr 62, Germany

well executed, and the facilities were excellent. Well Change of Address
,

done! ~

a
; ;

STEPHEN J. FAUBLE, RR#3, Macomb, IL 614THE PICTURE STORY BOB GIBBS, P. ©. Box 273, San Ramon, ba’ 34583 .

All the photos on p. 2 & p. 3 were taken by Bud Tenny !
:

and Erv Rodemsky.(Rodemsky photos identified by (R)). The
RECORDS? MAYBE

pictures are identified below in horizontal rows: INDOOR RECCRD TRIALS, July 23, 1972, Cat. III
Santa Ana MCAF, Los Angeles, Cal.Fage 2 - Row i The U. S. Team rnpose 2 Paper Stick - 27:30, Bob Randolph

.

”

. CR RECORD TRIALS, Aug.
.1. Bud Romak with 36:06 model.(R) Santa Ana wCAF, Los ingeigs. cai.” ttt

@. Sal Cannizzo preparing for test hop. Cpen Indoor Cabin - 30:00, Bob Randolph3. Pete Andrews with 36:12 model. (R) TULSA GLUE DCBBERS RECORD TRIALS, Alig. 26, 1972 cat. I
.

John Mabee Gym, Univ. of Tulsa, Okla. 34’ 11" ceilingRow 2 England Open Paper Stick - 15:23, Stan Chilton

1. John Blount with Reg Parham in background. CONTEST CALENDAR2. Keith Bullock assists Laurie Barr; Laurie's son Arthur
in background, CALIFORNIA - Santa Ana

3- wartin Shepnerd (England), youngest WCh entrant and Record Trials on Oct. 15 and Nov. 12, 1972. Contactyoungest flier to make 30+ with one gram model. Bob Randolph, 25145 Lawton Ave., Loma Linda, CA 02354,
Row 3 TEXAS i Ft. Worth/Dallasndoor contest at American K Alr-1. Manny Radoff displays Felstead's geodetic indoor port, Ft. Worth, Oct. 1, 1972, 1pnto6 ome ALG. Pennymodel - very strong, slightly heavier. Se

Plane, Easy B, Indoor Stick challenge. Contact Bud Tenny _

2. rv Rodemsky (Aussie Team Manager) and his bag of
_

Box 54s, Richardson, TX 75080 about two days in advance tocameras - rumored to contain 15 cameras and 100 rolls be sure of site availability. Dual award system in HLG.
. ° m!

3, The German Team - (1. to r.) Herbert Langner, Kurt “AI
Vogler and Horst Tiemann. (R) FAI INDOOR REPORT

Erv Rodemsky has been appointed as Program ChairmaRow 4 The Czech Team (not Team setection chairman) and nas circulatea a letterae

o his nominees for Indoor Program
:1. Karol Rybecky, second place individual. (R) appointment was late and time is short,sohe ts feced us

2. Jiri Kalina with model like the one used for 38:18. by the need to develop a program immediately so it can be3. d. Jirasxy, third place individual. (R) approved and announced to begin on Jan. 1, 1972. He isfr".
- ,

seeking nominations for Team Selection Chairman, and isRow 5 The Romanian Team irying to locate a "suitable" site within 600 miles of
ansas Cit Mo. as spelled out k1. Otto Hints unpacking models during test session. fall after the Finals. Failure te locatesuchasite will@. Nicoara Vasile with Otto Hints in background. automatically "decide" that a split Finals (Santa Ana and3. Aurel Popa, second youngest flier and highest placing Lakehurst) will again be used. The fallacy of such a pollflier from Romania. is that neither site may be available (at least availabil-
ity cannot be guaranteed far in advance without rentingPage 3 - Row 1 the intended sites),

1. d. Moseley winds for Mike Thomas of Canada. (R)
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NEWS VIEWS itor 7 ,and VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75080
HeH*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###+# FAIL INDOORREPORT

New Members! No World Record

JEFF ANNIS, MTU, Wadsworth Hall, Rm. 309E, Houghton MI ine Judy oe INAV announced 6 Russian Cat. I record 7

9931 application for a flight of 1::58:2 noting that "consid- .

VICTOR LARSEN, Rt. #3, Roanoke, TX 76262
?

erable skepticism" was directed toward the opplication.
B. H. PETTIT, c/o CDC, 23815 NW Highway, Southfield, MI Sccording te Ron Moulton, the dossier supporting the claim

075 was not filed within the time limit; further, his conver-
DAVID A. ROSENZWEIG, 73 Griffin Rd., Framingham, MA 01701 satdione with Russian fliers at the G/L WCh revealed that
GREGORY SIMON, 24917 Cubberness, St. Clair shores, MI- it was probably a& practical joke!

080
FAL Rebuttal

Change Of Address -

.

The June '72 INAV contained a defense of one gram FAI
Last month it was announced that Bob Gibbs' new ad~ models by krv Rocemsky. Shortly thereafter, Manny Radoff .

dress was Box 273, San Ramon, CA 94583. He will still offered a rebuttal which never made it into INAV because
receive mail at that address, but also at his new home of its length. Tne same thing was printed in full on page
at 161 Larkwood (same zip, etc.) § of the July Competition News. Anyone wishing to read

8 remarks who has no access to CN may request a co and
Any NIMAS member who moves can notify his friends of furnish a stamped, self-addressed envelope. ad

the new address via INAV, provided he requests this list- ‘

ing. It will not be done unless requested when you let us Much of the rhetoric associated with the one gram rule

know of the new address. Of course, if you don't let us has been emotional in nature, and the concept is much less
~

Know, and they are returned here, future issues are stack- popular now than before its adoption. One may conclude "

ed up waiting for word where to send them. Therefore, it that at least two of the original objectives of the one
is important to check to see if this has happened when you gram rule have been fully successful: FAI Indoor has been

are more than three weeks behind on an issue. made more popular, and the models are easier to transport. ,

In fact, it is ironical that the event 1s now so popular
/

Renewal Notice bnat it may be difficult to find host countries willing
and able to sponsor the next WCh!

Most of the NIMAS members are now carried on address-~

i egraph plates (only those who have moved recently or have US Team to Romania?
:

on

|

. joined in the last few months are not). In the upper left :

,
hand corner of the address block there is a two-digit num- kLrv Rodemsky and Bud Romak hope to enter the interna-

. ber denoting the month that subscription expires. For ex- tional meet in the salt mine at Slanic, Romania next May. :

ample, "02" would mean February, while those which expire They would like to have another flier to go witn them, so

this month will have "10" in the corner. therecanbe a full bean from the United States. Contact
crv at 1 Saint David Dr., Danville, Ca 94526, ph. 415-

It is extremely helpful, from both a time standpoint 837-3314; or Bud Romak, 85 Sullivan Dr., Moraga, Ca 94556
and from an operational standpoint if members renew auto- ph. 415-376-4624,
matically before the last issue on that subscription. This
is especially helpful during the winter months, when large CONTLST CALENDAR ”

mat of subscriptions expire. For example, in January,
over 50 subscriptions expire. It takes over an hour to 4CALIFORNIA - Santa ana
prepare notices for that many ~ which means a later bed- Record Trials on Nov. 12, 1972. Contact Bob Randolpa,
time for me! So, if those who have 11 in their address 25145 Lawton Ave., Loma Linda, CA 92354.
block will renew shortly after receiving this issue, it ,

will be a great help! FLORIDA - Miami
a

;

ina L
:

Indoor contests jointly sponsored by mian ndoor Air-

indoorConstructionTechniques -Help! craft Model Association and the Dade County Park and Rec
7 %

v

° °
1 2 a Jan. 1

’

About 18 months ago a column was started on special- vention uesiaeeeman ana’ ey 30) 1973. The Site is ;
ized indoor construction techniques; this was as a result the Youth Fair Exhibit Building 25' ceiling with floor
of several reader requests for such a topic. Several top- 120' x 235! located at SW 107 Ave. & Coral Way, Miami.
ics were volunteered for the series, but not all those who Contact Dr. John Martin, 3327 Darwin St., Miami, FL 23133 :

agreed to write for the series managed to do so and the for more details.
,

effort sort of died. So, this is a request for more in-
puts; if you have a different or possibly unique way to NEW JERSEY - Union
solve any of the construction problems of indoor models, Indoor flying sessions Nov. 9, Dec. 14, 1972 and Jan.

why don't you share them? A simple sketch of whatever 11, Feb. 8 and Mar. 8, 1973, at Livingston School, Union,
apparatus or technique you use, coupled witha word de~

== NJ, 7 pm to 10 pm. Contact Dan Domina, 1229 5. Long Ave.,
scription, 18 all it takes. It would be helpful if the Hillside, NJ 07208.
sketch can be ink or high-contrast pencil, but I can us-

ually manage to redraw the sketches sooner or later. The NEW YORK - Locust Valley
important thing is that the information gets out - we have LIAMAG Cat. I Record Trials Dec. 30, 1972 and Mar. 31,
too many talented and inventive people to let the hobby 1973 at Friends Academy, Locust Valley, NY. Write c. G,

stagnate for lack of communication! Pailet, 30 Emerson Rd., Brookville, Glen Head, NY 11545,
for details and a map.

ThisIssue
N - Eugene

This issue was indirectly delayed by six successive
CRE cor Oe test at Sheldon High School, Eugene, Cregon,

Saturdays of overtime, and directly by a recent 16 hour Dec. 3, 1972, Noon to 4 pm. HLG, Easy B, Ready to Fly
work day. Besides that, I decided that a new HLG would Gliders Ready to Fly Rubber, Indoor Scale, plus special .

om. be flown last weekend regardless of the state of INAV; it events. Contact Bob Staley, 4315 Pearl, Eugene, OR, ph.
was, and I had fun. Model output from the Tenny shop has 6861491.
been at a low ebb; counting that HLG, Easy '72 and a new

PennyPlane, four models have happened around here since TEXAS - Ft. Worth/Dallas
;

the '69 Team Selection Program. One editor of the excel- Indoor contest at American Airlines Hangar, GSW alir-
lent newsletter "Splatter" once decreed that no issue port, Ft. worth, Nov. 12, 1972, 1 pm to 6 pm. HLG, Penny-
would be started without some building between issues. It Plane, kasy B, Indoor Stick challenge, Peanut Scale. _con=
certainly would be more fun that way - but I still hope to tact Bud Tenny (214-235-4035) or Bob Wilder (214-BL3-S404)
restore tne publication date to about the 10th to 15th of Nov. 10 or Nov. 11 pm as final check on site availabiiity,
each month. since it is an operational hangar.
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CONTEST RESULTS STATE OF THE ART

THERMALTHUMBERSINDOORMEET, May 14, 1972 Cat. III Another dual offering this month - Steve Wittman's
Santa Ana MCAF, Los Angeles, Cal. 150'+ ceiling record HLG and Ron Plotzke's '71 Nats winning Cabin model.

Readers may remember the cliff-hanging see-saw battle in
Jr. HLG Sr.-Open HLG Cabin (Aug. '71 INAV), with Richmond, Rohrbaugh and Ron
1. Dennis Cunnyngham 1:39.2 1. Lee Hines 2341.7 snatching the honors from each other.
é. John Magnus 1:02.32, Bill Blanchard 2:25.2 iin

3. Mike Regan 1:00.11 3. Marty Thompson 2313.5 An interesting story backs up the glider: Steve Witt-
,

4, Jamie Howard 0:58.5 4. Bob Isaacson 23:12,.0 man is Ron Wittman's 9 year old son who recently decided
5. Brad Hardiman 0330.0 5. Ron Wittman 2311.3 build a glider patterned after his Dad's Hi-Sweep 20. He

6, Vic Cunnyngham 2211.0 built the glider largely unsupervised, and had trim help.
PennyPlane 7. Bob Norcross 2:10.6 One early session for practice, then a try for the record
1. Clarence Mather 13:35.3 8. Tom Hutchison 2301.0 which turned up a time of 1:35.8. Very good flying for a

2. Warren Williams 12:16.8 9. Brian Van Nest 1255.0 youngster!
3. Larry Cailliau 10:47.0 10. Larry Cailliau 1349.0
4. Bob Gibbs 8330.0
5. Kim Mather 8300.0 RUBBER STRIPPING METHOD

LIAMAC INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP, April 30, 1972 Cat. II by Ted Gonzoph
Cantiague Park, Hicksville, NY 50' ceiling

It 18 possible to get very consistent cuts of pirelli
dr.-Sr. PeanutScale OpenPeanutScale with the proper equipment, preparation and a little prac-
1. Chris Clemens aes 1. Don Edson 62.7 tice in using the equipment. This is my way of stripping:
2. Dan Aggers Te 2. Frank Haynes 1.
3. Bruce Pailet 46.8 3, Ed Franklin 58.7 I use the Bilgri style stripper made of plexiglas, and

4. Barry Pailet 46.7 4, Ray Harlan 57.2 generally take two strips from the center of 5 or 8 mm

5. Billy o'Connor 36.0 5, Sal Cannizzo 55.0 rubber, and discard the cuter edges - This takes three|razor blades an e ades give a smoother cu an e

Indoor Scale Indoor Stick factory cut on the edges.
1. Don Garofalow 443.8 1. Sal Cannizzo 11331.4
2. Dan Domina 138.8 2. Dan Domina 10:59.8 Much of the success of the method is due to using full
3. Dave Stott 134.2 3. Pete Andrews 9225.4 width spacers like those shown in the sketch, They are

4, Joe Nuszer 134.0 4. Bob Leishman 8353.4 made from special lead spacers available from print shops
5. Don Edson 134.0 5. Bill Landrum 8251.8 that do flat bed printing, or from steel rule die making

|
shops. The spacers are available in sizes called "points

Jr.-Sr. Easy B Open Easy B with one "point" being equal to about .015"in thickness.

1. Dan Aggers 6:31.0 1. Pete Andrews 9:46.4 Intermediate rubber sizes are cut by adding similar spa-

2. Adam Menassian 6:30.8 2. Sal Cannizzo 7250.4 cers cut from .003" vinyl sheet, or other plastic which
3, Jerry Haynes 5:59.2 3. Don Jeter 7330.4 does not absorb water. Remember that the width of the cut

4, Ron Stransky 5:49.8 4, Ray Harlan 7:28.0 will equal the spacer plus the thickness of one blade,

5. Curtis Landrum 5:16.8 5. Jack Menassian 7:21.4

-

i
j The blades are single edge steel (not stainless steel)

Seesere Ee eky 78.3 een ES autman 82.2 razor blades with the doubler back removed. Each blade is

©. Adam Menassian 70.6 2. Dan Domina 77 2 typically .010" thick, so the thickness of a strip to be

3. Bruce Patlet 67.0 3. Ray Harlan 76.6 cut would be figured this way: assume a 4 point spacer;
4, Dan Aggers 66.2 4&, Art Slater 76.4 4 x .015" = ,060, then add .005" for half of the thickness
5. Barry Pailet 65.8 5. Rich Kovaks 71.4 of the blade on each side - a total of .O7O". To cut a

~.050" strip, use a 2 point spacer and three .003" vinyl -
.

spacers (total of .049", which is within the accuracy of

PIRELLI NOMOGRAM the equipment). Important: do not use any spacer made
from absorbent material. Stick te vinyl, celluloid or

The nomogram below has appeared in INAV before; it was other plastic materials!

designed by Charlie Sotich in 1962. It is intended to be
used this way; make the motor to the desired length and The gang-strip system is basically a matter of getting
weigh it. A straightedge between the weight (left margin) the spacers set for the cut needed. However, there is

and length (right margin) will cross the number of turns more ~- experiments since the mid-'50s show:

on the middle scale. This method, using weight/length, is
much more accurate than measuring strip width. Pirelli 1. The guide side of the stripper should have two holes
varies somewnat in thickness, and any stripping method has for locking.
some variation, so weight/length 1s well worth the extra 2. The plexiglas base will wear ragged after several cuts

trouble to use. due to razor impressions. I use a thin plastic or

fiberglas base piece beneath the guide plate tc sink

the blades into, then replace it when it gets ragged.
10 3. The balsa wedge is important. If the guide spacing is

.

set just right, then if the rubber gets ae te wider
09 7 (pirelli can vary as much as .020" in width), the rub-

08 ber will buckle and give a trapezcidal cut as shown
, 500 in the sketch.

07 4. Use a vertical back piece with several bolt holes (I
have six on 1/2" centers), then you can mount the

06 cos blades in several locations without marring the base

too much.
.

+50 5, This I found most helpful: I wash the rubber while it

Co, 104
.. is still in the skein and cut it into 5C' lengths.

05 £ 1,000 ° Just before I begin to strip I place the rubber into

» = - @ bucket which contains one gallon of water, a hand-

2 o bs ful of Ivory Snow and about 5 ounces of glycerin.
™ +.04 3 = The rubber is fed into the stripper directly from the

ni 1 4 oS = & pail. The whole thing gets really sudsy, but the cut

2 a 1003 2 is so smooth that it's worth the mess.

°
/

2
>

= = SPACERS 77
6 |.03 £ 2,000 o A Yf~= 7 2 150 § M3 LL
6 £

2 / Hh | BoweD RusBek

- 2 3,000 & o | 1 Gives TRAPEZOID

<= ‘ 200 5 TyPICAL SPACER |
|

Cur

2 02 & : e =
”

Peat fT Thin FiseRGLASS
a.

oT 5 4,000 > Pp ee

5,000—+ 300 = |
25

EXAMPLE: A MOTOR 17'' LONG WHEN NEW ,

WEIGHING .06 oz. CAN STORE A MAXIMUM
OF 1800 TURNS, 110 WITH A 16:1 WINDER, oe

01 30 ve
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NEWSand VIEWS itor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas- 75080
HER AL cL Hue ,

: :NATIONALINDOORMODELAIRPLANE SOCIETY Other statistics are ag follows: newsletter circula-
New Members! tion was 330 average, up 24% from 1971. Incoming mail

en amounted to 609 pieces, with 676 pieces outgoing. The
MICHAEL R. THOMAS, 141 Spenvalley Dr., Downsview, Ont. lower rate of correspondence is doubtless a reflection of

Canada enower reponse on ny part. if I oweyou a Letter, T nopetb. © ge 0 soon! ve spent more me earning a livingMICHAEL THOMPSON, 2917 Lincoln St., Lorain, OH 44052
lately, which reduces time for correspondence. Thanks to

Ghange of Address all of you for another good year!

GEORGE BATIUK, 2020 Club View Dr., Huntsville, AL 35810 SPECTAL INTERNATIONAL ISSUE

It has become traditional for the November issue to beHIMASAwards dedicated to friends in other countries. This year, with
Silver Cat. II Rubber Award - 23:04.0, Bill Shailor happy recollections of the WCh, it has a special meaning

a to me. I renewed acquaintence with many of you and met so
Ir. Gold Cat, I HLG Award - 0:24,.0, Kevin Wehner many more - my best wishes to all of you.

Who _Dunnit? FAI INDOOR REPORT ’

Recently I received an international money order - One More Delay - A Minority Report
these are converted by the U. S. Postal Service to another
form and sent on to me in a window envelope. It arrived The latest word from the long-overdue FAI Program forthe day after a 16-hour work day, and I cashed it without next year (to pick the 1974 Team) is that AMA HQ requires
noting who sent it. Will the person who sent it please yet another poll. This poll will probably be in your
notify me, stating the approximate date and amount? hands by the time you receive this newsletter - but only

if you participated in the last Program. In other words,
Renewal Reminder even if a newcomer might be interested in entering tne ‘

ee new Program, he will have no say in its formation.
As noted last month, it saves me large amounts of time

when members renew before their membership expires. Those Some background: On p.7, Dec. '71 Competition News,
whose mailing labels have "12" in the upper left-hand cor- it was announced as firm AMA policy that participants in
ner will find their membership expires in December, and if the previous progrem will be polled "as soon as possible

oo they send $3.25 before time for the December issue, I can after completion of a program" to determine wnether the
save the time of sending an expiration notice. Thanks to site for the next program will be single (central) or at
the many who responded last month! two or more sites. This poll was made, and the Feb. '72

CN. announced that "a single suitable site will be sougat
Indoor Scale within 600 miles of Kansas City."

: The May '72 issue mentioned a very nice beam balance The results of program planning by Rodemszy and the
py Ohaus for §30. The model mentioned has “inflated” to Indoor Committee (Andrews, Stoll, Tenny and Matner) snowed
G49 - not so good! Ted Katsanis has found that the beam less than unaminous accord over the central site issue.
balance his son used in school is good "as is", and can Now, in clear violation of all previous announcements and
be improved. He says: "It is a model 99161-2 Equal Arm “established policy", another poll will be taken by AMA
balance, available from Prentice-Hall, Inc., P. 0. Box HQ - who established tnis policy in the first place,
900, Ed. Books Div., Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 07632. I gave$3 for a set of centogram weights from Ohaus (set #218), As & result, program planning will be delayed beyond
which will weigh over one gram to the nearest .001 g@. The Jan. 1, 1973, and announcements of the details will be far
sensitivity of the scale is just barely .001 g¢ as it comes beyond that time. This violates more established policy
with a plastic pointer. The pointer lowers the CG of the whicn specifies that Team Selection Frograms will begin
arm, so if a balsa pointer is substituted the sensitivity not later than Jan. 1 of the year prior to tne next WCh.
would increase considerably. The scale has hardened steel In our case, the Program must begin Jan. 1, 1973. Zzrv
knife edges for the center pivot and weighing pans, with Rodemsky volunteered for his post fully two months before

,

an agate bearing for the center pivot. The originally his appointment. If he had been promptly confirmed, we
mentioned Ohaus balance has magnetic damping, which could would still have time for this poll.
be easily added to this scale also."

It is long overdue for AMA HQ to de taken out of the
New IndoorDealer “decision loop" affecting FAI Programs, since tnis duty

4a not spelled out in the By-Laws. If that is not reason
Carl Jaeger, 2809 Casden Circle, Colorado Springs, enough, take any criteria you wish - knowledge, conpetence,

CO 80909, has put in a complete line of Micro-X supplies. results, experience - AMA HQ has demonstrated an abysnzal
Address queries to: Duration, 2809 Casden Circle, Color- lack of stability needed to make coherent and zeaninsful
ado Springs, CO 80909. decisions. Stated another way, any "expedient" decision

that comes to mind is immediately implemented with no
NewMaterials concern for short- or long-term effects. No one in the

present “decision loop" has competitive or administrative
Dan Domina has noted that the center strand of undam- experience in FAI FF or Indoor Team Selection matters.

aged multi-strand control line wire is quite small and Further, and worse, no one in the loop is the least bit
very nearly straight. For example, from .018" diameter accountable to the membership, even indirectly. It is
stranded cable you can get a strand .005" diameter by un- time for a change.
twisting the cable.

To end on @ positive note: Things are what tnoey are,
Financial Report and any possible change must be reserved for future pro-

grams if we are to have a Team for 1974. The best thing
Last year, NIMAS reached a decison point on costs vs. we all can do is to return the ballots promptly - 100% of

services which resulted in overwhelming reader response in us, whether we plan to enter the next Program or not. If
a favor of 25¢ increase in dues - to $3.25 per year. Also, the ballots can be 100% returned before the Dec. 15 dead-
:

a large number of people sent donations ranging from 50¢ line, we can at least salvage that much time.
to dollars, to make up the 1971 deficit. As a result, the
income for 1972 amounted to $899.26. With expenses up to Greetings to Indoor WCh Entrants
$865.49, the $33.77 remaining does well toward erasing the ra

deficit. The expenses break down as follows: The message reproduced below was sent by Boyd Felstead
to the WCh, to be read to the participants at the victoryPrinting + office supplies, misc. $455 .85 banquet. It arrived too late, so perhaps this issue of

Newsletter postage 324.74 INAV is a suitable forum: sour Pea

Postage for correspondence 84.90¥OE5-%5
+eneemmecneninemaithartnnctineninntrtesanenetttaBRRYn eee PST EOE RSCRRNEONIRRIRNANRLoennienestnscirmeenlinen



“After many trials and tribulations my model box should 5 pnares eee a a8 336 aes Berebe on its way. I could write a book on the contents of the 3. Aantal Eert
y

36:30 27450 54 220box, the highlight being when our cat hopped onto the din- i. G. B a8 25:42 27317 52:59ing room table and walked all over model parts - resulting ° + buzady ° ° °

in a rebuilding Job in time not available. Budapest Aeroclub Annual Meet, June 18, 1972, 14.9 m site —s.
Whether the box will arrive in time, whether the mod-

.ele will be in good condition, whether they will fly - all 5° Zochan Reed oh ioA (best one of four)
are unknowns. However, I am pleased to join you as an en- 3. A tel E i 22:47trant, fully conscious that my 20 years on indoor inactiv- * An er ;

ity leaves me well behind you established experts.
Fifth International Contest, Brno, Czechoslovakia

I would like to pay tribute to many and if I overlook July 15-16, 1972 Trade Hall in Brno
anyone 1t 1s simply for lack of time and due to fatigue. 1. K. Rybecky Czechoslovakia 32:53 33:28 66:21

First my proxy, Manny Radoff; without his enthusiasm 2. ee ciapals Foland 28 :b6 2Oi4e e138and encouragement I would not have considered entering - z oe sae k Pola 4 30155 27140 28335ny work and home environment are not conducive to model- 7A Yale te Oe b SL vakla 27:55 30:17 58312ing just now, His many letters of advice and suggestions 2° a. Cerny Crechoslovaria 27:24 28:56 56:20 (thetook much time and effort and were very much appreciated.
7. A. Moraru Romania 28:35 27:47 56:20 {ete}

.

. E. : 301 53My thanks to many who freely gave advice and sugges- S: be Koutny Gzecnostovaksa ocize 29337 2235tions. In particular, Ron Plotzke, Erv Rodemsky, Tom
10. J, Kalina Czechoslovakia 26:09 29:04 55:13Vallee, C. V. Russo, Charlie Sotich, Ernie Kopecky, Bob
1 Andras Ree Hungary 27306 27326 54:32Platt, Bill Bigge, Reg Parnam, Bob Champine, Bud Tenny, 12. D, Chlubna Czechoslovakia 25:43 28:16 53359al Rohrbaugh, Bud Romak, Clarence Mather and Bob Randolph. 13. Z. Ocsody Hungary 27:01 26:20 53:24Also, Laurie Barr, who kindly offered to pick up my box 14. J. Jirasky Czechoslovakia 26:26 26:20 52:46despite all his other duties at the WCh,
15. H. Pernica Czechoslovakia 23:58 19:24 43:22

The fact that indoor flying is now flourishing can be
-attributed to the die-hard enthusiast. People like Bud STATEOF THEART

Tenny, who nas published Indoor News And Views for over Tht ftertten years, and the indoor suppliers: Lew Gitlow, who only quite a Pew er ne t Buropean models was chosen out of
recently retired after many years of wood cutting; Jerry

Of the four Marte She y eee to come in future issues. .

Skrjanc, who continues te make averrable good materials, boom model were Won wateiee e poget Soetoro ttee& -
°andmorerecent Tipplicnetocrovide austiteproduove’” " Masciullo flew models of this design at theWCh, but thisPp Pp q y three-view was on hand before then. Finally, Popa's model -

My regrets to Joe Bilgri, who for personal reasons won the 1971 Hadju-Cup contest in Debrecen, Hungary. It
had to forego his place on the U.S. team - but welcome to has two special features - the antenna on top presumablSal Cannizne in Joota place. “™ m helped prevent the "down-the-arch kamakazi" which caugnt

so many models at the 1966 WCh. Also, note that the one
My good wishes to European fliers and other entrants gre5O twofitentns only -85 @ of very good rubber to make

not mentioned above. While I have not corresponded with ite tf
& otal! That is very good time in that

you, I have followed your progress with great interest. Stte for any model, let alone one gram models.

Much has been said on the new rules. The weight rule The CMOS diagrams below were drawn for 0% margin ashas been nullified by more wing area for low wing loading. usual. pbesed on information furnished, or on measurements
I personally think we should keep the 65 cm span and for- with these steblili een eee Coeeee were actually flown omget the weight rule unless wing area is limited. Ifa +4.25%; Masetullo J Bz; ana Pore = “106d Shepherd -

modeler can build lighter why stifle that ability? model should have been fairly touchy, but conbines with
Finally I echo my sentiments expressed at the first Louch oreetemay well have given superior ceiling

World Caampionship in 1961 - I hope the conditions were na very difficult site.
good and that the best man won. Good luck to you all} A note on the drawings: all the dimensions excert one = Pe

aes

. Marty Shepherd's model are in metric units (ditto for theGONTESTCALENDAR CMOS diagrams), and the blade and airfoil outlines on
FLORIDA - Miami Cotugno's drawing will be slightly less than full size, as

Indoor contests jointly sponsored by Miami Indoor Air- C©#? planeta by checking the scale indicator.
craft Model Association and the Dade County Park and Rec- 123reation Department on Dec. 10, 1972 and Jan. 14, Feb. 11,
Mar. 18, Apr. 15 and May 20, 1973. The site is the Youth
Fair Exhibit Building, 25' ceiling with floor 120' x 235!
located at SW 107 Ave., and Coral Way, Miami. Contact Dr,
John #artin, 3327 Darwin St., Miami, FL 33133 for details.

30
NEW JERSEY ~ Union

xIndoor flying sessions Dec. 14, 1972 and Jan. 11, Feb.
78 and Mar. 8, 1973 at Livingston School, Union, NJ, 7 pm <

to 10 pm. Contact Dan Domina, 1229 S. Long Ave., Hill- =
.side, NJ 07208. 2} of

5 1. Masciullo
NEW YORK - Locust Valley us 2.Cotugno

LIAMAC Cat. I Record Trials Dec. 30, 1972 and Mar. 34, Q 3. Popa1973 at Friends Academy, Locust Valley, NY. Write J. G, z
Pailet, 3C Emerson Rd., Brookville, Glen Head, NY 11545, >
for details and a map.

10 A
5
a

beeen

OREGON - Albany 20 30
.

Indoor contests Jan. 13 and Feb. 11, 1973 at South
: “NOSE TOC.Albany High School, 3705 8. Columbus St., Albany, OR. 16 X-NOSETO€.G.

Contact Bob Stalick, 1120 Shady Lane, Albany, OR 97321, rn'

ph. 928-8101 for details.
13

CREGON - Eugene
Indoor contest at Sneldon High School, Eugene, Oregon, rDec. 3, 1972, noon to 4 pm. HLG, Easy B, Ready to Fly o| '2

Gliders, Ready to Fly Rubber, Indoor Secale, plue special a

events. Contact Bob Staley, 4315 Pearl, Eugene, OR, ph. a
:

686~1491. is a

INTERNATIONAL CONTESTS 2
1 Shepherdwa

.

1972 Championship of Budapest, May 14, 1972, 14.9 m site 9
1. Antal Egri 44:25 (Two flights) >! 9
2. Andras Ree 42:16
3. Geza Varszegi 38:51

1972 dungarian National Championships, May 27-28, 1972 7 8 9 wo WW 12 3

Assembly Hall, Kossuth University, Debrecen - 98! X-NOSE TO C.G.

Sait ianataTa eta east nenanineteen aetane needa cennnn nnaenemmtenenemmenmeeenedmeneameneacbememmnembnmmnameicinamemnnaitemnunemmenanaeata desemnansammeiretnai teceetanediIUieinablamainasnceemnaeiaeianeeeiateamme etmethence natnniementernamndaneenedneatedimamamaminmamnannmmmannaiaiatein
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NEWS and VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny: Box 545- Richardson, Texas 75080
¥*H*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY####

oO ,

FAI INDOOR REPORT

New Members} CIAM Actions

CHARLES RIDDLE, P 0 Box 3075, San Francisco, CA 94119 The 1972 Plenary meeting of the FAI CIAM took place in
DONALD M. WATSON, 4515 Parker, Dearborn Hts., MI 48125 Paris, France Nov. 30-Dec. 1, 1972. The following state-

ments summarize actions taken at the meeting which affect
Honorary Members indoor activity: .

WIM H. BEEKMEYER, Roemer Visscherstraat 27, Vlaardingen, A proposal which would have had entry countries share
.

.
Holland the expenses of FAI Jury, Judges and timers was defeated.

The major effect of this proposal would have been to help .

Merry Christmas! indoor WCh host countries with expenses, since the rela-
tively fewer entrants reduces the financial base of indoor ~

Many of you have already sent us Christmas cards and WCh's.
good wishes. Thank you for remembering us! I wish it was
possible for us to send each of you a card, but there just A proposal to require identification of indoor models,
isn't time enough. So, we wish all of you health and hap- using indelible colored inks with different colors for each
piness for this season and for the coming year. team member, was passed. Presumably this would affect

.

, only WCh teams.
Recent Publications

.

4& proposal which would have limited future indoor WCh :

The Jan. '73 Model Airplane News contains a report on meets to sites lower than 100' (approx.) was defeated.
the 1972 Indoor World Championships, written by Erv Rodem- This concept was first discussed in 1966 after the beauti-
sky. This is a very interesting report with excellent ful success of the 1966 WCh at Debrecen; however the idea .

pictures, and Erv's writing style is crisp and enjoyable. was to "encourage choice of lower ceilings" rather than
Thanks to Erv for a very good job, and thanks to M.A.N. requiring the lower ceiling. Where the mandatory portion
for being the only magazine which cares. of the proposal originated is not known, but it is small

wonder that a mandatory change was defeated. However, :

What Do You Want? discussions at the 1972 WCh's seemed to indicate that the
idea of encouraging lower sites was acceptable. ,

Several INAV columns appear in every issue, but there
,

are many more which appear on an occasional basis - as the WhitherGoestTheProgram? csf information is available or as particular issues have the
‘ needed space to handle a particular topic. About every After the last issue went to press, there was indica-

two years the INAV readers are asked to comment on these tion that perhaps another ballot would not be circulated .
topics and to suggest others. So, please review the list at this time. In any event, there has been no word from ”

below, suggest additions or deletions and send in anything AMA HQ or Erv Rodemsky about what is transpiring. Due to

you think would be of interest to INAV readers. the extreme lateness of the season, AMA HQ will furnish
program info to all who send a stamped, self-addressed en-

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS - Readers ask questions which are velope to HQ. Otherwise, the earliest that program info
then answered by the editor or experts willing to ex- can be available (other than thru INAV) is late Dec. '72
pound on that particular topic. in Competition News (if the program is decided then), or

: in January club/officer mailings from AMA and the Mar. '72
HINTS AND KINKS ~ Handy hints, with or witnout sketches, AAM (out in February).

shared by the readers. Can deal with any aspect of
indoor building and flying. CONTEST CALENDAR

CHANGE OF PACE - Fun projects like mini-gliders, fly pow-
_FLORIDA- Miami

ered models: etc. that ton a change from the serious Indoor contests jointly sponsored by Miami Indoor Air-aspects of indoor duration flying. craft Model Association and the Dade County Park and Rec-
tion De t

. . . °SPREAD THE WORD - Clubs or individuals share the results and : 5 partment on Jan» 1%, Feb. 11, Mar. 18, Apr. 15
it tion t

and May 20, 1973. The site is the Youth Fair Exhibitand methods of directing public attention to the many Building, with 25' ceiling and 120' x 235' floor, located
benefits of indoor flying. at SW 107 Ave., and Coral Way, Miami. Contact Dr. John

ti
.

;

LOW CEILING FORUM ~ Readers share their secrets, success-
Martin, 3327 Darwin St., Miami FL 33133 for details.

ful experiments, etc. in solving the special problems MISSOURI Kansas Cit~ y Areaof getting maximum duration in low ceiling sites.
Indoor contest on Feb. 18, 1973 at Richard Gebour AFB,

THE LAB ~ Reports of, and speculation about, scientific Mo. (Grandview, Mo.), 8 am to 5 pm. Mak Cub, HLG, indoor
. .

and semi-scientific measurements and experiments of Scale, PennyPlane, Indoor Stick. gonee Roger Schroeder,
the problems of attaining the most performance from A111 W. 98th St., Shawnee Mission KS Ov.
indoor models and materials. NEW JERSEY - Union

Indoor flying sessions Jan. 11, Feb. 8 and Mar. 8,
PROP FORUM - Theory and practical experiments on props 1973 at Livingston School, Union NJ, 7 pm to 10 pm. Con-

are reported to encourage more prop development. tact Dan Domina, 1229 S. Long Ave., Hillside NJ 07208.

A LCOK AT YESTERYEAR - Trivia and tidbits relating how it NEW YORK - Locust Valley
"used to be" during the formative years of Indoor. LIAMAC Cat. I Record Trials Dec. 30, 1972 and Mar. 31,

.

1973 at Friends Academy, Locust Valley, NY. Write J. G.
NEW MATERIALS - Reports of new and better materials which Pailet, 30 Emerson Rd., Brookville, Glen Head, NY 11545

make possible better indoor models. for details and a map.

DESIGN FOOTNOTES - Discussion of design principles and OREGON - Albany
-

om, theory, intended to foster systematic and scientific : Indoor contests Jan. 13 and Feb. 11, 1973 at South

fo. developmentof better indoor models. Albany High School, 3705 S. Columbus St., Albany, OR.
%

. /

Contact Bob Stalick, 1120 Shady Lane, Albany OR 97321,
INDOOR FLYING SCALE - This column has suffered greatly for ph. 928-8101 for details.

lack of material. Several advisors have wrestied with
-the probleme of the INAV format in handling Scale info © RGINIA - Hampton

within the space and publication limitations which are Indoor contest or RT at Hampton School, Hampton, VA

present. It 1a anticipated that this can become a on Dec. 30, 1972. Contact Hal Crane, 4002 Buchanan Dr.,
fairly regular column of Scale hints and ideas, to be Hampton VA 23369 for details.
edited by a volunteer.
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STATEOFTHEART NIMASCHARTS

Al Rohrbaugh's "High Aspect D" caused a sensation at Several years ago, NIMAS Charts of various designe
the '72 Nats, and is an interesting study in model devel- were made available in the form of metal plates which are
opment. Of the model, Al says, "As reported by Janke, almost indestructible. Three of these chart designs are
this high A/R 300 has very slow RPM and great potential. shown below - Pirelli Parameters, CMOS Design Chart and
Using .085 x 19 pirelli, and considering turns used vs. an RPM calculator. Several of the RPM calculators are on o~RPM, it is interesting to speculate on maximum time. I've hand now, and the others can be made available if enough
flown the model only a few times but I feel that it will people should want them. In addition, the Pirelli Nomo-
fly on good .080 rubber. The weight can be reduced, but gram on page 4 of Oct. '72 INAV could be made available.
at the time it was built the span and general size posed if you are interested in these, drop a card and let us
structural problems which were new to me. We who were know. The prices are: RPM Chart - 70¢, Pirelli Parameters
watching the Nate flight (27:28.6; 3rd place) estimated ~ $1.10 and CMOS Chart - $1.25. Projected price for the
the altitude as between 45' and 50'. The next flight with Pirelli Nomohram would be about $1.25.
turns sufficient to win hit the lights and that was it.

60 ees
:

It's an interesting model, worth the design and building ee eeeeffort. {ee7EEE
.Curtis Janke later related that everyone was cheering Cae eaeAl on by urging him to "get it up". However, Wayne Zink, o eis EREAl's pbuilding buddy, said "He can't get it above the S 8 5 Ee he

lights - it can't get between them!"
o

| bay f+ tffoffe
- s pet Stee 4 ted

The second model featured this month is Mk. II of Ove o, 8Eee
Pettersson's One Gram FAI. This model holds the Swedish = w Epat= ft [K++

national record for Cat. I. Sweden's activity 1s slowly ~. rm & ry Yt Let
growing, and it 1s hoped that Swedish teams will begin to ~ ” ”

40
bp pet teoe

participate in future European meets.
o

/ = SE lela= E— fondev wsebo ad —_l
The CMOS diagrams below are for 0% margin; Rohrbaugh's wo EEA ta

300 was flown at +26% margin, and Pettersson's FAI was set 5 wn $
+ 8 Saucasreer marie 2 Bre

up at about 0%. &
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5 30 A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR

a. i"!
&

In “Beginning To Fly ~ The Book of Model Airplanes",
< Ray qartan found rules for the Stout Indoor Contest. Itwi 8s 0 nterest to compare these 1928 rules with modern

9| 20 Pettersson FAI indoor rules for Indoor Stick:

a
,

1. No restrictions on the desiws
Y esign of the model except that

5 it shall have a distance between the propeller bearing and
the motor hook, fastened to the opposite end of the motor

3 stick, not to exceed fifteen inches.
10 A

All models must be hand-launched, and the only motive
10 20 30 power be derived from the use of rubber bands.

. e. The contest will be for duration. A contestant will
X-NOSE TO C.G. be allowed a total of three official flights. He will be

TOP TEN EAS Of nis threesfiighese ee elapsed time made in any one

3. A contestant will be allowed a maximum of thr delTine Ceiling Fudge Score and he may use any or all
ee models,

1. Dick Hardcastle 585 18! 1.394 815.5 flights. y ¥ to complete his official three
2. Clarence Mather 636 ee 1.293 798-9 4. No contestant shall launch his model before receiving3. Ted Gonzoph 2

'
1.1 7 ren the launch-signal from the official starter. Any contes-4, Stan Chilton 540 20 1.323 714. tant doi

Ps 20! 5 6 8
n Oing so will be disqualified. All contestants must

5. Bob Platt 529 0! 1.323 ea; have their models ready for examination by the officials6. Hal Crane 492 20" 1.323 51.0 fifteen minutes before the starting time of the contest.7. Bill Langley 494 20.5) 1.306 641.7 Hach contestant will draw a number, Giving his place8. Dick Starks re g0;9 1-208 2738'S in rotation. He will be allowed two minutes within which

ra Gordon Wieniewsk4 480.2 20! 1.323 555.9 te qauneb nis model. Should he fail to launch his model
.

QO.

. arett nrane arlowed he must withhold that official trial

OP TEN CEILING DODGERS charged against aie in line and a delayed flight will be

5. Any flight under fifteen seconds and every failure to ~on1. Stan Chilton 1445 2 1 S03 jor é fly in turn shall be considered a delayed flight. Three
. ° : a fli :

5. Hal Grane 682 50! 11303 902.3 a aye ot gate pe considered an official flight.
4. Dick Hardcastle 602 23! 1.234 742.9 . e nis me will be taken when the model strikes

5. Hewitt Phillips 528.2 20! 1.323 698.8 or lands on any object preventing further flight.
2: Howard Haupt 456 OD! 1.264 574.5 (Rules 7 thru 10 deal with contest administration.)
7. Harry Cook 471 26! 1.16 546 4 ii. Minimum number of contestants eight. Maximum number
3. Bill Langley 4Og 27.5! 4.128 474.8 Pinsiey nts twenty-five. (This applies only to the

9. Jim Davidson 280 13! 1.64 459.2 ,

,

10. Gordon Wisniewski 300 20' 1.323 396.9
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75080
HE eK

FLORIDA - Miami
, NATIONALINDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOGIETY* Indoor contests at the Youth Fair Exhibit Bldg., at

SW 107 Ave. and Coral Way, Miami, on Feb. 11, Mar 18
New Members! Apr. 15 and May 20, 1973. Contact Dr. John Martin, 3327

EDWARD J. GUMELL, 5641 Willow Terrace Dr., Bethel Park ILLINOIS ChicagoPA 15102
.

DAVID HAUGHT. Rt. 1 Indoor contests Feb. 11, Mar. 4, Mar. 25, Apr. 28-29
B

U
>

R 2, Bex 10, Coeur D'Alene ID 83814 and Record Trials in May 1973, Various combinations of
’

5 GECBRGON, 2724 Hickory Lawn MI 48065 events at both Gat. I and Cat. Il sites. Contact PeteBOB MEUSER, 4200 Gregory St., Oakland CA 94619 °
: * -

WILLIAM C. YOUNG, 2516 Oakwood Dr., Bakersfield CA 93304 Sotich, 3851 West 62nd Pl., Chicago IL 60629 for details.

CHARLES WEISE, 33242 Tall Oaks Ct., Farmington MI 48024 MASSACHUSETTS - Amherst
: Indoor sessions at Univ. of Mass. in Amherst on Jan. ,

Honorary Members . “

28, Feb. 25, Mar. 4, Apr. 22 and May 13, 1973. Contact :

NEREO BEGGIATO, Roma 950, Ateneo Popular de Versailles,
Charles Learoyd, 100 Mill Valley Rd., Hadley MA 01035.|

Buenos Aires, Argentina ,

’ MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T.
' Indoor sessions at M.1I.T. Armory, Vassar St. & Mass.New Year's Greetings

Ave., Cambridge MAS Sessions on Feb. 17 and Mare 17, and
test on Apr. 1 1973. Sessions 3 pm to pm; con- :

John Clemens, AMA President, recently sent out large room ,

hand-drawn New Year greeting cards. We received one with rao” We tn tof at gee ey Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow

the request that it be passed on to NIMAS; so, best wishes +» Mayian  OLTTS, Ph. S50-4015,
’to all of you from John Clemens! MISSOURI - Kansas City Area

.

Indoor contest Feb. 18, 1973 at Richard Gebour AFB
:

Change of Address ’ ,

Mo. (Grandview, Mo.), 8 am to 5 pm. AMA Cub, HLG, Indoor
Scale, PennyPlane, Indoor Stick. Contact Roger SchroederSkrja -

y & ’tireaddressbe madeknown: Hicro-X, P.O.Box1063, 4111 W. 98th St., Shawnee Mission KS 66207. |

Lorain OH 44055. NEW JERSEY - Union
Indoor sessions Feb. 8 and Mar. 8, 1973 at Livingston

RenewalReminder School, Union, NJ, 7 pm to 10 pm. Contact Dan Domina, ;
122

. re. ; .
A

Fully 40% of the January renewals are already in, and
9 8. Long Ave., Hillside NJ 07208

. f Se
.

thanks to all of you! It is a tremendous help for members NEW ~

:

.
“to note the date code ("02" and "03" for February and LTAMAG Gate t Reoore Trials on Mar. 31, 1973, Friends

March respectively) and send in their renewal ahead of Academy, Locust Valley, New York. Write S. 4, Pailet,time. ree Gate code appears in the upper left-hand cor- 30 Emerson Rd., Brookville, Glen Head, NY 11545 for more
ner of the label field on all addressograph printings. details and a map.

;

RecentPublications CREGON - Albany
1 . ’

i

Model Airplane News has done it again - this time the Benool 3705 B. Colunbus Be. Albeny. Contact Bon sta~
subject is Junior C/P Jackpot - the model design flown by lick, 1120 Shady Lane, Albany OR 97321, ph. 928-8101
Bruce and Barry Pailet to several places in Junior Paper , , , . .

Stick and Cabin at the '71 and '72 Nats. It is a simple, FAI INDOOR REPORT
rugged, good-flying design especially suitable for Junior
competition. The use of different fuselage design with Team Selection Chairman Appointed .

identical wing and tail surfaces minimizes the number of
jigs needed to build two model classes. Thanks again to Bob Champine, P.0.Box 6213, Newport News VA 23606& > Pp 9

MAN for presenting indoor subjects when other U.S. pub- has been appointed as Chairman of the 1973 Indoor Team
lishers are cutting back!

.

Selection Program. For details of the Program, send a

;

stamped, self-addressed envelope to AMA HQ with your re-
Last month's comments about MAN being.the only maga- quest for info.

zine which cares drew fire from Laurie Barr. He supported
Aeromodeller, and rightly so. This magazine has given Program Status Report -

international indoor a good support for years - sorry for
the unintentional slur!

:

;

The FAI Indoor Program has been announced in the Jan.
‘

:
:

73 Competition News, with essentially the same format as
NIMAS Awards was used to pick the 1972 Team. The matter of central vs.

regional flyoffs is not yet decided, with several central
~

Silver Cat. IRubberAward - 11:00, Dan Domina cates under investigation before the unpopular two-site ~

.

:
: regional Finale becomes mandatory upon failure to qualify <

Follow-Up! &@ central site. It may be remembered that this choice was
©

,

o . forced by inept wording (or especially clever wording, de- .

tont or uiMis"{inet Serta wants, Doce “TEANAT), so in” Ee7geng Yom Your viewpoint) of the poit questions walon
’ . ’ efine 8 program.

the absence of more opinions things must be OK!
oe Meanwhile, the CN commentary (aside from program de-

Also, insufficient interest was shown so far to make tails) contains misleading statements and outright dis-

it worthwhi+e te makeUp more, os phe out-oeetek ne tortions. Contrary to the leadoff statement "A deadlock
arts splaye n the Dec. .

,
concerning finals arrangements - - tais particular mem-

RPM Calculator charts are available for 70¢ each. ber of the Committee knows of no deadlock. Further, it
was stated that the Committee's alternate recommendation :

CONTEST CALENDAR
. involved alternation between East and West Coast sites.

“Rather, the recommendation was that a rotating site loca~
CALIFORNIA - Santa Ans a Trials will la ¢ tion similar to previous Nats practice be adopted, witha ~~

ga, 5FSBGomttct Sb RMNGOLAT BEtaS Lawton’Ave.c'zoue’ — 7OREVP#PE® Plarning comntttce tnvolved, |

‘ ’ . ’ *9 .

Linda CA 92354. In another article "'73 Off To A Slow Start?", CN in-
>

timated that the general delay in the FAI Programs is due
CONNECTICUT -Glastonbury to careful study to avoid past mistakes blamed on hasty

Indoor sessions at Glastonbury High School, 8 am to decisions. However, the Indoor section of the program has
12 Noon, Feb. 11, Mar. 18, Apr. 8, May 20 and June 17, been troubled for 16 months; requests for early action got
1973. Contact George Arme Lead» Jren 7 Harvest Lane, the reply "The Indoor Program is not the only thing that
Glastonbury CT 05073, ph. 205-633-7856.

.

ig important!" If the whole story becomes known, it will



ro .

be found that priority for our problems is so low that
time runs out and only hasty decisions are made - too POSSIBLEWORLDRECORD! :

little and too late. :

The Deo. 30, 1972 record trials held at Willis School
Only the latest of these unfortunate delays was the in Hampton, Va. had an almost world record by Hal Crane,appointment of Erv Rodemsky two full months after he vol- followed by Bob Platt's series of flights culminating in

unteered; if he had been accepted the day he offered, the a tent of 22:10. The model had an 8" x 33" wing, weigh- —.appointment would have been months too late to do a proper ed .042 oz. and used .05 oz. of rubber .04]" x O76",Job. The most flagrant lack of consideration for FAI Team
.

; Ry, aSelection problems lies in the utter failure of the Execu- DESIGN FOOTNOTES =

tive Council to define offictal policy. 16 montha ago,
numercus FAI fliers petitioned their respective Bistrict ConstantMarginofStabilityVP's for redress, along the lines outlined in the Sept. .

,

'71 INAV. The result was a ten-minute discussion in the Since CMOS was introduced in the Jan. '69 INAV, most
Feb. '72 Council meeting, which was then short-circuited Stick model 3-views in INAV have been accompanied by CMOS
by HQ announcement of a Document Which Anawers All Prob- balance charts . Various questions about the method led to
lems. Unfortunately (and conveniently) the Document was able pen peeneeee orate packet on CMOS which was avail-
not then available; it was subsequently published without tion on how to us0 CHOS tosoementae further explana-
Council scrutiny or approval. That the Document utterly O8ign better models.
failed except as a history report is obvious to all who

;read it; the only question is "When will something be
mar RHOs Stands for constant margin of stability. The

done?" As a result of the lack of definite, defined pol- the model's atabilitydiffers tres neutraa ctabisate”
ley, hasty, last-minute decisions regarding the Indoor model with neutral evebilityhacen neaetee etability. (A
program were made and became binding on all FAI Programs. from upset or = un-naturalattitudes.) *Wikh positawe”Thus the cancer spreads through all the FAI Programs. otebility, the model tends to recover from upset, whileWw negative stability the upset will tend to get worse.STATE OF THE ART By pnoosing an optimum margin of stability, it $s possible

oot " "
to ve & new model almost perfectly trimmed before itprocsnnyeenber |S moreria Cones eltbie wey leaves the workbench. Certainly, it should never be nec-

Cat. I SeniorStick record for many years - until the B happenewith newnodoseeee ot be ftece that centers
Stick class was combined with other Stick classes. ‘The day! Bust be flown that certain
usual OMOS chart (below) is computed for O% margin.

10 In other words, models of similar design which have
the same stability margin will fly almost the same, and
after anyone “zeros in" on their favorite margin, they

9 . can build other designs with a minimum of adjustment prob-lems to cope with.

r 8 The NIMAS CMOS Chart was designed by Hank Cole and was: 9 originally published in the Dec. '47 Air Trails. It wasdesigned for A~2 gliders instead of indoor models, so ita 7 Gives relative stability figures which are smaller thanwi , the absolute stability of the indoor model. Even though° this difference may amount to perhaps 20% margin, the CMOS
Flog “BUMMER” method allows direct comparison and can be used as if thewu results were correct.

x °) Easy B
2 5 Many people tend to shy away from CMOS because of the> computations involved. However, if the balance diagram is a

7

furnished (as with INAV 3-views}, it is simple to balance win stake S° " the model using CMOS. Assemble the model with prop and
" , ,

> ; ’ ; ;
2 ; rubber motor on the complete fuselage/tail group and find

; the balance point as usual. Measure from the balanceX-NOSE TOC.G. : point to the thrust bearing ~ let's assume the distance is8", If Fig. 1 18 the balance chart for the model and we
TOP TEN CEILING DODGERS Wish to use 0% margin, follow the dotted line up from 8"
ral to the 0% line and across to the Y axis at 8.55", Thus,

1. Stan Chilton 1115 35) 1.0 1145 the rear post should be located 8.55" from the thrust
2. Tom Vallee 810 20! 1.323 1071.6 bearing. If the stab tilt and wing washin/washout is OK,
%, Hal Crane 682 20! 1.323 902.3 only incidence and thrust line should need to be set for a
4, Dick Hardcastle 602 23! 1.234 ora good flying model!

.

° 28.2 20 1.32 °2° powset fedge Re6 20! 1 Ber ee Galculation of CMOS balance diagrams is simpler than
7. Harry Cook 471 26! 1.16 546.4 most people realize. Fig. 2 1s the top of the CMOS compu-
8, Bill Langley 424 27.5! 1.128 474.8 tation form, listing wing and tail specifications. Begin-

.

9. Jim Davidson 280 13! 1.64 459 ,2 ning Sree od eyoe a the overage chord (span/ares) and /

8 ' 394 430 4 aspect ratio (span/av. chord) are computed. & 8 e10. Kevin Wehner 308 «8 18 1499 ?
CMOS Chart (extrapolated to wing aspect ratio = 3). With2 & wing aspect ratio = 6.2531 and stab aspect ratio = 4.331RECORDS? MAYBE both lines have to be interpolated; the intersection on

LIANAC Indoor Record Trials, Dec. 30, 1972 Gat. I the Chart 1s at .46 (Cr).
: , .

.fe eso tony» OS ke RianWheneent Tail moment arm is usually defined as the distance be~
Jr. Indoor Cabin - 3:34.4, Barry Pailet#* tween 25% of average chord on the wing to the same point
Jr. Autogyro - 0:02.6, Richard Whitten on the stab. As a beginning example, let's assume a wing
*Plight made at 1:15 pm; #*flight made at 2:50 pm

and stab that are rectangular; the root chord will equal
: the average chord. a for the Feprermaton camensions a8’

7 a defined in Fig. 2, 25% of wing and stab chords are an
: MANGES Ord Stee See ye ete Dees 30, Nore Cate I 7" respectively. Since the wing and stab do not taper in° . ,

any fashion, O" is noted as the dimension between average
chord and trailing or leading edges. With a tail boom 12"

HINTS AND KINKS long, subtract 2.1" from 12" to reach the rear hook, then
add the distance "Z" and 3" to define the tail moment arm.

Bill Landrum Suggests: -

~

The CMOS method is a graphical solution which elimin-
A spark plug gapping tool makes an excellent gage to ates several computations by defining a straight line. To

set up the straightedge location while stripping spars. do this, the aerodynamic center is calculated for two wing
and ribs. The "L" shaped variety has wires ranging from locations; in this example the wing will be 1" from the
-023" to .042"; for tapered spars select two gages which rear hook (Z = 1") and 6" from the rear hook. The formula
match the desired dimensions and visually "measure" how for A.C. is shown solved for these two wing locations and
far the straightedge is from the edge of the wood at each values for X (distance from balance point to nose) and Y

_end. (distance from rear post to balance point) are plotted on ae

Fig. 1, working from values in the box ‘on Fig. 2. omgiatrad hMeanwhile, if your straightedge tends to slip while
you make the guts, Bill suggeste that a strip of #400 wet- The computations discussed above were also made with
or-dry sandpaper glued to the bottom of the straightedge- thestipulationofOf ree the Thilo cinplifies theaure. center o ray re coin nt.will hold 1t nicely in place with minimum pressur computation considerably: Note that Fig. 1 has three bal-

ance lines ~ +5%, 0 and -5%. Only the 0% line was calcu-
lated in Fig. 2, and the other two lines were established



by moving the 0% line .05 x 4 (4" avg. chord) in each di- _

Besides the benefits of more efficient flying andrection. Three dotted lines on Fig. 1 show the effect on ready-made flight trim, models balanced near 0% margin bywing location that different choices of stability margin this system and adjusted with washin/washout wing trim arewill haves rear wing post locations are 8.8", 8.55" and usually excellent rafter-banging models. Also, and this8.3" from the nose as the margin changes from +5% to -5%. 1a not yet proven, CMOS balanced models seem less affected
by light drift than models with high positive margin suchThe final factor to consider in CMOS computation is

- a8 model A of Fig. 5. _

average chord. If the model in question had used a wing
with parabolic planform, 25" span and 5.1" root chord, Pre Three final points regarding CMOS: First, Cr remains oo™, :area would atill be 100 sq. in. and average chord would be Unchanged so long as wing and stab dimensions and tail

r “oe4" - same as before. The only change in computation would boom length remain unchanged. Changes in motor stick
and welt ae eae ew gear St the root, half in front potex and Ydimensions, Te ae casseee pomaine changeina Bevis eand half in back. The O" dimension at the T.E. would then wing area and build the wing to fit max span limite onbecome .55", tail moment arm figures would change to 14.45 FAI and PennyPlane modelsand 19.45, The slope of the graph and location of the 0% .

.

line will not change.
60

~

8ST rareThe location of the end-points of the average chord is aa eetobvious on wings symmetrical with respect to the lateral aa
i a 7centerline. A shortcut for locating mean chord of wings |Let eewith odd shapes is shown in Fig. 4, With a span of 25.4", ss\—ff tt,root chord of 6" and area of 127 sq.in., average chord 1s Aa ee5", & scale drawing of the wing planform was used, and oyewer Oe = :the T.E. dimension checked to be ,25", o HAAS r++} a oe .

&50K}|pet LdTo figure stability margin on an existing model, com-
ye 9 ot pt PTTdpute the A.C. as before, then measure where the CG is with org (tt. | Pt] ffrespect to the CG. Compute the margin according to the 2 pet b+ 4formula shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 5 illustrates this process 8, thet TTIoood 7on two models built to the design illustrated in Fig. 2, cae Fn aexcept that both models were built with fixed 70% cq. ty Lat| |}+f [I

Model A balanced 6" from the nose and model B balanced 9" s ATty [fffrom the nose. The margin computation shows dramatically o J | ae Pa 3 .

how much variation is possible between models of the same 40 TC"| OT TF |design which vary in balance point - the wing posts of per =o -— ryemodel A might have to be moved as much as 1/2" to make it |_| t-—}-] a ee ee eefly as well as model B! -<+ + |__|__Rt - STABILIZER ASPECT RATIO

17.q- CailMoment Arm) ast oe179 25% Av. Ch. 394 °5 6 7G G9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1625% Av. Cho}. 3 a}
; WING ASPECT RATIO

.

or leT.E,
a |

ae a A yo n fat .

ot — LE. wl leT.E. ,y
o—/\ ' i

L 41 v. Ch.
T

ee +5%//7 ~5%

Em < In ke iL md fe av. Che fl.Zz) ee 7(YY) L 5je
+ Y¥

wae ee eee ee 4 ae

5 a. PLIILIIININI Aac, = 23:8. 617.9 N62 27 3 = 2.7 = 3: A@-T.E, ale a o,1.3 5.7; CW AC ag . A a =
4 ;

Be is "|Stability Margin = ~~~ x 100 = 17.5% oO 7 ft '
74.9 ATail_Moment Arm) wu ia ‘0, ”

,

7
/ '= it wwe

L.E. T.E. ¢ !“1 kA.c _ B | w-2.1 (.

} Lerecesrereneenrasemecemmerestcsritercarnesweer rememerannnnaeantsrvmmmanene— % jt L.E. leT.E, 5 6 7 8 9 0 W 7i Av. Ch, a
' 1 ae 1
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= ~

dross PISSRMERERCN sscrerstSSAPTRKTS acne Sons . X-NOSE To C.S.pote g——}y be mdf Av. Ch, —_—
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Wyo 2W, ae . pewced :

Y hs? 2
_

32.8
_

_

‘A.C, = 5G x 14.9 x 46 = 2,25 3 - 2.25 = 175; A@eTLE. \ | .

1-675 = .25; CG@A,C,
‘ |. N

.Stability Margin = +42. x 100 = 6, 25% \ |
. 4
\

.

\
MODEL SPECS; Wing Span_25 Wing Area LOO Av. Chord 4__ Aspect Ratio 6:25°f

~
‘\ | -

Stab span_12 Stab area_32.8 Av. chord 2-8 Aspect ratio 43:1 ‘ |
C. (from chart) .46

a | |43.7 (Tail Moment Arm) ° |25% Av, Cho-——* 3 —4 18.9 jwe-— 25% Av. Ch. a a! /

LE]
| ‘eT sO |

| s |-E,
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peel
Lt

sareennnmmnomcnncensel fcc
e{X) | L -4 Av. Ch.—4 | ol 3 :

(Vv) 4 7 (2) 2 &6 6
. < -

QTail Moment Arm = 12 ~ 2,1 + Z + 3 oo x 2
: eqs : MA, C, = ees x Tail Moment Arm x Ce Stability Margin = Rv. Chord x 100% a 8 | ;| .

a | oo
_

32.8
x 13.9 x .46 22.1 (Z = 1) 3.- 2.1 = .9; A.C.O—T.E, Yell 3 x100

I} = .9 =X = 10.1 x =10,1 3|=

IN 2
= 22:8. 18.9 x Wb = 2.85 (Z=6) 3 - 2.85 = .15; AceT.E. [FES "| -100 6-.15 =X =5,85 Y= 6

na X = 5.85 | -
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas 75080
HH*HNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE HHH Oops!

New Members! In the wee hours before the last issue went to press, :
. figure numbers were omitted from the CMOS discussion. So,

DAVE BEASLEY, 6601 Nestle, Reseda, CA 91335 on p. 4 of the Jan. '73 INAV, in column 1 the illustra-
R. H. FORST, Rt. #1, Box 59B, Minooka IL 60447 tions are (moving down) 5A, 5B, 2. In column 23 3, 1, 4.

Change Of Address Recent Publicatd
.

BILLY H. PETTIT, 1795 Medallion Ct., Mississauga, Ontario “The Fascinating World of Indoor Models - A Visit With
,

Canada Bill Bigge" is featured in the March '73 AAM. This piece
by Tom Vallee gives many details of Bill's very successful

NIMAS Awards model dirigible, and includes photos of several of Bili's
,

other indoor model sidelines. A good effort!
Silver Cat. I Rubber Award - 10:36.5, Bill Langley

The Jan. '73 issue of Aeromodeller contains an excel- .

Silver Cat. I Rubber Award - 10:06.5, Dick Starks lent article by Laurie Barr; an analysis of and report on .

.

: Pete Andrew's World Championship FAI model. Pete gave the :

Youth Recognition Lacking? model to Laurie in a gesture of thanks for Laurie's large
part in the excellent preparations for the WCh, and this

It was recently pointed out that even though Juniors afforded Laurie an excellent chance to analyze the model.
and Seniors turn in exceptional performances with indoor a
models at the Nats, in FAI trials and in the record col-  ttonteago Aeronute". by Sid Mill ' .
umns, it is seldom that they receive recognition for their

morereof the bestebneun vodet -
fine efforts.

clubs in Indoor history. Although the Aeronuts fly all me
free flight events, much of the U. S. state of the art canIs it possible that NIMAS can and should remedy this be traced from developments and achievements of Aercnuts ~oversight with some sort of honorary award? If this idea in the past 35 years of the club's activity. In addition, wsstrikes your fancy as it did mine, please drop a line to the story is almost a blueprint of how the Aeroruts solved Begive ideas about how such a program should be set up. the problem of lack of indoor sites. This interesting

t 1" wateRenewal Reminder
article appears in the Mar. '73 Model Airplane News.

es

Finally, a tribute to a 1 -ti - iy55% of the February renewals have already come in, and Linatrum. Vite column, Wyre", de MAN. eeeptouber — pave | -
ont this 1s a welcome and helpful situation. Incidentally, it continuing report on indoor and-outdoor FF. In the April
; was mentioned that these renewal notices have failed to '73 VTO, Dave departs his normal ortit enough to make a -give the amount for renewal ~ sorry about that! NIMAS very entertaining review of "Jonathan Livingston Seagull", _

membership (including INAV) 18 $3.25/year, while INAV sub- 4 rising best-seller about a very unusual bird. Don't o

scription only is $2.25/year. When to renew? All those miss it (the book or the review!)
.

whose address was printed by the addresser printer in- —

stead being a paper label will find a number (like 03) in FAI INDOOR REPOR
the upper left corner of the address block.° so5e stands FAL INDOOR

REPORT
for March, and that sub expires in March! Executive Council Action

New Glider Mark: The February meeting of the AMA Executive Council set
-

up & committee of three AMA VP's; Stan Chiltor (Dist.VIIIIn his series "The Hand Launch Glider", Richard Miller 46 chairman of the committee and represents FF and fhaser. .says (Feb. '62 INAV) "The next ten seconds, the 1:20 to interests. Glenn Lee (Dist. VI) represents C/L, and John
,

1:30 range, are not going to be easy to come by. To those Spalding (Dist. IV) represents R/C interests. The sroup
;

woe eaye to those who haven't upont ¢ ainutenaednetate has the responsibility of creating FAI program guidelinegi

“anda ~ ch are sorel.
.

'
h

ti

.looking at your stop watch, this will convince you that a whi re so sorely needed Let's wish them well

gjlider has to go mighty high and come down mighty slew to Team Selection Progran
hit 1:30." Further on, Richard says "I woulan & GO 80 fer seei werechlonfropran

7

as to say that the medium aspect ratio glider (5:1 to 7:1 The exact wording of the 1973 Indoor Team Selection
has gone as far as it can go but I do feel that the high Program can be had from the Jan. '73 Competition News, orapsect ratio machine, once its aerodynamic peculiarities by sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to AMA HQ
are mastered, 1s the most likely contender for the 1:30 with your request. In general, the program provisions aremark and that its very special advantages should make it thus:

. especially potent in low and medium ceiling flying."
1. Open to all 1973 AMA members who have or purchase a FAI

It took eleven years from Miller's prediction, but the stamp; any Team Members chosen must be at least 14
'1:30 IHLG mark has been achieved by Ron Wittman at the

years old by the start of the 1974 World Champs.
. Feb. 18, 1973 record trials at Santa Ana. Ron's "new gen- 2. Enter by sending $1 to AMA HG, or by paying 31 to CDeration” glider, Super Sweep 22, set a new IHLG record of of a Local Qual. Trials. HQ entry is reconmended, as1230 + 1328.7 = 2:58.7. These gliders represent a truly it igs then possible to qualify at any sanctioned in-

evolutionary approach, and the result is a solidly consis- door contest.
tent machine. All three of Ron's §88-22's have averaged 3. Qualify by scoring 75% of the top time at a Local
over 1:20, and he has logged over 50 consecutive flights Trials, or by scoring 75% of the winning time of any
over 1:20. Ron is to be congratulated for his solid con- indoor event for rubber powered models which weigh attribution to the state of the HLG art! least one gram and have a maximum wing span no greater

than 65 cm. (PennyPlane, Easy B if model weighs 1 2‘73Nate
4

and other indoor events meeting span and weight rules)
. Exceptions: Program entrants more than 200 miles fromThe 1973 Nate will be held Aug. 6-12, at Oshkosh, Wis- either AMA contests or Local Trials may by-pass the

consin. No site has been chosen for Indoor at this time, Local Qualification; also any winner through fifth aaccording to the AMA news release, but it is expected that place in Stick, Cabin or Paper Stick at the '72 Nats
a suitable site will be located within 100 miles of the

... may enter directly at the Semi-Final level. |
f™. Oshkosh site. 5. Semi-Finals Trials - entrants mst score SC% of the |
:

, Winning time or be in the upper 2/3 of the placing to
For LackOfABlade ‘5 advance to the Finals.

:

- Finals - Top three winners at the Finals wiil repre- |Bob Cowley mourns the passing of the last of his sup- sent the U. 8. at the 1974 Indoor World Championship.ply of Gillete Blue Blades. Has anyone an idea where good 7. Fees: Besides the $1 registration fee, Local entry feesteel (not stainless) double-edge blades can be purchased? is $5 ($2 for Juniors). Semi-Final fee is $8 ($2 for |
if you have access to a supply, how about revealing the jeatore and Finals fee is $10 for all entrarts. For |source? those who by-pass Locals, entry fee is $18 ($6 for |

oe

’

:
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Juniors). The extra fee represents money which would
'

have been spent on travel, etc. in the Local Trials. gave him an edge that wasn't overcome by some mighty sharp
8. Schedules: Local Trials must be completed by May 27, fliers. Besides the information on the drawing, the fol-

1973; registered participants may fly in as many Local lowing comments apply:
Trials as desired until qualification 1s accomplished; " tt Woyett
only one Local entry fee need be paid. Wing ~ 26 x 8" parabolic development, divided 3 /5" with

25" projected span. Wing posts each 3° long and off- wn,

Finals Site Located set i" from wing center. Gabane equal angle, 2.5"
above spars. Bracing .001" nichrome. CG 5. behind sO

Word has been received from Erv Rodemsky that American leading edge. Airfoil (shown) 3% thick @ 40%.
Airlines' 747 hangar in Tulsa, Oklahoma has been cleared Stab - 18" “x 5.4" parabolic development, symmetrical,
py AA for use as the 1973 Team Selection Finals site. The airfoil 3% thick @ 40%, no bracing.
hangar will "swallow" a 747 whole, with room to spare and Rudder - 3" x 4.5 yertipse. , °
has no internal supports. Motor Stick - 14.5 long, 5/16" dia., double bearing, 45

offset bracing, .001 tungsten.
NIMASPOSTALMEET Tailboom - 12" long, 1/4" dia. tapered to 1/16" dia.

Prop - 20" x 32", 2,25" max width, 1/4" flare.
The 8th Annual NIMAS Postal meet will be open for en- Motor - 19" loop .055" x .04e" pirelli, 1950 turns, 36:12.

try through April 16, 1973. All flights made as part of
a sanctioned indoor meet from Jan. 1 through April 16 are Special note - The compression ribs were specially con-

eligible, as are flights made in informal sessions between structed to have double thickness in the center and normal
now and Apr. 16, provided these sessions are run in accord thickness at the ends; two templates are needed to cut
with AMA mules. these ribs:

Events: Easy B, paper covered only, solid motor atick andboom, with unbraced surfaces. — EEE,
HLG - AMA Rules except two ceiling classes - Sal Cannizzo must be rated as a relative beginner to
Class I - 18' to 25'; Glass II - 25' 1" to 35'. - indoor flying, but also he is an old hand at both rubber

powered models and international competition after having
honoure tocompute tudes except FAI ceiling been on two U. 8. Wakefield teams. "sc-3" is a simple but

or. thoroughly sound design with a clean power pattern rival-

1 ing that of "FAI '72". gal supplies the following extra

Pe ene ae ens,Aeronuts mutes except that information about nisWoh models: "I used a 50% stab
c NE Measure. model on one of the 34+ flights, but the design is other-

wise the same. The prop on the 50% model (pattern shown)
Ceiling Dodger ~ Any class indoor model, flown by was 18" x 33" with max width of 2 Bens using .052" loor
Aueeeeee ape Tpightmustnot touchceiling or of rubber 18" long and 2100 turns. My other 34+ flight

. po 2 d
query, this interpretation was made regarding con- eR ta et prop ('72 NFFS Sympo report) increased to

tacts: Models landing on obstructions during the
;

descent phase of flight (chairs, stage, balcony, Presented below are the CMOS charts of these models;
helicopters, etc.) are not disqualified. The in- Andrews used approximately +4% margin, while Sal's trim

nent; theprinciplegoverninga decisionis thee checked out to +15% on the model shown.
;

ciple

n sion is tr

obstacle contact must not limit the model's climb 15 ,

in any fashion. For example, a model which drifts o
into a wall during the descent, then slides to the

.
;

floor would not be disqualified. 14 /
4

GeneralRules: Entry fee 15¢ per event, stamps preferred. r / “—
Separate events may be flown at different sessions, but oO 13 a,
all flights for a given event must be flown on one day. e. 7 a

Please note ceiling height for each entry, as this will be - 15%, 0%
used to compute fudge factors (see below) to equalize Pe /

ceiling heights. Separate classes for Juniors in each ° Y
event, with awards for high placing Seniors. Separate ~ 7 Cannizzo FAI
class for sub-junior (age 12 and under) in HLG. Anyone wa nN

,

may enter, send entries to Box 545, Richardson TX 75080. ‘9 rt
Postal FudgeFactors 1 WF 7 .

The following fudge factors will be used for the NIMAS Y
Postal; multiply the flight time by the appropriate factor 9 7 3 9 io 1 12
to obtain postal scores. X-NOSE TOC.G

Geiling Class I HLG Class II HLG Rubber cw et . :

(feet) (Fudge to 25') (Fudge to 35') (Fudge to 35') me 4 PE Ne, Y
7

18 1.39 1.394 “ ’

19 1.316 1.357 ,

20 1.25 129° Yo
21 1.19 . 13 ,
22 1.136 38h ‘

23 1.087 . oo 4% of 9%
24 1.042 1.207

a] 12 “ee °

25 1.0 1.4 1 ~183 < ¢

26 1.346 1.16 ¥ ,

27 1.296 , 1.139
. 2 W “/ Andrews FAI

28 1.25 1.118
, = “

29 1.207 1.098 ”.) ,

30 1.167 1.08 10 ,

4 1.129 1.063 . ’

32 1.094 1.046 > 4

33 1.061 1.03 9
34 1.029 1.014 6 7 &€ 9 0 WW 12
a5 1.0 1.0

.

NOSE 10 C.GX~ ° .

STATE OF THE ART
CONTE A

:

. CONTESTCALENDAR
Two of the top models from the 1973 Indoor WCh are

featured this month - Pete Andrews' winner and Sal Can- CALIFORNIA - Santa Ana
4 .

nizzo's fourth place ship. In truth, any of the top sev- Record Trials at Santa Ana MCAF, Mar. 17-15, 1973.
eral models might have changed places, and both of these Gontact Bob Randolph, 25145 Lawton Ave., Loma Linda CA

models have excellent performance and points to recommend 92354 for more info. ae

thers to build. .then for © °
CANADA - British Columbia

‘Pete's "FAI '72", rated by Pete at .037 oz (it seemed Contests in the 90' Agrodome in Port Coquitlam will be

even neevier as ne weighed in on the precision balances of held on Mar. 4, June 30, Oct. 6 and Nov. 17-18, 1983, with
the SMAE) and not even close to the maximum span (nearly FAI Indoor, PennyPlane, HLG and Scale. Contact Alan
two cm short of allowable span), was clearly designed and Riches, 1568 Celeste Cres., Port Coquitlam, B.C., Canada

constructed by a master. The subtle sophistication of the for more details. (re BS)

design and Pete's intimate knowledge of its performance
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CONNECTICUT - Glastonbury BEAM BALANCE COMMENTS
Indoor sessions at Glastonbury High School, 8 am to

NN

12 noon, Mar. 18, Apr. 8, May 20 and June 17, 1973. Con- On page 65, Jan '73 AAM, I presented a simplified in-
tact George Armstead, Jr., 89 Harvest Lane, Glastonbury door beam balance construction piece. Bill Bigge offers

fos, CT 05073, ph. 203~633-7836. the following comments for refinement:

a FLORIDA - Miami I gather that the pan hangs from a wire hook which
Indoor contests at the Youth Fair Exhibit Bldg., at reats in a notch in the beam. This is an unnecessary

Sw 107 Ave. and Coral Way, Miami, on Mar. 18, Apr. 15 and source of error, even though it is insignificant in most
May 20, 1973. Contact Dr. John Martin, 3327 Darwin St., cases. Fig. 1 shows a better pan support; note that the
Miami FL 33133 for details. centerline of the pivot is at the same level as the center

pivot (for the beam).
ILLINOIS - Chicago ‘

Indoor contests Mar. 4, Mar. 25, Apr. 28-29, and Rec~ It 1g not apparent from the sketch whether the weights
ord Trials in May 1973. Various combinations of events at will swing freely from notches in the beam. If they do,
both Cat. I and Cat. II sites. Contact Pete Sotich, 3851 the balance will be unstable with a large enough logd un-
West 62nd Place, Chicago IL 60629, ph. 312-RE5-1353. less the bottoms of all the notches are at tne same Level

as the main pivot. In other words, both the movable
MASSACHUSETTS - Amherst weights and the pan should hang in the same plane as the

Indoor sessions at Univ. of Mass. in Amherst on Mar. beam pivot to avoid disturbing the beam sensitivity. Fig.
4, Apr. 22 and May 13, 1973. Contact Charles Learoyd, 100 2 shows a beam arrangement which allows the pivot to be at
Mill Valley Rd., Hadley MA 01035 for detaila. the top of the right half of the beam and still permit

ok .

vertical balance (sensitivity) to be set with very little
MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. extraneous weight. Check stations and the pan can use 4

Indoor sessions at MIT Armory, Vassar St. & Mass. Ave. wire "y" with a small notch for clearance (Fig. 3).
Cambridge, Mass. Session on Mar. 17, and a contest on .

Apr. 14. 1973. Contact Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd., 2Wayland MA 01778, ph. 358-4013 for details. ime 5 Fug.eyMISSOURI - St. Louis
Indoor contests at East St. Louis Armory on Mar. 4,

:

Apr. 8 and June 2, 1973. HLG, Easy B, Paper Stick, Indoor ic oo .

Stick, Scale, Peanut, Tern Aero and Delta Dart. Contact Fie.l
Jim Bennett, 324 Helfenstein, St. Louis MO 63119, ph. 314- ff F962-5271 for details. Fr6.3 |

NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst Probably something should be said about weighing ty .

Sessions at Hangar #1 Apr. 1, Apr. 15, 1973. Contact replacement, the so-called single-arm principle. It is
GO. V Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark NJ 07066 for details. convenient to use two arms, even two arms that sre noth “i

. .
variable as in the AAM sketch. This definitely should be i

NEW JERSEY - Princeton used in constructing a set of weights, and regular use in
Indoor contest at Jadwyn Gym, Princeton Univ., Prince-~ o¢nritical weighing eliminates several sources of errcr. 7

ton, N.J., 9 am to 5 pm, May 20, 1973. HLG, Paper Stick, “
Scale, Paper Glider. Contact John Kukon, 14 Brandon Rd.,

,

Trenton NJ 08638 for more info. .
A_ LOOK AT YESTERYEAR ie

NEW JERSEY - Union .

a
Indoor session Mar. 8, 1973 at Livingston School, In the early 1930's, Philadelphia was an indoor "hot *

f t. Union, N.J., 7 pm to 10 pm. Possibility that FAI Local ped" of activity. The activity was aided and encouraged
mn Qual. will be held Mar. 25, 1973. Contact Dan Domina, by model airplane clans published in newspapers. Pete oe

° 1229 S. Long Ave., Hillside NJ 07208. Andrews was active at that time, and below is a photostat MS
f his ROG model waich set a Senior record of 6:36. The ,

NEW YORK - Locust Valle °
;

é of 0:

. By

LIAMAC Cat. I Record Trials on Mar. 31, 1973, Friends De eee in 1932, in an issue of the Philadelphia is
Academy, Locust Valley, New York. Write iG. Fatlet, | vening Oo

a a -

.
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INTERNATIONAL CONTESTS °Aow toBuild “Pete Andrews Baby R.OA.G. ¢ a

Romania has announced an international indoor meet bf: 3}
1

@ f ~

at Slanic (the salt mine, site of the '70 WCh), May 11-13, Hofe wes wl oy oH oo Q .
1973. It is expected that three U. &. fliers, Bud Romak, i Mm + ria nsst .
Erv Rodemsky and Jim Richmond will attend as a team from

_

oO |= pee eS x 7
the U. S. “F

we

; ye “

:
— Lew Jasenroinspetnasenmee-leensusssanndee

i oad. \s .

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD ts BassOibaern 3. MME LAUT at | .
| Wig At amg BAeITALY \ LP Sw GOO geeeran POLE

|

Recently, an announcement was received from the Aero DQ ff ys +. OWING (FRONT HERD Lian aiciClub of Rimini, Italy, which apparently indicated that NAPL =
" ay \,Italy has adopted PennyPlane as an event, with essentialy peo iE a

&
IS & : Thing Ck i

the came rules as used in the U. S. Due to slow postal HAECLE [=6% © Ros eo ze ain oy vat | @\4
delivery, the announcement was received in January, but dt Rf ee STS
the first Rimini contest was to be held last November. {O°h sr am EE STS See 2 wt
No word has been received of their results or what site Tiab: a pe MOTORSTICK ge ecpeancewf
wes used. ope OP pyseatetoeve Mayen ett
CALIFORNIA ~ San Jose Deaton le oS

np
OTL ay f{Sj

Richard Douglas reports that the San Jose area has
_

= ant Gy” 2-7 US. ae Reh . al :
been having Cat. I contests featuring HLG, Paper Stics ~

. ° 24 “A (ourSat vr QO (EP Re}
and Indoor Scale. In sites ranging from 21' to 26', times Hy tie et li fo
have ranged up to 54 sec. in HLG and 10% min. in Paper. ~ : a en ec f

CALIFORNIA - Santa Ana qe. fe wing _— @ RULER oo
~

Besides the almost monthly record trials, there have ol bes pe TAILLOOM
been lively HLG contests in the hangar. A recent Jr. HLG

q peoperier’ pote | Pe not ae

contest sponsoreé. by the San Diego Orbiteers had the fol- pee OO FUSELAGE : |

lowing results:
My FRONT EH PERI 4 (yr |1. Tony Patehin age 11 1234.5 EY ge [fatst2 aang ‘sf

2, Steve Wittman age 9 1231.4 SEE NagAcele pee ebb |

cen 3. Geoff Peterson age 13 1329.4 Noe essa oeet Ve |
‘ roe 4. John Magnus age 13 1305.0 EN: Fe (XU j

“
.

5. Chris Peterson age 10 0:54.4 By Nee MOTOR | 3
In addition, Bob Randolph has continued intensive ef- (Ui Os, STABILLER I

forts toward better performance. He has been flying mod- Wa 0ee
els with anhedral stabs and no rudder; a "Dp" with 200 sq.
in. wing recently did 40:07.

eee ee LLCLLLLLLLALLA LANLLLLALA LANAODONDLLILLANALLLIL CLCONCACC  A  A OC LN nso st rnLsspaaassnita : “0
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NEWSand VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75080
NIMAS Postal Meet

seaeeett - cha AT
RII

sea
Cre ete te ret ge RE aeaeNATIONAL INDOORMODELAIRPLANE SOCIETY The original announced deadline for entry in the 1973

New Members! NIMAS Postal meet has come and gone; due to the delay in
a everything else around here, additional ener see will be

, soe accepted from contests flown as late as May 6, 1973. .

Dr. ROBERT J. GALLAGHER, 319 W. Main St., Monogene3. PA
Since this will probably preclude publication of results

ROGER A, KINGSINGER, 8317 August, Westland MI 48185 in the May issue, mailing deadlines will be relaxed also.
MALCOLM LAUBACH, 4021 Lafayette Pl., Culver City CA 90230

,

t NatJOHN W. LEMON, JR., 16246 Edwards Ave., Southfield MI (3_Nate
48076

The last tyAV announced the '73 Nats site as Oshkosh,
, Wis., on Aug. 6-12, 1973. There still has been no firm

, Sponsored Junior Members announcement of the indoor site; 1t 1a @ strong possibil-
9

( ity that the Chicago armory used in past years will beSTEVE LOVINS, 619 NE 39th Terr., Kansas City MO 64116
used again. For those who are fretting about how to plan

Steve has been nominated by Bill Langle one of the for indoor events, there is little likelihood ofhaving a

kingpins of the growing and nealthy activity in Kansas site in that area substantially different from the armory.
City. However, Kevin Wehner, a "graduate" sponsored ju-

-

nior, got Steve interested in indoor during 1971, helping FAI INDOORREPORT
him build an Easy B. In the recent Winged Motors Indoor

ee wy gene we

contest, Steve won Open Indoor Stick, AMA Cub, placed TimeIsShort!
end in Jr. HLG and got the Junior hightime award. It is

-

easy to have high expectations for Steve's future work! May 15, 1973 is the deadline to enter this Team Selec-
tion Progrem. By that time you must nave registered and

Rubber Stripper flown in either a local indoor contest or a Local Qual.
Trials, or shown that you would have nad tc travel 200

For those who inquired about the rubber stripper men- miles or more to qualify, or if you have qualified for a

tioned in the Aeromodeller report of the '72 WCh (Jan.'72 previous Team Selection Program and wish to bypass tne

issue), an improved version is reported to be available. Local Qual., or have placed in the top five in Stick, :
For info, write Ryszarol Czechowski, KRAKOW, str. Prad- Cabin or Paper at the '72 Nats. In the last three cases,
nicka 688/60, Poland. you may apply to Program Administrator Bob Champine, P 0

Box 6213, Newport News VA 23606 for waiver to enter the

“om: .... » Follow-up - Razor Blades Semi-Finals. ue

Bob Crowley's plight of no razor blades yielded the Semi-Final Listing
following responses:

An extra effort will be made to get the May '72 issue
Charles Learoyd suggests that Sears Roebuck "Crafts- out on time (about May 15). All CD's who plan tc nold a

-man" (Swedish Chrome Steel) double edge blades are very Semi-Final Qual Trials should send this info tc Box 545, "

; good. These are found in the tool section, and are sold Richardson TX 75080 for listing in INAV.
for scrapers. Unlike most scraper blades, the sample he
furnished worked very well in a razor plane. hLocal Trials Listin

Bill Shailor, 13596 Montrose, Detroit MI 48227, will OKLAHOMA - Tulsa; Apr. 27, 1973, beginning 5:30 pm at the
send furnish blades from the source used by the Detroit National Guard Armory. Contact Bob Dunhaz, P 0 Box
Balsa Bugs - his cost is 3¢/blade plus postage. Please 7151, Tulsa OK 74105 for details.
limit your order to 10 packages of 5/package, and send TEXAS ~ Ft. Worth: Indoor contest opportunity to qualify
16¢ postage for that quantity. on Apr. 29, 1973, at American Airlines hangar, GSW

Airport, Ft. Worth, Texas. Contact Bud Tenny, Box 545
Ralph Dodsworth, 437 Ave. U South, Saskatoon, Sask., Richardson TX 75080, 214-235-4035 for details.

Canada, has ample supply of blades @ 45¢/package plus pos-
.tage. P PP'y #/p Se P P

Qualification Trial Results

LIVINGSTON, NJ LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS, Mar. 2, 1973
—— :

QGhangingYourAddress? 1. Dan Domina 9:14 ,

.

Perlodically we receive letters or renewals from some- 5° sont tetote Aish
one who has moved. Usually, the new address is called to 4.¢a.V Russo 8:52
our attention, but sometimes it is not. It used to be 5. Don Garofalow 8:24
easy to spot changed addresses, since I typed labels for 6. John Kukon 8:14the mailing. Since the thoughtful gift of an addresser- ° :7. Stan Stanwick 83114printer, it is much more difficult to remember the current 8. Manny Radoff 8:09addresses of over 300 members and subscribers! Therefore, 9. Ernie Kopecky 7157it is quite disconcerting to suddenly note an unfamiliar 10. Bill Landrum 7125 :

return address and realize the sender has moved without
Ten entrte » all qualify via 75% OF winnine scoreeven trying to call the new address to our attention. It 85 a y ® mane score.

i h -

-lighted quen appreciated whenever new addresses are high FAI LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS, Hampton Va. Apr. 14-15, 1073
.

1. Hal Crane 21345 22:08 43352
2. Bob Platt 20:07 19343 72350This issue 3. Tom Vallee 19:38 18:03 27341

,

This combined issue hopefully represents a low point 4. Fred Harlow 18 203 13345 36348
for the year. A special church project - audio system and Four entries; all qualify via 75% of winning score.

stage lighting system for a youth choir musical - has ab-
eee - oo,

sorbed an increasing amount of time over the past few TOP TEN CEILING DODGERS
oo. months. This extra load, added to a backlog lasting from
: before the '72 Indoor WCh, effectively scuttled not only Name . Time Ceiling Fudge Sccre

.

the Mar. '73 issue and delayed earlier issues, but also 1. Stan Chilton 1115 35! 1.0 Vis .shut down almost all correspondence and all personal rec- 2. Tom Vallee 810 20! 1.223 1O71.reation activity. As distasteful as this 1s to me, post 3, Hal Crane 682 20! 1.323 O02.3cards will likely be used to make some kind of reaponse 4. Dick Hardcastle 602 23! 1.234 Hews
to many letters stacked up. Even so, it may some time 5. Hewitt Phillips 528 .2 20! 1,323 SoS 65
before matters return to normal; increased responsibility 6, Charles Learoyd 525 25! 1.183 cele
coupled with a 94 hour work day at Texas Instruments will 7. Howard Haupt 456 22' 1.251 B74 WS
continue to slow outside activity. Bear with me, and 8. Harry Cook 471 26' 1.16 S464

0 thanks for your patience! 9. Bill Langley 421 27.5! 1.128 474.8
10. Jim Davidson 280 13' 1.64 450,20

va pr nonenenentiC gett testes ninnnantimintenettuntnastnenitempaantaNEStitttte REESE ARRIETAntti RTL CCC CCTT a

: 4 "

°

* - .



high Cat. I and Cat. II performance; the first half is the
REGORDS? MAYBE! model, In fact, G-3 actually "flew the pants off" Stan as

he practiced time and again charting the drift. As the
QHICAGO AERONUTS INDOOR MEET, Mar. 25, 1973, Cat. II day wore on, a minor split in Stan's apparel steadily wor-

Brig. Gen. R. L. Jones Armory, Chicago, Ill. pened. Finally, during an excursion to the top of an ob-
Jr. Cat. II Helicopter, 1:59.2, Mindy Linstrum struction to retrieve the model, Stan found himself hob-
Jr. Cat. Il Autogyro, 0:55, Mindy Linstrum pled effectively and had to be rescued with loaned pants!

mim,LIAMAC INDOOR RECORD TRIALS, Mar. 31, 1973, Cat. I
'

Sr. Cat. I Helicopter, 4332.0, Ronnie Stransky The model itself bears the stamp of Stan's fine work-
Jr. Cat. I Autogyro, 0:13.0, Richard Whitten manship, and features advanced design ideas and fine trim.

The prop is non-helical in pitch, with both tip and hub
HAMPTON BRAINBUSTER'S FAI LOCAL QUALS, Apr. 14-15, 1973 areas washed out according to the info shown on the plan.Willis School, Hampton, VA, 20' 1° ceiling Other features include Kowalski-type airfoil, high aspectAMA Cat. I FAI - 21:45, Hal Crane wing and stab, and quite light weight. CMOS static mar-

FAI Cat. I FAI - 22:08, Hal Crane gin was +5.7%.
An almost-record: The time was right, but there was 2

& mix-up and neither CD had arranged for a sanction! So,
|

¢

Steve Wittman’s 1:49.1 and Ron Wittman's 2:59.1 were not yy
eligible for records even though they exceeded existing W 7
record times. Also, Bob Randolph sneaked close to the 7
Cat. III Stick record with 43:15. c

710
.CONTEST CALENDAR /

ae 5.7%,/O%
CALIFORNIA - Santa Ana «| 9

/
Indoor RT at Santa Ana May 26-27, June 23-24, 1973. < 4f-

Contact Bob Randolph, 25145 Lawton Ave., Loma Linda CA = 4

92354 for details. 7

2 8 2
CANADA - British Columbia ~ , Goldilox G-3

Contests in the 90' Agrodome in Port Coquitlam will be ° /
held on June 30, Oct. 6 and Nov. 17-18, 1973, with Scale, z 7 ro
HLG, PennyPlane and FAI Indoor. Contact Alan Riches, 1568 ~

Celeste Cres., Port Coquitlam, B. C. Canada for details. é
:

CONNECTICUT - Glastonbury
6 7 8 9 10 N 2

Indoor contest at Glastonbury High School, 8 am to X-NOSE TO C.G.
5 pm, May 13, 1973. HLG, Easy B/PennyPlane, AMA Cub, ee
Sleek Streak, Peanut Scale. Indoor sessions May 20, June
17, 1973, 8 am to 12 noon. Contact George Armstead, 89 MICROFILM THICKNESS
Harvest Lane, Glastonbury CT 05073, ph. 203-633-7836.

In the Nov. '63 INAV Bill Bigge explained how he man-
FLORIDA - Miami aged to measure the thickness of microfilm, then presented

Indoor contest at Youth Fair Exhibit Building, at the scale of color vs. thickness shown below. The unite
SW 107 Ave. and Coral Way, Miami, May 20, 1973. Contact shown are arbitrary, but can be translated thus: 1.0 on
Dr. John Martin, 3327 Darwin St., Miami FL 33133 for more the scale is approximately 8 microinches (.000008"). In
details. other words, red violet (the very first true color in the

range) is about 8 microinches thick and the blue is twice
ILLINOIS ~ Chicago as thick. Some builders call the straw brown color gold,

Indoor contest Apr. 28-29 and Record Trials in May which is half as thick as Bill's designation yellow gold. ~,
1973. Gontest events: PennyPlane, Paper Stick, Indoor Incidentally, it is risky to use film thinner than straw

: .

Stick, HLG, Tern Aero, Eby ing Scale. Pete Sotich, 3851 ~~ prown, since the Cloudy clear region covers about a 4:1
W. 62nd Place, Chicago IL 60629. range of thickness, all of which is quite likely to be

very brittle. Because of the wide range of thickness, it
MASSACHUSETTS - Amherst

;
is impossible to determine the properties of clear film

Indoor session at Univ. of Mass. in Amherst on May 13, and straw brown is already borderline.
1973. Contact Charles Learoyd, 100 Mill Valley Rd.,
Hadley MA 01035 for details. 2

uy

MISSOURI - St. Louis es.b 2 &
Indoor contest at East St. Louis Armory on June 2, S Quy 8 3

1973. HLG, Easy B, Paper Stick, Indoor Stick, Scale, zx x03 wu >} m 2 +
Peanut, Tern Aero and Delta Dart. Contact Jim Bennett, * gs 3 a 0 a 8324 Helfenstein, St. Louis MO 63119, 314-962-5271. 3 3a 3 Pr 2 5 2 x a

oa vrXZ xa & «
NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst vaca > ~ <8

Sessions set for Hangar #5 on May 6, May 27, June 10, Licmd :

July 1, 19 3. Out-of-town fliers should contact C. V. ® see 8 FE ga , =

Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark NJ 07066 on Friday to be sure
es “oN " ™ ¥

military priorities have not pre-empted the facilities.
Pat Percival

NEW JERSEY - Princeton A QIndoor contest at Jadwyn Gym, Princeton Univ., Prince-
ton, NJ, 9 am to 5 pm, May 20, 1973. HLG, Paper Stick,
Scale, Paper Glider. Contact John Kukon, 14 Brandon Rd.,
Trenton NJ 08638 for details.

NEW YORK ~ Hicksville oo

LIAMAC Indoor Contest Apr. 29, 1973, 8 am to 5 pm, at '

Car.tiague Park, Hicksville, L. I. NY. HLG, Easy B, Peanut
Scale, Indoor Scale, Indoor Stick. W. Dunwoody, 985 Ft. :

Salonga Rd., Northport, L. I. NY. ,

TEXAS - Ft. Worth
Indoor contest at American Airlines Hangar, GSW Air- :

port, Ft. Worth, TX. HLG, PennyPlane, Easy B, Peanut
Scale. Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson TX 75080, ph. 214- ;
235-4035.

» 2)

STATE OF THE ART |
Goldilox G-3 is an excellent low ceiling model, as it :

—

proved in @ series of sessions at the University of Tulsa 7
last summer. Stan Chilton's latest bird was quite consis-
tent, as he charted the drift patterns of the John Mabee
Gym. Once the drift patterns were mastered it was simple wor
to launch the model with essentially the same power as had poss! |
peen used on countless flights. In fact, drift patterns
‘and other aspects of hall metrology is the second half of

wae -
eAYET ENENTPOSSTEER AEMEASSPLATMATTPI LRN TELE PREEROC OCTANE ASH CTA AH TD AT NT TIN MH
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INSTANT NEUTRAL POINT “—

The Jan. '73 INAV had a review and recap of the CMOS Working with the " "

balance method. In the past two or three years, Hal Crane model the following tleures cone cata of our “tested

nas peen Goyeroping another system to locate the neutral , °

point - or to put it another way, compute the static mar- = = .

Bee eaeyeoimted out in the GMOS article that the
1. Cwrave = 7, Ct, ave = 4.

asic chart was developed for A~2 towline, and thus does 2, 1t= "

not exactly fit indoor models. However, it does have a (as in Sos seed) eo tne Sletines ere G/at i gefined
provieton for different aspect ratio of wing and stab, C/4te 1: That is from 25% of the average chord on the
hus allowing comparison of reasonably diverse designs. wing #1 25% of the stab average chord Thus, from Fig. 1
Hal's method can be adapted to various designs by using a lt = 9 + 3.5 + 5.2 = 17.7

° , .

vaecen te gnart ane each subgroup, but the chart shown on
° _

page 8s “peake for low aspect ratio designs such as = =

are now common in one gram FAL. PennyPlanesfollow this
3. 1t/Cw,ave = 17-7/7 = 2.53

same basic trend, and should also work well on this chart. 4, St/Sy = 72/175 = .41. Refer to p. 5 and note that
the line corresponding to .41 has been extended (step 5)

The CMOS method requires considerable computation and Note that th Li Pp °

construction of a graph which is then applicable to all thie cone aGsiga. is the same for all models built to

models butte +o that exact design. Hal's method calls for
ess computation, but requires several guesses. At this
time, several years of experience with CMOS has pinpointed ¢ 6. Followingthelightline, NP 1s shown to be72-54
the best range of balance points, but this advantage can We

4 t
° °

——

be rapidlyovercome if people using Instant Neutral Point rear Wing post.

Ww give feedback on the results. Hal's own “best guess" "

is to use at least 10% static margin; that is, the C.G. wing post the staticmargin is3 2°? nase of ene then
Frouta beat teast 10% of the average wing chord ahead of 2.07/7 x 100% = 29.4% margin Since Hal recommends about

e .

.
= . .

wera’ Poin 10% margin, the hypothetical model is trimmed too far for-

A couple of examples will illustrate the method of ward; as a result both the flight efficiency and the raf-

using INP. First, let's compute the static margin of a
ter banging qualities will be impaired.

neeae ee een comered and frowns to Fig. 2 and the following discussion will illustrate

the fold see eet ave bees trimmed « This model will have the trial-and-error method for proper wing location. From

ene genowane des gtcong ant chordwing andstabwith the example above, we can assume that the wing will have

at
& , e1age and va oom to be moved forward. Therefore, assume a wing location

; mote nee plus wing location, will be as shown in Fig. 5" ahead of the rear hook, or 1.5" ahead of the original
- The basic procedure is as follows: location. Then the new lt = 17.7 + 1.5 = 19.2", and1+/Cw,ave = oe = 2.74. From the graph, NP = 82. :

1. Compute average chord of wing (Cw, ave) and stab 14/ NP ig 17.6 as 7 ost ahead of the rear oe ne
(C4 avg) + Note that the example model has constant chord CG is now only 2" ahead of the rear post (trial location)
wing an stab, which is a special case. See the CMOS dis- and the margin would be 2 - 1.23 = .77 77/7 x 100% =

cussion (Jan. '73 INAV) for computing average chord of 11% margin, well within pro er limits.
°

tapered wings.
gin, prop :

Why another method to compute static margin? What is
“—

unde measure (on existingmodel)or compute. (on rane) it with this guy, anyhow? Simply this: it 1s the personal
,

t Bua, or moment rm). pelief of many top fliers that computation of static mar-

gin is one of the major shortcuts to high-level perfor-
3. Divide 1t by Cw,ave- mance. Most certainly it is possible to trim models at

other margins and get respectable performance. However
4. Divide stab area (St) by wing area (Sy). once anyone tries balancing models with some method of

,

static margin rather than by some arbitrary CG location

corrosprnding to the properé iB 5) and extend the line
they usually continue regardless of the bother of compu~

P views tation. It is a measure of my own conviction that thisS on all models
6. Move vertically from the computed value 1t/Cw,ave ip vital that I take time to compute CMO

on the X-axis of the chart to the extended line, then presented. In the future, INP will also be given for all

across to the neurtal point (NP) on the Y-axis. models with low aspect ratio wings.

7. Compare the NP location with the CG location. A LOOKATYESTERYEAR

Back in 1936, there used to be a magazine called MCDEL
AIRCRAFT BUILDER. In one of these, Louis Garami suggested
a gadget which was intended to help control model altitude

</4 $2 /é in low ceilings. The device consisted of an S-hook and a

~] :

wire pin. Two motors, shorter than the usual single motor,
—————— are hooked to the S-hook and to the prop and rear hook, so

3.5 3
the S-hook is in between the motors.. The pin mounts to

.

~ %. the motor stick and prevents the S-hook from turning for a

? 7 while. The sketch below shows (top) both motors wound and
_

pe the pin engaged in the S-hook. The second sketch shows

7 7 the rig as the front motor is mostly unwound; the S-hook

aa has moved back almost enough to disengage the pin. The
as lé intent is for the model to climb on the power of the front

motor, then drop down as the second motor rewinds the

Fie lh front motor enough for a second climb (but not as high).
He also suggested that the pin location (and relative
motor lengths) can be adjusted to tailor the climb pat-
tern. Now ~ has anyone tried this idea? If so, how about

some comments on the results?

Eee

5.0

Z Z

__. 4 12

Fice.2
.

Front Motor Unwound

ae
ete tll

secystertreneaecsteins tcmOPELCOCOALCCC A OI AI
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INSTANT NEUTRAL POIVT ;

200
for INDOOR MODELS |

|

Locate wing so that neutralPoint 13 7/0 Fe Cuyye -
Lehind che center of gravity

|
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NEWS and VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75080
##**#NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*###

-

-
entered before the end of the time allotted for Local Qual ©

.

New Members! Trials. Even though fliers may qualify for entry into the
.

.

——— Semi-Finals by exemptions detailed last month, it seems “
STEVEN L. BROWN, 815 West Court St., JanesvilleWI 53545 reasonable that one must be entered in the Program before

;

BILL CULLEN, 9 Honey Dr., Syosset NY 11791 he can petition the Program Director (Bob Champine) for
ROBERT L. PERKINS, M.D., 2285 Pinebrook Rd., Columbus, an exception under the Program rules. Either way, the

,

OH 43220 cost is the same and if you enter before May 27, you just.
gotta be in line! a

Family Memberships .Tean Selection Trials Schedule
ROBERT L. PERKINS, Jr., 2285 Pinebrook Rd., Columbus

OH 43220 Semi-FinalTrials

Change of Address SANTA ANA - Tentative date - June 23-24, 1973. Bob Ran- “
dolph, 25145 Lawton Ave., Loma Linda CA 92354, nd

ROBERT HABERSTROH, 1109 W. Harmony Rd., Ft. Collins .

ee
CO 80521 DETROIT ~- Tentative date - June 2, 1973. Paul Crowley, a

32604 Tecla Dr., Warren MI 48093 ph. 313-294-0266. -
"73Nats os

EAST COAST - Hangar #5 dates - May 27, June 10, July 1; os
It has been confirmed that the Brig. Gen. R. L. Jones contact C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark NJ 07066. ay

Armory, 5200 South Cottage Grove, Chicago, I1ll., will be .

the '73 Indoor Nats site. The activity there will be run SOUTH CENTRAL ~ Contact Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson TX —~
on a self-sufficient basis - from registration to trophy for info. a

presentation each day. More details on this are available “
.

from your entry blank which must be sent (postmark) no Qualification Trials Results <4
later than midnight, June 29, 1973. If you have not yet .

received an entry blank, send a stamped, self-addressed TULSA LOCAL QUAL TRIALS, Apr. 27, 1973 Cat. II :

envelope to AMA HQ and request one. 15th Street Armory, Tulsa Okla. 37' ceiling. oe
Indoor HLG will be held Sunday, 9 am to 3 pm, with A. D. Coe 20:28 -

Indoor Scale following, 3 pm to 9 pm. On Monday, Indoor R. J. Dunham 18:50 Loe

y Stick, Paper Stick and Indoor Cabin will run 9 am to 9 pm. Stan Chilton 16348 ca
a

Robert Dunham II 15359 a

As of this writing, no word has been received on when John English 15346 Be
PennyPlane will be held; presumably, it will be held con-

‘ Be
currently with Indoor Scale, Peanut Scale will be spon- RECORDS?MAYBE! &
sored by the Detroit Cloudbusters and Navy Scale will be we
sponsored by the Miami (Florida) Indoor Aircraft Associa- CHICAGO AERONUTS INDOOR CONTEST, Apr. 28-29, 1973 Cat. I ws
tion; both events will be held concurrently with Indoor Meeting Room, Madison St. Armory, 20' ceiling. os

Scale. Cat. I dr. Autogyro - 0:46.2, Mindi Linstrum .

Nats Reporters Needed! GONTEST CALENDAR S

Wanted: volunteers to report on all Nats indoor activ- CALIFORNIA - Santa Ana .

ity. This can range from reporting isolated but interest- Indoor RT at, Santa Ana May 26-27, June 23-24, 1973. ‘ee
ing events to a full report; also pictures of as much of Contact Bob Randolph, 25145 Lawton Ave.

,»
Loma Linda CA “oh

the activity as possible. With your help, it can be a top 92354 for details.
, level report - just drop me & line and let me know that

CANADA - British Columbia ves

you can help. I expect to be there, but with duties which G ' meontests in the 90' Agrodome in Port Coquitlam will bewill preclude much observation and reporting. held on June 30, Oct. 6 and Nov. 17-18, 1973, with Scale, :

.
HLG, PennyPlane and FAI Indoor. Contact Alan Riches, 15 :Recentfublications | Celeste Cres., Port Coquitlam, B. C. Canada for details.

A short but interesting article, "Indoor Flying", by .

Paul Wahl (a neighbor of Pete Andrews) appeared in the May CONNECTICUT - Glastonbury ‘
t ; Indoor contest at Glastonbury High School, & am to73 Science and Mechanics magazine. Even though this was 5 May 13, 1973 HLG. Ea B/P Pla AMA Cub
& short article, a mention of NIMAS at the end has brought pm, J 9 Lotos ’ By ennyPlane, ub, iBleek Streak, Peanut Scale. Indoor sessions May 20, June
many, many requests for more information. This ought to 17, 1973, 8 am to 12 n Contact Ge A tead, 89 “

tell us something about the importance of indoor activity ’ : m to DOOR meee orge Armevescy
peing reported in the national press! Harvest Lane, Glastonbury CT 05073, ph. 203-633-7836,

_

; 1, BLORIDA - Miami
.

recordHIG "supeetvecn 22" arpoowe tn theApes |73 REFS. 8 Indoor contest at Youth Fair Exhibit Building, at -
Free Flight Digest. Rguper Editor" Bob Meuser finds time SW 107 Ave. and Coral Way, Miami, May 20, 1973. Contact

for such goodies besides putting out the whole thing - and artelien Martin, 3327 Darwin St., Miami FL 33133 for more

the Digest is excellent, in case you haven't seen it. oe ° ae
MICHIGAN - Detroit

:Nimas Postal Meet Tentative date for State Meet - June 2-3, 1973. Con- ©"
A final reminder - get your entries in for the 1973 tact Walter Hartung, 14759 Kilbourne, Detroit MI 48213, :

NIMAS Postal Meet. Due to the lateness of the Mar/Apr ph. 313-LA7-7620 for details. i

reeue, es extended to include meets flown as late MISSOURI - St. Louis
- as May 6,

1973. ease get the entries in by May 25, so
he. m

f
: Indoor contest at East St. Louls Armory on June 2,

f ths teause possible to tabulate the results for the June 1973. HLG, Easy B, Paper Stick, Indoor Stick, Scale, .

° Peanut, Tern Aero and Delta Dart. Contact Jim Bennett, io
FAI INDOOR REPORT 324 Helfenstein, St. Louis MO 63119, 314-962-5271. n

NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst
| .

o
Entry Deadline

Sessions set, for Hangar #9 on Nay6 May evs guns 10,
-of- fliers should contac . Vv. aException was taken to the announcement last month July 1, 1973. Out-of-town

mou.
ee wes

that interested fliers must enter the Program by May 15 Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark NJ 07066 on Friday to be sure

1973. The date was incorrect (should have been May 27), military priorities have not pre-empted the facilities. |
but it 18 my interpretation that all fliers must have ao



|
,

is reinforced also.NEW JERSEY - Princeton similar fashion, the rear hook (D)
: 4mportant detail about mounting wing poste.Indoor contest at Jadwyn Gym, Princeton Univ., Prince- Firet.awood plus 4g installed 1a the bottom of each soc-Boek we een 3 2 ms May 20, 1973. HLG, Paper Stiok,
‘ ket; second, & small hole in the bottom of the motorstickvonton NoOBE38rondoeeect John Kukon, 14 Brandon Rd., allows glue to be applied to the bottom of the plug to in-wen pe

a ee ne tontncante eoratieFiyingbyallowing the1 @ wing socket can cause erra° Gat. as-¢t} 111(?) Record Trials in American Airlines wing washin/washout to change; only careful examinetion t.;

e “Hangar (FAI Finals site) 3800 N. Mingo Rd., Tulsa OK. wild reveal this problem before it worsens enough to
Contact Bob Dunham, Box 7151, Tulsa OK 74105, ph. 918- obvious »

.

.

.747-0720 for details. Assemble in front of American Air-~ Illustration B shows that the bracing posts are 45° .

nines administration building at 10 am for directions to apart, which allows them to strengthen the stick in bothangar. bending and torsion. It is important that these angles be
TEXAS ~- Ft. Worth correct and uniform at each bracing location; F and G areTentative date - June 3, 1973 - American Airlines Han- two views of Al's drilling guide which makes 1t possible
gar, Greater SW Airport, Ft. Worth, Tex. HLG, PennyPlane, to locate the holes accurately. Note especially that the
Easy B, plus Peanut Scale pending arrangements for judges. two guide holes are staggered slightly so that the braces
Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson TX 75080 ph. 214-235-4035, will. slide past each other.

.

The usual method of reinforcing the stick at the rear
STATEOF THEART hook and thrust bearing 1s to use a vertical web inserted

inside the stick. Bob Randolph reported Erv Rodemsky'sBud Romak's models showed very high capability, as he method as shown in H and I. Here the front cap 1s firstposted 36:04 in the sixth round at the '72 Indoor WCh, in installed, then a slot is made to just fit the web. This’ jair which was beginning to deteriorate. The model shown is Blot is slightly harder to make than it is to insert aquite similar to the design which placed him on the Team, web, but the major advantage ie that the glue seams can beand was developed especially for the '72 Champs. properly made. One method of making the slot 1s to make a
single cut with a razor saw and then carefully shave awayDuring his model development program, Bud tried wide excess wood with a sharp double edge blade. Note that thechord wings twice. Both times he had problems which indi- grain of the web is always vertical, no matter how the webcared that a widechord configuration was not reliable for ia installed.

Ch conditions. 8 a result, he has retained a slightly
"tapered wing with a sort of rounded tip. This configura- ot a steaightmoterstion?t f chowe cmechenfoe novus,wfon bas worked wells and en apparent lack oneliability the seam closed while it is being glued. The rolled and

>th sould an preced B te modele wens meeae Oo
dried stick 1s placed between two straight blocks whichtimes ae any others! ainly, Bud's models were hung as many
are then brought together just enough to close the seam..

It is necessary that these blocks be over 1/2 as high as
the stick diameter; it is convenient that they be thinner

and Budts Tradaeee Lm eves She C2 balancepoint, than the stick diameter. After the seam is held closed -P
n t TNA just touching ~ carefully apply glue to the seam and avoidInstant Neutral Point chart (Mar/Apr ni IN V): the static

using excess glue. Prior to this time, however, carefulmargin checked out at +9.5% - almost "perfect according to
work will help produce a straight stick. Choose wood thatHal's suggested margin.
is uniform in thickness and grain pattern, with grean minening straight along the sheet. Roll and bake the tube in

. the usual fashion, then remove 1t from the form. At this
point, if the rolled tube 1s not straight, do it over. It
is too much to ask of a glue joint that it do more than13 hold the seam closed; if the stick is stressed by being
forced straight from a crooked state it will eventually oo,A

2k oX% pull crooked.
Illustration K shows a motorstick by Jim Richmond.

Note particularly the stick reinforcement and the varia-nN
.

tion of plug in the wing socket. Also, the Sotich-type*
thrust bearing has been modified by making a spiral hook

.

which holds the rear of the prop shaft in line. The hook0 is engaged with the prop shaft by a twisting motion as the
. haft is moved back."72 8

i 9
Romak FAI CONTEST RESULTS

f
,

ILLINOIS MODEL AERO CLUB INDOOR CONTEST, Apr. 1, 1973
_  g camerocesuaeomchanrana nrerhnannxaeeatirremesansterrmssensredic Brig. Gen. Jones Armory, Chicago, Ill. 90' Cat. II6 7 8 9 i] TW 2

3
2

fe
.

« Jr. HLG Open _HLGtos se Z-NOSEFOGS. co ee Steve Robbins 1:2 Bob Hayes* 119.9
Jeff Tillou 54. Keith Gordey* 115.5INDOOR CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

Mark Kummerow* 115.2
:

.
Jr. PennyPlane Chuck Markos 113.7The BracedMotorstick-Part1 ‘Tin Stone 5:54.8 Dan Neumann 112.7

The information presented here 1s gleaned from past tea onan 3330'0 BA eatenine HarINAV's and from material presented by several fliers since ney strum meen

sehn Loeitiecks# 105.8this topic was last discussed.
gr. PennyPlane

cena
Bob Watson 103.7Steve Oravecz 334.0 Tom Neumann 103.One gram FAI models are relatively high powered by the

‘standards of normal indoor models - not in ratio of rubber peteMaro! 2172 °3 Dick Swenson 100.8weight to airframe weight - but in brute power. That is, eive

Ir. Paper Stick& one gram model will likely have up to 1.5 grams of rub-
Open PennyPlane tie shee 4419.5per, and very possibly motorstick lengths rivalling that Dooniedancka =

9351.0 Steve Robbins 0:18.02of a "300", As & result, motorstick stress soars well
Rol Anderson O244 4 ouabove that for normal indoor models, particularly in the
Hank DeKkat 8345.0 Oven Paper Stickheat of WCh competition. Even with a required extra
Bob H es 8207.7 whestereo 16:49.2weight (65 cm models "gained" 50% in weight, on the aver-
Chuckwarkos 6:51.0 Dennis Jaecks 16:44-0age, when the one gram rule came in), it is important to
Ken Kraemer 5333.8 A. De Coe 14:07.2get the maximum strength/weight ratio for the motorstick.
Bob El 3355.4 Charlie Sotich 11230.2After all, wider wings are heavier and so are the stabs. De. inst 2350.5 Howard Haupt 1010426Larger rubber calls for larger props to handle the brute TinB ne ak 0116.0 Jeff Annis 9241.0power, and increased flight stresses require stronger M Banssze g10.

Clarence Mills 8142.0tail booms. It all adds up quickly, and not many extra
Steve Oravecz 7228.0milligrams are left to beef up the motorstick. *Senior age contestants
Keith Gordey 7205.5

One of the more popular types of stick bracing is the Peanut scale Rol Anderson 3#01.0 oo
double wire bracing, illustrated in A. This illustration, Charlie Sotich Volksplane 240.4 Points

.along with B, C, D and E, gives details of the motorstick Chuck Markos Piper J3 144.0
construction used by Al Rohrbaugh. B shows important Ted Dock Piper Vagabond 117.0
details of the bracing post construction; most important Ed Fort 8. E. 5 113.5is that sharpened posts stick through the motorstick and Mark Kummerow* Bucker Jungmeister 96.2
are glued at both entry and exit points. After glueing Jim Pulley Waterman "Gosling" 86.6
the exit points, the tiny tips can be cut off and covered Jim Gerz Pietenpol Camper 86.0
with another skin of glue. C illustrates one method of Phil Cox Pistenpol Camper 73.8
reinforcing the thrust bearing area - a 1/32" sq. post is Jim Harris Helio Super Courier 72.1
stuck through the stick at the critical stress area, In Otto Curth Heath Midwing 66.9
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BALLOON STEERING - ANOTHER LOOK

Balloon steering was covered in May '63 and June '65 - a delicate toueh. In "C", the model is contacted ust be-rn
f

. INAV's. These two articles can be briefly summarized in hind the wing and ig slowly pushed into a new orbit as in ,

the following remarks. The basics are simple, and only Fig. 2. You must move slowly in order to prevent a stall,
require practice - the higher the model the more practice but the model generally loses less altitude than with
becomes important. The most important single thing is to other methods.
decide when to steer; do not delay in getting the balloon

;

up while you decide. If you safely can do se, put the wan excellent method developed by Bob Champine is shown
balloon up if you even suspect you will need it; then you in "D" and Fig. 3. Incredible as it may seem, Bob passes
ean agonize to your heart's content and you are ready for the string ee the prop arc (takes practice and timing
the decision when it comes. If possibile, the balloon to get it right!) and gets the string next to the inboard
should be much higher than the model, and the string must side of the motor stick. Now, with very careful moves, he
be pretty snug. A loose balloon will only wreck the model leads" the model where he wants it. It 18 easy to make
or catch the prop, since you can't move it as fast aa you one of two mistakes here - either stall the model by a
need to. sudden move and catch the prop, or snag the wing or prop

as you release the model in the new orbit.
,

Three methods were discussed before, as illustrated
in "A", "BY and "Cc" below, along with Pig. 1&2. "A" is Two comments about rules are in order. First, AMA
the basic method outlined by Bruce Paton in 1963. The flights may not be steered; the time stops when you first

;

outboard wing is allowed to contact the string, and the touch the model. Second, FAI now permits three steers of
model rotates 180° and you release it. Fig. 1 shows the fifteen seconds each per flight, and this is a lot of time
action; the model winds up just over one flight circle up- Which relieves the pressure somewhat. Although no clear
stream of it's original orbit. Models in critical trim or Yuling has ever been made, it is the opinion of most U.S. :

those with extreme offset in the wing may either stall off officials that you must break loose at least momentarily
the line or simply slide down the string. at the end of the fifteen second interval. It is to your

advantage to do this anyway; if you can't complete a steer
This behavior can be overcome in some cases by using in 15 seconds your are either out of position or too tense

"B" or "C", In "B", the model is contacted on the inboard to do it in unlimited time. Break away, take a couple of
_wing and allowed to pivot as before. Once again, models deep breaths and try on the next circle! ie
with critical trim may spin off the line if you do not use

,
.
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NEWSand VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny: Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
largest turn-over in participation in the history of the

#*#*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*### Indoor program, which should be of concern to those who :
will plan future programs.

New Members!
/

:

|

PlanAhead
BILL CULLEN, 9 Honey Dr., Syosset NY 11791
WALTER E. ESTEN, Box 35F, Lake Shore Dr., Chepachet RI It is high time that a new program poll be taken, to

02814 deal with the program which will pick the team for the :

EDWARD LOCKHART, 11611 Oak Creek Dr., Lakeside CA 92040 '76 WCh. The time 1s now, of course, since one question
W. T. TURNER, 3027 Rutgers, Long Beach CA 90808 needed is whether the next program will be two years long

: LOU YOUNG, 1190 Littleoak Dr., San Jose CA 95129 like all the other team selection programs. This issue
almost passed in 1971, and very likely will pass on the

Renewal Reminder next asking. Several who voted against a two-year program
: did not understand the implications of a sapread-out pro- .

Those of you who find "07" in the upper left-hand cor- gram, and several outdoor fliers have notedthatindoor
ner of the mailing label for this issue are due to renew activity peaks (with a one-year program) at the same time

.

your membership as of the July issue. It is very helpful as outdoor program preparation. This effectively prevents .

and timesaving for me if renewal is made in advance. A their participation in both programs, which hurts the in- +

few renewal checks have been accompanied by 4 note that door participation. Another comment from non-participants :

the required amount was not known; $3.25 418 the current seems valid: according to present rules, a flier must go

cost of NIMAS membership + INAV. all the way through a program before he is allowed to have

a voice in the formation of a new program (that is, bal- oo

'73 Nats lots are sent only to participants of the previous pro- %

gram; not even to the previous administrator). It only i.
° All indoor events of the 1973 Nats will be flown at seems fair that ballots could be madeavailabletothose_ o

the Brig. Gen. R. L. Jones Armory, 5200 S. Cottage Grove, who register in advance for the up-coming programif they ve

Chicago, Ill. Indoor HLG will be held from 9 am to 3 pm wish to participate 1n program planning. .

,

on Sunday, Aug. 5, 1973, and Indoor Scale will follow un-.
:

til 9 pm. Peanut Scale and Navy Scale will share flying Semi-FinalResults
time and space with AMA Scale, while PennyPlane will be =

.

held 3 pm to 7 pm at one end of the site._ IndoorStick, North Central Semi-Final - June 2, 1973, Detroit, Michigan .

Indoor Cabin and Paper Stick will be flown 9 am to 9 pm State Fair Coliseum, 65' ceiling. 9 entered, 7 qual.
on Monday, Aug. 6, 1973. :

1. Jim Richmond 25320 24335 49:55 “

om, The Armory will be a completely self-contained oper- 2. Dick Kowalski 23315 21340 44355
poe - ation, from registration through trophy presentation each ‘3, Ed Stoll 21:46 22:14 44300 .

day at the end of flying. For more details on this and 4, Bill Hulbert 21347 24351 43:38
-

other Nats matters, re-read your entry blank and get it in 5. Bucky Servaites 21:23 21:55 43318 “
the mail before June 29, 1973. If you haven't received an 6. Ron Plotzke 20:21 20327 40348 AG
entry blank, it ig just barely possible to air mail your 7. Al Rohrbaugh 19:00.

_
212341 _

_40:31_ Se
request and return via a stamped, self-addressed envelope! 8, Bill Shatlor (Senior) 20:23 18:54 39317 <

9. Tom Sova (Senior) 20:31 14:35 35306 ee
NIMAS Awards 8

80% of 49:55 = 39:55 needed to qualify. .

Silver Cat. I HLG Award - 0:29.6, Dan Domina .

Gold Gat. I HLG Award - 0:31.2, Dan Domina TeamSelectionTrialsSchedule a

- 03
SANTA ANA - June 23-24, 1973. Bob Randolph, 25145 Lawton

Silver Cat. IT HLG Award - 0:50.4, Don Chancey
.

Ave., Loma Linda CA 92354, ph. 744-796-9706.

Gold Cat. II HLG Award- 0:55.4, Don Chancey FAST COAST - July 1, 1973,02 Russo, 143 WilLew Way,
as

~ ~ 1. angar #%

Nats Reporters Needed
Clark NJ 07066, 201-5 t 6

SOUTH CENTRAL - June 30-Jul.1, 1973, American Airlines
Last year, a number of INAV readers presented a very hangar, Tulsa, OK. Bob Dunham, Box 7151, Tulsa OK

good report of Indoor Nats activity. Therefore, space is 74105, ph. 918-747-0720. Contestants who do not

already allocated (would you believe three pages of text receive instruction sheet regarding entry should con-

and two pages of photos) in the Aug. '73 INAV for more of tact Dunham or Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson TX 75080
the same. Please drop a line to Box 545, Richardson TX 4 ~407 ‘after June 22, 1973.

" ph e
2 1 235 035 9 ’

75080, Me anal of your intent to report; then follow this
with text and/or photos as soon as possible after the Nats
has finished. Hints, anecdotes, activity ~ anything ex-

CONTEST CADENDSR
“

cept the official results - whatever you think might be of oaLTIFORNIA - Santa Ana
interest, should be sent. If I get a lot, some of it may Indoor RT at Santa Ana May-PGw2T, June 23-24, 1973. .

be shortened or held for another issue. If I don't get Contact Bob Randolph, 25145 Lawton Ave., Loma Linda CA

very much, there may be a smaller issue! 92354 for details.

RECORDS?MAYBE CANADA - British Columbia __ . .

coqudtian wiltContests in the 90' Agrodome in Port Coquitlam w be me

Sante Ane RecordTrials,May 26,1973, Cat. III held on June 30, Oct. 6 and Nov. 17-18, 1973, with Scale,

Open Indoor Stick - 44 350 2. Bob Randolph HLG, PennyPlane and FAI Indoor. Contact Alan Riches, 1568
P FI ee, PO ndoipa Celeste Cres., Port Coquitlam, B. C. Canada for details.

North Central Semi-Finals, June 2, 1973, Cat. II AMA
, State Fair Coliseum, Detroit, 65' ceil. Cat. III FAI NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst

FAI Cat. III FAI - 25:20, Jim Richmond Sport flying and Record Trials Hangar #6, July 2, 1973

AMA Cat. II FAL - 25:20, Jim Richmond unless military schedule interrupts flying. Call ¢c. V.

Co Russo, 201-382-0871, on previous Friday to check about

; FAI INDOOR REPORT
site availability.

'73 NIMASPOSTAL
Who Qualified?

:

Name Time Ceiling Fudge Score
The usual sources of info open to INAV have seemingly

ae os a ,

“

dried up, and very little solid info is available at this Jr. Indoor Stick
time. However, program entry is apparently down by 10%
from 1971, and 25% of the entrants are first-time entrants Steve Lovins 502.8 22.5! 1.248 627.5
or have not participated for several years. This is the Robin Stocking 41.5 20! 1.323 54.9

pA CIETRIEET NCEEENT NORD Ctr re path are Nene Ar er = tenementparen memenetat - . SRATIREIRLNIRNRNEERRNNEINNERInNRR emEeUNrNpeteninies nenanenennennpentinnselionsenescent wate 4 ftActas Too on

eatenpapathenienn nt ramntieSimenddntttetAesthtenant nef mt BSNSarnt seen _ servetoecinendentsmssoemstntanettesenasiemnanactattriie tenanitniennatintten ab



gr. Class IT HLG MODEL CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
!Steve Lovins 20.40 27.5 1.275 25.5 Model Assembly Jig

Sr._hasy B One of the more important steps in building a model is

' assembling the motorstick to the tail boom and then mount-— mh

Kevin Wehner = 254.3 20.5 1.312 333.6 ing the tail surfaces to the boom. The fixture shown be- “oN
Sr. PennyPlane .

low makes such assembly easy, safe, and accurate. As an
added bonus, 411 the fixtures pack away 7 a att peas

'
for field repairs. In fact, one box 17 1/2 x 11 1/2 x 3

Bruce tia tthews 316.8 Byte 1 +230 330 +4 holds the fixtures shown, plus a built-up boom fixture and
. ° : 95.7 & prop spar matching fixture (Slithery-Dee, July '71 MAN),

Sr. Class I HLG & spring scale and several prop covering frames (June '70
a INAV), and finally, a stick bracing fixture and a simple

Bruce Matthews 51.2 22,0! 1.136 58.2
prop pitch gage. A complete field repair kit!

To use the fixtures, locate a flat surface about 18"
QpenClass I_BLG long and perhaps 10" wide minimum. Tape down the fuselage
‘

t support stand and tape or pin the motorstick solidly in
Michael Thompson 53.1 = 20 1.25 66.4 it. Set the tail boom stand behind the stick, raised to

the approximate height. Slip the tail boom and stick to-
OpenIndoorStick gether, then position the tail boom stand so the boom is

'
in exactly the planned position relative to the stick.

Howard Haupt 1074.8 75 »683 734.1 Glue the boom to the stick and allow to dry thoroughly.
Arrange the universal supports on either side of the boon,

Open PennyPlane then place the stab across oe boom and eee tat) Arrange
t supports to the exact height (allow for stab tilt) needed.

oe ee ner 5073 oe rs! 13u 529-3 If the stab is to have washin/washout, this can-be set in-

Howard Haupt 355-0 22.5! 1248 4b (0 to the supports also. Glue the stab into place. If the

Bud Tenny 431.3 Bet 77 307A stab 148 to be braced, add the bracing post(s) and the

Ted Katsanis 236-0 50! 11323 342.0 bracing before removing the model from the jig.

Open Easy B Depending upon whether the rudder is behind the stab

or in front, the fin can also be assembled on the jig. If

Hal Orane 55320 20.1' 1.318 728.8 the rudder is trailing or underslung, it may be best to

Clarence Mather 531.0 22,3! 1.253 715.5 attach the rudder before mounting the boom to the stick.

Fudo Takagi AAS 20 22.3! 1.253 557.6 With a rudder mounting in front of the stab, mount the

Alan Riches 422.2 20.2! 10314 554.8 poom to the stick, then rotate this assembly 90° so the

Bob Platt 393,0 20.1! 1.318 518.0 rudder will be horizontal. Use one or both the universal

Michael Thompson 347.0 20! 1.323 459.1 stands to support the rudder while attaching it to the

Ted Katsanis 338.0 20! 1.323 447 2 boom, then rotate the assembly upright and attach the stab

as before.

CONTEST RESULTS
Finally, for field repairs or major changes (such as

Second Annual Indoor Contest, Apr. 15, 1973, Cat. II changing the angle between boom and stick) mount the model

Univ. of Cincinnati Fieldhouse, Cincinnati OH 65' ceil. in the fuselage support stand and use the other fixtures
as necessary to support and steady the various parts while

Indoor HLG PennyPlane repairs/changes are made.

Bucky Servaites 1249 Tom Sova* 9:22 ;

ain

Rudy Kluiber 1:47 Marty Richardson 9:20 STATE OF THE ART

Phil Sullivan 1345 Hank DeKat 8358
Chuck Markos 1344 Rol Anderson 8:52 Free Flight News is an excellent FF newsletter pub-
Mark Kummerow* 1329 Joe Sova 8:22 lished monthly by Ian Kaynes, 11 Parkside Rd., Sunningdale

ASCOT, Berks, England SL5ONL. Thanks to Ian's hustling
Paper Stick crew of reporters, FFN had an excellent report on the '73
Chuck Markos 15343 WCh and then follow-up three-views of many of the top
Bucky Servaites 13319 models. Two of these three-views are reproduced on page
Tom Sova* 12356 3, and the prop/rubber combo used by Jiraski is shown on

Joe Sova 11343 page 4. It is now 11:30 pm, and the CMOS/INP info hasn't
Rol Anderson 11:00 been computed; this info will be reported in the July '73

4ssue so this thing can get printed tomorrow!
AMA Scale
Bucky Servaites 1911 Cessna 174 points INDOOR ELSEWHERE
Chuck Markos Westland Widgeon 164 points
Mark Kummerow* 161 points ITALY - Rome
Jim Bair Impanema 131 points Coppa Urbe VIII (may algo have been Italian Nats) was

Ken Johnson Fairchild 125 points held in the 33.5 m (109') Palazzo Dello Sport (site of '¢&
World Champs), with FAI and PennyPlane. The contest was

Peanut Scale held Mar. 19, 1973; the results below may be incomplete.
Bucky Servaites Dayton Wright 5:54
Lou Willis Ord Hume 5339 FAL (one gram)
Ken Johnson Gee Bee Sportster 3:58
Jim Miller Itoh 3336 A. Frioli Rimini 30213 29:40 59:53
Chuck Markos Piper J3 2355 Pl. Migani Rimini 26:51 25:17 52:08

F. Migani Rimini 26:36 24:47 51323
*Senior age contestants G. Masciullo Rome 23:43 26315 49:58

C. Cotugno Rome 24:05 24:38 48:43
HINTS AND KINKS I. Federici Rome 21331 21:02 42333

Martint Rome 15323 24336 39:59
Curtis Janke suggests that a stressed cabane will be Saba Rome 16:19 22:32 38:51

atiffer for a given weight than the conventional type.
To make a stressed cabane, glue the top at a greater than PennyPlane (3.2 gram)
normal angle (see sketch below), then pull the ends to Pl. Migani Rimini 7337
the proper distance apart. After installation, a short
piece of dacron or wire across the cabane half-way up will ARGENTINA - Buenos Aires

prevent the cabane from bowing out further under load. The Argentine Indoor Nats were held Apr. 20, 1973 in
,

@& site with about 10 m ceiling. Barilari's 15:32 is both

an Argentine national record and a record for South Amer-

ica as well. The results:

Y \ Alberto Barilari 14:49 15332 30:21

4

7 YA Nereo Beggiato 14350 14352 29342 —
‘

/ \
Eduardo Grippo 13:48 14:10 27:58 ,

7 \ Miguel Leone 10:03 14:10 24313

7 \ . Domingo Sassone 12305 10355 23300

7 s. Marcos Molo 5337 2:54 8331

7
<
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NEWS and VIEWS 6ditor: Bud Tenny: Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
- . a J

##HONATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY##+# No formal report has been received on this event.
It is believed that Paul Allen, Larry Cailliau, Clarence

New Members! + Mather, Bob Randolph and Erv Rodemsky qualified. In ad-
——

dition, Bud Romak and Joe Bilgri are qualified as having
NORMAN JACKY, 674 Sterling Dr., Fond du Lac WI 54935 been chosen for the 1972 Indoor Team,
FRANK PETRONIO, Presbyterian Rd., Albion NY 14411
ROBERT RODEN, 7738 N 32 Drive, Phoenix AZ 85021 South Central Semi-Finals - June 30-July 1, 1973. Amer-

Tean Airlines hangar, 94' FAI, 108' AMA ceiling.
Honorary Members .

Stan Chilton 39236.
GIOVANNI FEDERICI, Via F. Tacchinardi 6/8, 01168 Roma, Paul Tryon 39332

Italy Bob Dunham 37351
FERNANDO MIGANI, Via N. Tommaseo 66, 47037 Rimini (FO) Ted Gonsoph 36343

Italy Bud Tenny 36325
Robert Dunham II 35324

Change of Address Jim Clem
se LLL 22446Jimmy Clem 0:03

BILL HAUGHT, 3205 Nottingham Lane, Modesto CA 95350
80% of 39:36 = 31:42; 7 qualifiers

- Ernie Kopecky
.

. Eastern Semi-Finals - July 1, 1973, Lakehurst #5
We lost a good friend when Ernie Kopecky died on July

“

3, 1973. He finally succumbed to heart trouble which had c. V. Russo 29:21 31346 61307
- Plagued him repeatedly in the last few years. He was Stan Stanwick* 28 352 31233 59339

-- @lwaye a friend, helpful when he could be, and a hard, Manny Radoffr#* 29:57 29:42 - 59339
fair competitor. We will miss him greatly. Hal Crane 31323 27350 59313
- 2 N. John. Triolo 26355 32216 59311

.
‘

.
New Materials} John Kukon 27 345 30342 58:27

oe .. Bob Platt 25:04 29:00 54:04
Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland MA 01778, has Dan Domina 26:53 26354 53347

.

located a course of "0" rings - 9/64" OD, 3/64" ID, with Tom Vallee 24343 27304 52 336
3/64" cross section. The cost is 15¢ each, and their Bill Landrum 26:01 23320 49321
weight 18 .0...38 og. “Ray will furnish these at 15¢ each
in lots of one d%en oF more. *Proxy flown by Pete Andrews.

+ ‘, *#Proxy flown by Bob Champine.
:

, Jigs And Fixtures
. 80% of 61:07 = 48:54; 10 qualifiers. In addition,

Indoor modelers are prebably more prolific users of Pete Andrews and Sal Cannizzo are qualified via membership
special jigs and fixtures than any other kind of modeler. on the 1972 Indoor Team.
Many of you have furnished these ideas in the past, and

.

these devices will be featured in a future series. All REGORDS? MAYBE
.

who have unusual and helpful jigs and fixtures are asked
to share them for this series. Banta Ana Record rials, May 27, 1973, Cat. III

Santa Ana MCAF, California
Airfoils FAI Oat. IV FAI - 36312, Bob Randolph

a AMA Cat. III FAI - 36:12, Bob Randolph
As I geared up for the team selection program, it was Gow Palace Record Trials, June 17, 1973, Cat. II AMA

necessary to make arc templates of large radius. Four Cow Palace, San Francisco, Cal. 98' ceiling
curves were drawn, arranged in pairs (25"/22" and 20"/17") FAI Cat. III FAI - 27:09, Bud Romak
to make Andrews-type double-curved ribs. These curves AMA Cat. II FAI - 27:09, Bud Romak
will be copied on request (send stamped, self-addressed South Central Team Semi-Finals, June 30/Jul. 1, 1973
envelope with your request) at no charge. The % thickness American Airlines Hangar, Tulsa, Ok. 94'FAI Ceiling
of these curves according to wing chord is shown below: “PAI Oat. III WAL - 26:45, Stan Chilton

Bentor Cat. mt Paper Stick - Vest0, Robert Dunham IIl
" " n " unior Cat. It aper Stick - 10:36, Jimmy Clem

Shord 83 22 20 i Junior Gat, It] ROG Stick - 1:52, Jimmy Clem
t .

Sn FF og ig’™ re Pee *Stan's record attempt was made and applied for before

gi" ag 4.7% 54 6% Romak's Jun. 17 flight was made known.
Lakehurst eas rials, July 2, 1973, AMA gat. IiIt

: Hangar Lakehust NAS, NJ. FAI Cat. I
’ %SpecialTools?

| fal Oannizzo, FAI Stick - 37:240e
Stan Chilton suggests that Brookstone Co, Dept. C, John Triolo, FAI Stick - 57:25**

12 Brookstone Bldg., Peterborough NH 03458, is a very
good source of special tools for model builders. Their *#I¢ 4s not known which flierwill apply for which

catalog is 63 pages of very diversified and unusual high reoord; both flights qualify for both FAI Cat. IV FAI and

quality tools. Send for a catalog! AMA Cat. III FAI records.

FAI INDOOR REPORT TOPTENCEILINGDODGERS
Name Time Ceiling Fudge ScoreFinals Site Confirmed
1.Stan Ghilton 1115 35! 1.0. 1115 :The South Central Semi-Finals showed that the American 2- Tom Vallee 10 © 0 “3 °

Airlines Maintenance Hangar at Tulea International Airport + Hal Crane 682 20! 1.325 902.5
(holds a DC-10, a 747 and two smaller airplanes at the 4, Bud Tenny 1260 ga! -609 79768
same time) 18 quite satisfactory for the Team Selection 5. Dick Hardcastle 602 23' 1.234 742.9
Finals. AMA HQ has announced that AMA President John 6. Hewitt Phillips 528.2 20! 1.323 698 8
Clemens has approved the site choice on the previousl 7. Howard Haupt 456 22) 1.261 ipaannounceddates of Aug. 17-19, 1973. Aug. 17 (Friday) is e: atone poe aut 2 26 5" 1 on8 240.6
or tes ying, while three official rounds will be held ° ° ° ° °

on each of the two remaining days. 10. Bill Langley 421 27.5! 1.128 474.8

Qualification Trials Results TOPTEN EASYB

~- ~- -
Nane Time Ceiling. Fudge ScoreWestern Semi-Finals - June 23-24, 1973, Santa Ana MOAF
1. Hal Orane 553.0 o0ntt 1.318 728.8



2. Clarence Mather 531.0 22,3! 1.253 715.5 than Hal designed the INF chart for.
3. Fudo Takagi 445 .0 22.3! 1.253 557.6
4, Alan Riches 422.2 20.2' 1.314 554.8 Unfinished Business
5. Bob Platt - 393.0 20.1' 1.318 518.0 ‘
6. Michael Thompson 347 0 20! 1.323 459.1 Last month's models (Kalina and Jiraski) were set up
7. Ted Katsanis 338.0 20' 1.323 447.2 as follows: Kalina - CMOS = +1.8%, INP = +20%; Jiraski ~

8. Kevin Wehner 254.3 20.5' 1.312 333.6 CMOS = +6.3%, INP = + 23%. Copies of the CMOS charts are .

9. * . available on request.
10. * 16

.

*#Unlike Ceiling Dodgers, Top Ten Easy B scores are 7
carried only until the next postal meet, when the Easy B /
times from the postal meet are then declared as the new 15 /
Top Ten. So, "bump" into the list 1f you can!

tI7T KY Oo%
INDOORELSEWHERE -

ROMANIA - Slanic o| '4 /

_.
"Indoor '73", an international indoor meet attended by *

J
fliers from 5 countries, waa held in the salt mine (site = 13
of '70 WCh). Conditions were excellent, due primarily to w /

the fact that heaters used during the '70 WCh were not Oo /
used this time. With 24 flights over 30 minutes and 7 -| 12
over 35, performances rivalled those of the '72 WCh at w /

Cardington. 9 7 ‘" "

1. Aurel Popa Romania I 36216 39316 75332 >| 7 DETROIT TIGER
2, E. Holtier Romania Il 37:01 37321 74:22 ¢

3. Karol Rybecky Czech. 37305 35332 T2337 10% .

4, A. Moraru Romania JI 46:07 33238 69345 8 9 10
5. Andras Ree Hungary 33:01 34307 67:08 I 12 13 14

6. Otto Hints Romania Il 33:31 32349 66:20 X-NOSETOC.G.
7. Antal Egri Hungary 32:52 33308 66:00
8. Jiri Kalina Czech. 33304 32:55 65:59 : CONTEST RESULTS
9. N. Bezman Romania I 33325 32:24 65:49

re

10. John Blount England 33:02 30:38 63240 LIAMAC ANNUAL INDOOR MEET, Apr. 29, 1973, Cat. II
11. Reg Parham England 29:02 34300 63:02 Cantiague Park, Hickaville, L.I. NY 50' ceiling
12. R. Czechowsky Poland 31335 31308 62343 °

13. S. Botos Romania II 28:59 30:39 59:38 Jr.-Sr. HLG Qpen_HLG
,

14, Laurie Barr England 29:24 26:33 55:57 Adam Minissian 74.8 Jack Minissian 84.6|
15. A. Valenta Czech. 26:53 27:04 53:57 Ron Stransky 73.0 Bob Nichols 84.2 .

16. Gy. Buzadi Hungary 25349 27:04 52:53 Bruce Pailet 70.8 George Rivers 82.2
17. Stefan Bombol Poland 24313 24:05 48:18 Barry Pailet 69.2 Al Vollmer 79.8
18. S. Kujawa Poland 23:57 23:24 AT321 Joe Nuszer, dr. 65.2 John Kaufman 78.4
19. Zoltan Ocsody Hungary 20:00 01:05 21:05

Jr.-Sr. Easy B Open Easy B
Team Standings Dan Aggers 8:02.4 Pete Andrews 10:18.4

1. Romania I 211306 Chris Clemens 7:49.2 Frank Haynes ~* 8:55.0
2. Romania II 200220 Jerry Haynes 7:01.0 Bob Clemens_+ 8336.6
3. Czechoslovakia 192333 Larry DeCarlo 7:00.0 John Kukon © 8:22.2
4, Hungary 186:01 Adam Minissian 6232.2 Carrol ““len 8:20.0

“ 2. England
See

182:39 ,

“6. Poland 158:22 Indoor Stick IndoorScale
Larry DeCarlo 113:29.2 Dor varofalow 120.0 pts.

POLAND - Wroclaw Dan Domina 10:55.6 Jcs Muszer 114.4
An international indoor meet was held in Wroclaw on John Kukon 10:35.0 Chet Bukowski 110.8

June 8~10, 1973, witn the following results: Pete Andrews 10:15.8 Bob Hatschek 108 .8
Al Vollmer 9:38.6 Bob Bender 99.5

,
1. Jiri Kalina Czech. 27235 27352 55:27
2. Edward Ciapala Poland 28:12 26245 54:58 Jr.-Sr. Peanut Scale

'

Open Peanut Scale
3. R. Chekowski Poland 27:49 26345 54:01 Bruce Pailet 57.4 pts Dan Domina 92.5 pts.
4. 8S. Kujawa Poland 24:47 28:14 53301 Chris Clemens 52.8 Don Garofalow 67.0
5. Andras Ree Hungary 253239 27314 52:53 Jerry Haynes 51.6 Ed Franklin 66.0
6. V. Nikorada Romania 25330 26:27 51:57 Barry Pailet 39.6 Frank Haynes 61.6
7. G. Buzadi Hungary 23243 28:10 51353 Ron Stransky 39.5 Bob Clemens 58.9
8. N. Bezman Romania 28:12 22:30 50:42
9. Karol Rybecky Czech. 23344 26:38 50:19 Jr.-Sr. High Point Champion - Bruce Pailet
10. Stefan Bombol Poland 25317 23315 48 332
11. A. Valenta Czech. 20:46 22320 43306 Open High Point Champion - Dan Domina
12. Zoltan Ocsody Hungary. 18310 27314 42:57

.

13. D. Frateanu Romania 17343 14:04 31347 Meet Champion - Dan Domina
14. Z. Szymanski Poland 13:52 12303 25355
15. P. Frackiewicz Poland 63:17 13359 20:16 HINTS AND KINKS

Team Standings Curtis Janke reports some shc.+-cuts used by Jim Rich-

1. Fi nd I 155334 mond:
2. Czechoslovakia 153352
34 Hungary 142 243 To stabilize the slightly curved tips on his wide-wing
4, Romania 134:26 FAI design, Jim bowed the end rib outward slightly, then

5. Poland II 101203 ran a tension brace across the endstohold the tip bowed.

SiATEOF THEART To cure warps due to film ehrinkage, Jim passes a lit

, cigarette under the extra-tight film while warping the

Jim Richmond's resounding come-back at Detroit (five surface back into shape. The emoke has a sort of relaxing
minute margin over end piace) made it seem like old times. effect on the film, which lasts ‘ust about 30 minutes. It

Those who observed hs '73 design (Detroit Tiger) noted isn't clear why this works, but Curtis suggests that the

that the model looke: the same as in earlier years. Jim smoke fumes force themselves into the pores of the film

made these comments cn his model: "I have backed off on and expand it temporarily.
wing chord and have finally achieved flight characteris-
tics similar to those of my old (67-'70) designs. ‘The Jim uses saliva to attach hie condenser paper; tne

symmetrical wing construction and the simplified stab moisture causes the spars to expand span-wise so that the

pracing worked out OK. This method of getting wing offset paper and spars expand and contract together.
works fine and doesn't produce long, unsupported spars on
the left side as traditional methods do. These heavier, Jim uses tapered, rectangular prop spars. There are

©

_

more powerful planes need the extra strength on the left, two major gains to this; the spars are stiffer for a given
torque-loaded side o* the wing. I think the motorstick weight and are easier to cut and match.
4s a bit longer than necessary. It's hard on the ulcers

;

hooking up @ motor stretched out that far! The 17s" prop A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR
was a bit on the small side, but worked out OK. It was
the same type I always use. Have you ever wondered why sheets of indoor wood are

only about 1-1/8" wide? There may be other reasons for

Jim's balance point gave him +17% margin (CMOS). The this particular size in modern times, but Frank Zaic re-

INP (Mar/Apr ‘73 INAV) came out +22.6%, which may be some- jJates that it all started because 1-1/8" wide sheets made
what misleading since thé” modéi is higher aspect ratio exactly thé right size motorstick ukTor models flown

Tee ee py Carl Géldberg (and kitted by Frank). "
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R CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE

e Braced Motorstick - Part
.

This discussion is continued from the May'73 INAV, slackening the upper monowire slightly may be very use-
which showed two-wire bracing and internal details of the ful in controlling stalling during the burst. Because
motorsticks used by Al Rohrbaugh. the two-wire bracing (May '73 INAV) is oritical onexact

balance in tension between the two wires, it is usually-
Fig. 1 shows a very common bracing scheme - the angled not feasible to adjust wire tension on the field,

monowire. This ia the easiest motorstick brace to make
and "live with", in that it does not disturb the wing A very interesting bracing system, designed by Erv
bracing and ia mostly out of the way of handling the model Rodemsky, 18 shown in Fig. 3. His wing and fuselage are
without snagging the wire. braced together as a unit, with the motorstick brace wires

also lending torsional resistance to the wing so that no

Fig. 2 shows an experimental scheme which combines the cabane is needed. As a result, very wide wing models or
renovable monowire with side brace wires. The top wire, & models with extra-long motorsticks can be braced without

. removable monowire, must be anchored at one end and remov- a lot of extra weight. Note three characteristics of this
able at the other. If the wire is anchored at the rear bracing acheme: First, the brace wires must unhook at A

hook, the prop must be removed to remove the wing, since and B. Second, although Erv uses all compression ribs at
the free end loops over the thrust bearing. With a rear all other stations in the wing (for reliability), tension
hook like that shown, the prop can be assembled to the ribs are used at the two center locations (C). Finally,
model before the wing is attached. Also, wing repair and note that flight loads on the wing are absorbed in two
adjustments are possible without removing the prop. Those short posts which are offset toward the inboard wing so as
side wires shown in Fig. 2 are a worthwhile addition, pro- to provide added support for the longer inboard panel.

. vided one oan remember not to "twang" them with a wound
motor on the model. Erv cites one major disadvantage with this system -

without a cabane steadying the posts, it is a bit scary
Of. the four schemes discussed so far, only the angled to handle the wing when it is not plugged into the mount

monowire does not permit separate down thrust and side block or the fuselage! However, the wire braces are not
thrust adjustments. From a personal standpoint, I feel critical on tension; in fact, he normally installs them
that side thrust is essential in most models to help pull so there 18 no visible slack. When the motor is hooked
the nose around in the turn during the burst. Again, up, the whole model locks into a rigid structure. As for
from @ personal standpoint, I prefer either the removable yariable downthrust, this could be provided by installing
monowire or the three-wire system shown in Fig. 2. As 4 the wires slightly slack and then tensioning them with a

rule, downthrust (permanent adjustment in the bearing sliding loop shown as a dotted line (E).
: angle) is not oritical; temporary downthrust caused by

LM |

Fig.l So FIG.2 -
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NEWS and VIEWS ditor: Bud Tenny Box 545+ Richardson, Texas: 75080
| a Indoor Stigk Paper Stick Indoor Cabin indoor HLG ‘ol

a 1. Jimmy Clem 18:21.2 1, Jimmy Clem 12322.0 1. John Magnus 11815.4 1. William Schlarb 104.0 .
oy 2. John Magnus

|

17:24.0 2. Bruce Pailet 11306,6 2. Tim Patterson 6:34,.5 2. James Bayley’... 87.7 i
i 3. Willian Schlarb 8:41.6 3. Barry Pailet 9358.6 3. Barry Pailet 5:44,3 3. Barry Pailet 84.1
nae 4. Robert Perkins 7355.4 4, Robert Perkins. 9353.6 4. Bruce Pailet 5:10.8 4. Bruce Patlet 83-9
" 5. Mindi Linstrum 6:44.4 5. chris Clemens 8:49.2 5. Jimmy Clem 4:48.6 5. John Magnus 83.0

6. Bruce Pailet 6. William Schlarb 7:57.0 6. Chris Clemens 43:28,6 6. Douglas Marsh 82.3
7. Mindi Linstrum 5344.0. 7. Robert Perkins 73.0.
8. John Magnus 1104.1 8. Tim Patterson 71.2

9. Daniel Sargent 53.0
10. James Loribeoki 44.2

, Senior Senior Senior Senior
1. B4ll Shailor 21:10.0 1. Paul Shailor 17:08.0 1. Tom Sova 15:42,2 1. Robert Hayes 123.7 :

2. Tom Sova 21:00.5 2. Bill Shailor 16:07.0. ' 2. Charles Weise 122.2 -

3. Richard Doig 18:35.9 3. Richard Doig 15:52,5 3. Paul Shailor 114.4 ;4. Walter Lounsbery 15:28.4 4, Tom Sova 1149.0 4. Brian Pardue 1442.5
5. Keith Gordey 12:04.8 5. Steve Oravecz 1000.2 5+ John Loribecki

=
104.0

a6. Scott Wisniewski  9:35.6 6, Walter Lounsbery 9253.0,
- 6. Peter Lewis 198 22 ia7. Scott Wisniewski 8321.1 - “ . .o~ . 7, Keith Gordey 98 27 *

eo
' §. Mark Kummerow 97.8 ad

9. Richard Doig 96.2 :
10. Walter Lounsbery 90.8 |

.

a Qpen _ Open Qpen— Open ;

1. Al Rohrbaugh 29:04.6 1, Dennis Jaecks 20:14.2 1. Bob Randolph 23:19.5 1. Bucky Servaites 132.1
2. Charlie Sotich 25:40.2 2, Al Rohrbaugh 19215.2 2. Bucky Servaites 23115.0 2. Robert Watson 128.6

| :

3, Dennis Jaecks 24243.6 3, Bob Randolph 18:32.3 3. Larry Cailliau 20:48.2 3. Rudy Kluiber 122.04. Bob Randolph 23:50.4 4, Charlie Sotich 17345.6 4. Al Rohrbaugh 18:30.8 4. Phillip Sullivan 120.6 :
5. Howard Haupt 22:51.0 5. Rolland Anderson 17:00.4 5. Dennis Jaecks 16:22.0 5. George Lewis 116.26. Dick Hardcastle  20:07.4 6. Curtis Janke 16:56.0 6. Wayne Zink 16:16,06.Larry Cailliau 115.8

. 7. Gilbert Graunke 19:09.2 7, Chuck Markos 16353.2 “7. Denny Dock 115.0
,8. Wayne Zink = 14312.5 8, Ea Stoll

—
16344,3

| 6. Dick Swenson 106-69. Otto Curth 13:21.2 9. Larry Cailliau 15:16.2
9 7°

an - '- 9. Chuck Markos. 106.4 7
' 40. Jeff Annis. ' 13302.5 10. Wayne Zink 13256.0 10. Dan Belieff 98 04 ,

Indoor Scale —
,

PennyPlane ,

Junior Junior

1. Rebecca Stark 99.50° 1. Dan Brown — 10124.5 . Al Rohrbaugh 322. Barry Pailet 99.33 2. Bob Perkins 8353.6 13. Rol tndereen rear
an 3. Bruce Pailet 94.67 3. Mindi Linstrum 8317.9 11. Chuck Markos 9334.2 .

4, Tim Noonan 67.67 4, Tim Stone ‘T:41.5 12. Robert Hayes
—

9:13.35 :
5. Laurie Stark 64.0 5. EdKozak 5334.1 13, Hank DeKat 9312.6

_

6. Tim Noonan 5328.4 14. Charlie Sotich
—

9312.5ae po Senior 7. Andrew Cailliau 2342.5 15. Rolfe Gregory* 8:56.2
8. Carl Linstrum 0:08.0 16. Jim Pulley 83:07.91. Mark Kummerow 130.0

; 17. Otto Curth 8300.02. Scott Wisniewski 83 .67 Senior 18. Howard Haupt 7325.53. Jeffrey Nix 58 .83
. 19. James Jones 7:04.8 :4, Bruce Bina 50.0 1. Keith Gordey 9:53.3 20. Gilbert Robbins 6309615. Jon Rogers 49.0 2. Steve Oravecz 9317.5 21. Dave Linstrum 5346.7 :

6. Michael Joerms 45.0 3. Walter Lounsbery 9:00.0 22, Robert Elman
|

5239.07. Alan Stone 20.0
. 4. Tom Sova 8:56.4 23, Martin Richardson 5232.0

5. Mark Kummerow 6316.2 24, Jim Harte 435961Open 6. Rich Jaros 4310.8 *Proxy by John Thornhill |

1. Keith Ward 158.50 Open
2. Frederick Stark 153.0 ;

3. William Naylor 143.33 1. Dennis Jaecks 12319.8
4. Ron Martlet. 141.67 2. Diok Hardcastle 12304.8
5. Chuck Markos 138.33 3. Gordon Wisniewski 11352.06. Bucky Servaites 136.0 4, Bob Randolph

|

11:45.0
7. Hal Warner 128.17 5. Steve Brown 11341.4
8. John Martin 126.67 6. Larry Cailliau 11326.0
9. Don darofalow 123.17 7. Joe Sova 11301.0 |

- 40. Edward Fort 119.25 8. Bud Tenny 10:44,8 oe

‘73 Nats

Disjointed memories of the Indoor Nats: Several Purposeful activity and feverish preparation as re os
ra Super Sweep 22"-~looking HLG's that, as a rule, didn't number of PennyPlane entrants tried to fit five officials. :

tune in" in time -- better flier cooperation with the into four-hour period ~- personal chagrin over untested atest fly/official flying periods -- a couple of well- ' P/P prop intended to replace too-small original props andmeaning kids "retrieving" HLG's from bleacher area by not enough time to make 1t work -- the minor triumph of :
grabbing models in flight -- deadly serious mein of the being "only" 1:35 out of ist place, offset by sad reality .leaders as they ran out of flights but not determination - of 8th place -~ excellent performance by Junior & Senior

.

|

~~ the sad shrug or pleased glow as the glider rolls out P/P models -- the very real challenge to improve models :perfectly or not quite -- the "just one more launch" .and strategy between the levels of average to good.
”

air after official flying ceased -- quiet applause for
:

,

:

trophy winners as official results announced and trophies Sad memories of unusual and random drift patterns that 7passed out on-site for the first time. destroyed many Paper Stick models on the lights -- nearly a
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a normal entry in Indoor events with many not flying -- the a Senior, wh 1 .

| ghost-like and majestic flight by Rohrbaugh's high aspect The Bill Hargen Bost anthaueone mum Bealepoints (20).
po ratio model ~~ recalls the beauty of flight of 90 cm FAI beautiful 1927 Pietenpol. It garnered maximum appearance
E models, but more slow, steady flight -- fierce rivalry points and still was able to make flights of 59, 58 and 55

between Jimmy Clem and John Magnus -- also between Bruce seconds. In my opinion, Gery's model was the best of 30 ae
and Barry Pailet -~ Paul Shailor's win in Paper Stick with entries because it looked so well and flew almost a minute *
the model his brother encouraged him to build -- dogged each flight.
persistance of Jim Richmond as he repeatedly repaired

: «
pieces of models retrieved from the lights -- the quiet If rules which encourage building models of the type
competence and firm command of Bob Champine (indoor dir- flown by Jim Gery can be devised, more Peanut fliers will
ector) --Thanks to Bob and many helpers for a good meet! be happy. Bob Clemens submitted a rule change this yearwhich had many improvements; it was rejected, I believe,

THESCALEREPORT because too much documentation was required for a "fun"
event.

By Dr. John Martin :

: '
.

Peanut Analysis ~- Randolph's Nesmith Cougar made a three- @ers det Seba sesle onteles wereup20% fron’72 acare ae flight total of 751 seconds, all hand launched. Appearance
tat f model as also 73 scal dels were en-

points - minus 15. Modified Mather plans, microlite sov-

fared y 56 te OMA Beale 7 in Navy Seale and 30 in Peanat ering. Tail surfaces - outline only, no internal struc~

Scale. I feel that the 1973 Nats had the best collection | peop = 7aia, 13 it oeeee igo phton at’ tise Voight ~

of indoor scale models ever, and that, due to the challen-
1.25 grams!

° ; ,

ging rules (with the exception of Peanut), the event will *£2 & .

continue to grow and improve the breed.
.

The Dayton-Wright RB-i by Bucky Servaites was conden-
AMA Scale ~ With the exception of Ron Martelet's microlite ser paper covered from Henry Struck plans. Oval fuselage
covered Pilatus Porter (which won 1st for him three years section with no landing gear; scored zero appearance
ago), all of the entries were very realistic. The realism points. Total of 498 points with 7" dia. hand-carved prop
even extended to having the scale number of ribs, longer- - "The only way", according to Bucky. Structure was 1/32
ons, stringers and rigging wires. This was the second sq. 4# balsa; power was 14" loop of .050 pirelli with 1600
year of the new indoor scale rules and most scale modelers turns. Weight - 3 grams.
are enjoying the challenge of building a realistic model
light enough to fly well. Ali of the top placed models Dick Hardcastle's Pilatus Porter was from Hannan plans
managed flights over a minute despite the fact they were and scored minus 6 appearance points. Covering was dyed
dripping with details and "heavy" construction. Back condenser paper with details added in india ink and rub—on
again are the standbys of the 1930's - the Cubs, Mono- letters from art store. A tiny three-plade prop looked
coupes, and other cabin monoplanes. Although the judging like an electric fan; sheet balsa blades would clear scale
was severe, as befits a national contest, there were some length landing gear to permit ROG flights. A 16" loop of
very high appearance point totals, This was particularly -038 pirelli with 2080 max turns gave a 291 sec. total;
true of Bob Meuser's magnificent Blackburn monoplane. The one flight climbed to the 90' ceiling to delight everyone.
scale presentation alone looked like an encyclopedia with
84 x 11 glossy photos and close-up detail photos. It

,

acored a Nats record of 92.5 points but never made an of-
ficial flight. The scale turnbuckles on the left wing RYrigging were too tight and crumpled the wing beyond repair

THE _FIOTURE STO

on one hard landing.
.

Photo credits: (1) Dave Linstrum; (2) Bob Clemens :

The winner - Keith Ward, and second place Tom Stark, Page 2. Row 1
°

flew very similar planes. 3/4" scale, built like the fac- —~B2-=2oN1
tory, and weighing about one ounce. Both were capable of

_ _
'

ROG flights of well over a minute. It was a joy to see ree eee un 5* cross-section bulge of Rohrbaugh's
this field of realistic aircraft take off, circle and land .

like their counterparts.
’ Center: Jimmy Clem with paper-covered cabin model.(1)

Right; Chris Clemens launches "Easy Cabin" - EasyNavy Scale - Only seven entries appeared in this event
which commerates 25 years of Navy sponsorship of the Nats. B wing and tail on cabin fuselage. (2)
The Miami Indoor Club will sponsor the event again next Page 2. Row 2
year, as they did this year, with the hope that the entry S868€, ROW©
will grow. Any AMA Scale model of any nation's navy will .

, qualify. More advance publicity may increase this entry; Left:JimRichmond, epmaten th) most aii day. The

the many biplanes in bright service colors make it a very & ny r r ru

interesting event. The results: Center: Bob Champine (1), Indoor Director, greets° , George Lewis, Indoor Scale Director. (1

Best Junior: Mark Kummerow, Jap Jungman Biplane Right: George Lewis confers with a Scale judge.(1)
Open: 1. Lloyd Wood British Navy Stinson 114.5

2. Ed Fort Curtis Falcon Bipe 112.17 ©

Page 2, Row 3
Peanut Scale - Easily the fastest growing indoor sport .

since Monopoly, Peanut Scale has a very disturbing trend Left: Bill Shailor, Senior Indoor Stickwinner. (1)
not envisioned by the authors of the current provisiona .

rules. Peanut has become the realm of the indoor Stout
Genter: Dick Hardcastle with tandem PennyPlane.(1)

Cabin competitors. The winners, wispy, see-through air- .
.

craft, are not what the Megow and Comet 10¢ kit crowd had Right: HQ central of PennyPlane event.(1)
in mind, in my opinion. Soap bubbles capable of three or Page 2. Row 4
four minute flights are winning contests and looking not 2BA9¢2 how”
at all like scale airplanes. Minus points for appearance

_

are easily overcome by endurance points. The '72 Peanut doves ae teressven ae Kummerow, Robert

winners are not indoor scale builders, but three of the yes, °

best indoor endurance builders in the country. Right: Unidentified PennyPlane flier.(1)
|

This event is sponsored by the Detroit Cloudbusters, Page Row 1
who buy the trophies out of their club treasury. qnese Page5,

Row1

fellows deserve much more recognition than they get, since
. t (2

they also do all the scale judging of indoor models. They Left: Bob Meuser's excellent Blackburn Monoplane (2)
drove down from Oshkosh after rising at 5 am, stayed a

: '
- .(2

day, and left for the free flight area at Oshkosh at10 Center: Bucky Servaites' 1920 Dayton-Wright racer. (2)
pm. These judges will remain unsung heros until I ge . _

'
_ 6(2

their names from George Lewis, their leader. Whoever they Right: Seale winner- Keith Ward's J-3 Piper Cub.(2)
! are, we thank them profusely! Page3,Row2

aan
This year's winning Peanut Pilot was Indoor Cabin rec- Lefts: Wayne Zink checks motor for launch.(1)

ord holder Bob Randolph, flying a 13" Nesmith Cougar. His
total of 751 more than doubled the 359 point total made by Center: Dennis Jaecks with the PennyPlane winner.(1)
Clarence Mather last year with a similar plane. Second
was Bucky Servaites, flying an interesting Dayton-Wright Right: Tom Sova winds his PennyPlane.(1)
racer with retract gear up. Third place was Dick Hardcas-
tle with the Hannan Pilatus Porter design. The Cloudbus-~
ter Best Craftsmanship Trophy was won by Henry Frautschy,

Be Lo

|

weights sisi .
-

.
. we .



ee at ae

cs
fe Page 3, Row 3 FAL Benefit Contests “a

Big fro Left: Mindi Linstrum and her cabin model.(1) In the Dec. '63 INAV, then Team Selection Chairman -
Be Clarence Mather conceived the idea of “team benefit" con-
a Left Center: Karl Linstrum with Dave's Super Dart.(1) tests or events. The idea was to hold special events at
Ps regular indoor meets (or special meets); prizes were to
. Right Center: Your editor, moustache, TennyPenny.(1) be nominal in value so that entry fees could be donated to ,

the Indoor Inboard Travel Fund. This fund defrays team
Right: Unidentified PennyPlane entrant.(1) travel expenses between home and the point of debarkation

&s the team members assemble to go to the WCh. Such an
,

. Page3,Row4 effort to boost the travel fund would only indirectly !

BL benefit the Team effort at this time, since the current
a Left: Bill Bigge inspects Baper Stickmodel. (2) fund balances at this time 1s probably sufficient to send f
ty two teams. Rather, perhaps we could boost the fund to a :
ie Center: Bob Randolph steers V-tail D Stick. (2) level such that some degree of travel expense reimburse- .

Be ment could be made to indoor Finalists traveling a long
b Rights Ed Stoll prepares Paper Stick model. (2) distance to Finals. Can INAV readers please share their
° views (postcard to INAV) on the issue of travel help?

#HHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY**#**rs FAI Challenges
New Members!
nc Bill Shailor, one of a fine crop of younger fliers

GEORGE B. ARMSTEAD, Jr., 89 Harvest Lane, Glastonbury, now breaking into FAI, asks for INAV reader reactions to
CT 06037 this proposal: "Since indoor activity is almost nil, par-

: HANK L. DEKAT, 5656 Flanders Rd., Toledo OH 43623 ticularly in the FAI class, how about having an FAI meet
J. R. GRANT, 4797 Parkinson Blvd., Pierrefonds, of some magnitude to spur interest? It would have to be

Quebec, Ont. Canada held in a large building to handle the models and to avoid
STEVE ORAVECZ, 4839 Janet, Sylvania OH 43560 overcrowding. We could even institute team competition
WILLIS TRAPHAGEN, 61 Olde Stage Rd., Chelmsford MA 01824 with three-man teams, along with individual competition.

I feel this would spark interest in FATand create more
/ ‘

activity. This can also raise the level of U.S. compe-Family Memberships tition and give us better teams." ;

JOHN TRAP »
61 Olde Stage Rd., Chelmsford WA 01824

Ed. comment: Bill's idea parallels and supplements ttmthoughts I've had. Perhaps this movement could begin wHonoraryMembersHonorary Members
team and individual challenges on the local level - like

MARB a .
inter- and intra~state challenges. For example, Jim Clem,ER 4 MARTINEZ, Pernas 2490 Apt. 102, Uruguay Jimmy Clem and Bud Tenny challenge fliers in the Texas-

,

BORIS ZOUBAKIN, 65 Wecker Rd., Mt. Gravatt, Brisbane Oklahoma area to face-to-face FAI competition at a time
Queensland, Australia and place to be mutually decided. Who is game?

Change of Address TOP TEN CEILING DODGERS

BOB COWLEY, 3465 W. 159th St., Cleveland OH 44111 - Name Time Ceiling Fudge Score
MARTIN SHEPHERD, 344 Berkhamsted Rd., Cheshan, 1. Stan Chilton 1115 35! 1.0 1115

Buckinghamshire, England 2, Tom Vallee
_

—

810 | 20°
_

1.323 1071.6 z
;

3. Robert Dunham TI#¥* 1454 89! -627 911.7
This Issue 4. Hal Crane 682 20! 1.323 902.3 :

5. Bob Dunham** 1357 89! -627 850.8
What's here is here - there was no more. Several 6. Bud Tenny 1275% 89'* 627% Tega

reports were promised, but the scale report and two sets 7. Dick Hardcastle 602 23' » wl 234 «742.9
of photographs arrived. There is no doubt of the talent 8. Hewitt Phillips 528.2 20! ~ "303° 698.87
available in NIMAS - presumably everyone got caught in 9. Howard Haupt 456 22! 1.261 574.5

; . @ time crunch similar to the one here! 10. Steve Lovens 433.2 20.5'* 1.307*
"

566.2%
.

i

| Cot The Next Issue *Entry corrected from last listing. **New listing
ee The Sept. '73 issue will follow this one in short TOP TEN EASY B

order, now that a late Nats, followed by FAI Finals and my
annual responsibility for a Class AAA Labor Day meet are Vane Time Ceiling Fudge Score
past. However: **HELP**! Very few photos of the Finals 1. Hal Crane 553.1 20.1' 1.318 728 .8
are available here, but there were several cameras in use 2. Clarence Mather 531.0 22.3' 1.253 715.5
at the Finals. Does anyone care to share? How about a 3. Fudo Takagi AAS 60 22.3! 1.253 557.6
deadline of 10 days after you receive this issue? Send 4, Alan Riches 422 .2 20.2" 1.314 554.8
black and white photos to Box 545, Richardson TX 75080! 5. Kevin Wehner 414.3 20.5'* 1.307% 566.2%

6. Bob Platt 393.0 20.1' 1.318 518.0
The Team 7. Michael Thompson 347 .0 20! 1.323 459.1

8. Ted Katsanis 338 0 20! 1.323 447.2
.

The Finals winners were: Cailliau - 30:35 + 28:34; 9. Bob Leishman 297.0 18! 1.394 414.0
Stoll - 30:06 + 28:37; Servaites - 30:28 + 27:54. 23 10. Open
entrants participated, and conditions were good enough for
19 flights to exceed 27 minutes. Complete results in the. *Entry corrected from last listing. *#New listing.
Bept.'73 issue.

CONTEST CALENDAR
Thanks To American Airlines

:
CONNECTICUT - Glastonbury

Those fliers who wish to thank American Airlines for The Glastonbury Modelers are holding indoor sessions
their axcellent sooperation during the South Central Semi with their club meetings on Oct. 4, Nov. 8, Dec. 6, 1973
and the Finals should address these letters to: from 7 pm to 9:30 pm at the Glastonbury High Gym. Contest

. at same site Nov. 18, 1973 8 am to 5 pm. Contact George
Mr. Dick Tyler, Public Relations Armstead, 89 Harvest Lane, Glastonbury CT 06033.
American Airlines
3800 North Mingo Rd. FLORIDA - Miami
Tulsa, Oklahoma ‘ Arrangements under way to begin indoor sessions in

Miami. Contact Dr. John Martin, 3227 Darwin St., Miami
In should be noted that this is, to my knowledge, the FL 33133 for details.

very first example of major U.S. industrial assistance to,
,

wo, and acknowledgement of, formal model aviation in the U.S. NEW JERSEY - Union
In @ very real sense we can claim to be a part of modeling Indoor sessions at Livingston School on Midland Ave.,
history. , Union NJ, 7 pm to 10 pm, Oct. 11, Nov. 8, Dac. 13, 1973.

.

Contact Dan Domina, 1229 8. Long Ave., Hillside NJ 07205.

‘ sideyene seme oe -
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‘Box 545:Richardson, Texas: 79080NEWS and VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas

1. Larry Cailliau 25:49 28:34 30335 20315 26:00 282352 59309

2. Ed Stoll 19:23 27:27 30306 22:40 26:22
=

2B337 HS
3, Bucky Servaites 15:27 27354 30:28 26312 8325 ~ 16348 Sh 322

.
4. Dick Kowalski 25332 27314 6:45 25322 26:48 28:54 57342

be .2 5. Clarence Mather 24:08 25 338 23:36 27306 25341 30309 57315

e 6. Paul Tryon 17350 23:00 28 39 19:41 27337 8:53 E16

7. Bud Romak 21318 20:02 24:40 27351 28321 4:50 Sh sle

8. Jiu Richmond 26:01 27346 5323 27326 5333 26324 55312

o, Hal Grane 19:40 24317 26342 23356 26:49 7:04 53:31

10. Stan Chilton 20:48 24318 28 356 23349 21345 22:20 53314
.

11. Erv Rodemsky 24309 27:14 14:27 24:47 25:58 6:59 53:09

12, Al Rohrbaugh 22210 6:32 27112 15:09 25:51 5:23 53:03

13. Paul Asien 25341 6:40 7310 25:17 5:01 26:16 51357

14. Bob Dunham 21324 25210 25:05 19325 18:54 22:37. 50:15
—

.

15, Bill Hulbert 20:24 25:49 13232 22:10 9245 24:01 49:50

16. Joe Bilgri 20:35 15308 22310 21:19 25332 2355
.

47:42

17. Bob Gibbs 24330 0:24 21:12 22338 0:21 17:01 47:08
18. Jim Clem 21352 22321 21:28 15344 22:07 24:22 46343

.

* 19. Ron Plotzke 22342 23:25 3324 21354 4340 - 46:07

20. Bob Randolph 0:07 20:51 0:07 5:07 25313 “4:05 AB 04 .

21. Bud Tenny 19:24 21:34 22:03 17313 23306 22:13 45218
‘ 22. Ted Gonzoph 24:27 22:56 5356 0:51 - - 44323

.

eet
23. R. J, Dunham II 17312 16327 0:10 18335 0314 24314 42:49

THE TEAM FINALS
.

The 197% Indoor Team Finals began with a meeting held dings were almost idertical to Round 6. However, 4 study
by Mr. Dick Tyler of American Airlines. Mr. Tyler wel-~ of the results shows that several fliers made sisrificant
comed the entrants and meet officials, then explained the gains in #5 and #6, ec it's hard to downgrade t.e is3%

safety precautions and ot..er matters regarding our use of two rounds each dey.
& working hangar. It was arparent that American Airlines

/ ;

nad wade thorough preparations and plans for our arrival, In general, after the air sct warz, toe “anyar sive
and tnat American employees would have to forego comfort- also got warm enough to cause a circusstory patterr. icross

able worxing conditions in the hangar during our stay. We the hangar. At the girder level, models meved east to

owe such to these people for allowingusto fly there. near the wall, then back acroce the werastarnds again te

ee land in tne luunch area, A few fPilgits .anded near tne
Tne Friday evening practice session gave everyone a east wall or on stands, but more models made it tc tne

basic feel for the hangar even though no one really pushed floor.

nard on their practice flights. It was apparent that the
, .

workstands would interfere if drift got really bad, but Rafterbanging was the order of tne day, for those w.:0|
tiese stands nad bright lights at ground level which made did well. This was the only aspect of tne meet which left
model handling, adjustment and repair very easy. It is an odd feeling - luck in ceiling contacts played some fart
difficult to realize the total enclosed space of this in the final outcome. However, only those who realiy nit

hansar until one notices that it will hold one 747, one hard got into trouble, and those who were able te set uy
DG-10 (nose~to-nose, lengthwise), with plenty of room to a controlled climb pattern had the edge.
bring in a 707 at rignt angles, then two 737's in the —— Lo.

,

corners ~- 211 witn the doors closed! Those who chose the hanzar originally aad one worry
- wnat would happen if an airplane had to be brought in.

The major contest area was quite large, with two small during the contest? Their worst fears were realizec as

areas at the ends of the hangar wnere test flying was per- American officials announced it would be necessary to
mitted during tne contest rounds. Even during the time bring in a DC-10 for engine change at the end of Round 4. :

wnen tae DC-10 was in on Sunday, there was still room next Careful coordination of models and the airline worsers

om to the DC-10's sail section for test flying of a limited resulted in a ten-minute decor opening ind silg.t loss o7
sort. flying area. Within 20 minutes, test flying was safe, and

:
,

official flying resumed within an hour. So, from tne

Early morning conditions, before the air got really score sheet, it appears as if only minor chenses in con-

warm, were not buoyant enough to help the models any. By ditions resulted, and the building is so airtignt that it
: tne 11 am starting time for Rounds 1 and 4, the air had settled down quickly. Besides, wiat other Finals can

warmed some, but moet of the longer flights came in #3, #5 poast of suided tours of one of the nost uodern wiiriiners
and #6. It has been said that “if you were ready in #3, in the world?
it was hard to do better in any other round"; perhaps ~

tuis impression comes from the fact that the Round 3 stan-~- In suimary, 1t was a good meet, with conditions snd

<email sini .. “ °sets A Lace eames - iii,“a

“ aa



flying space quite similar to many places where a World the questions. This document was subsequently published
,

: Champs might be held in Rurope. The aspect of needing a
without Executive Council review, and totally failed to

. - controlled climb 1a particularly pertinent for all sites address rt of the questions. Further Council action was—Be on the European continent except Cardington and the salt nil until the Feb. ‘75 Council meeting, when 4 speciala mine. It 18 interesting to note that the times did not committee waa appointed to study the problem. This com- ;a exceed top one gram times in the Debrecen site ('66 WGh mittee failed to report at the Nats Council meeting, and ‘site) which 1s just 10' higher and essentially not suit- only the insistence of Murry Frank (Dist. VIII) kept the
ai able for any ceiling contact. As will be reported in matter open until Ehling’s appointment was made.
- \a future issue, Edward Cispala logged a 33:44 in this |difficult site which 1s only 98' high in the center of What Follows PennyPlane?

© ‘
an arch. In cemparison, the Tulsa atte is 89' to the
bottom of the girders, with girder spacing very suitable Several CD's who have managed to build up indoor sc~
for repeated contacts at a slow climb rate. tivity with PennyPlane, Easy B and HLG haveasked what

)

event would be good to allow indoor beginners to advance
|

HHHENATI areas from PennyPlane. Just a thought - but how about no-weightNATIONAL INDOORMODEL AIRPLANESOGIETY limit PennyPlane? The basic idea would be to keep all the
New Members! existing PennyPlane rules except one penny (3 grams) min-

a imum weight. For those PennyPlane purists who might be
. at ' .

, » altoreth-JERRY BARNETTE, 4 Jefferson St., Fredericksburg VA 22401 horrified at eliminating the weight requirement, a
,

TOM IOERGER, AY Atlantic 8t., Winthrop MA 2158 er, keep the weight at one gram minimum. Tnus, FAI one
WILLIAy. C, OSBORNE, 2815 Fillmore St., Davenport IA 52804 gram scales can be used for processing.

Remember, the question is: "What kind of model willSymposiumReport allow PennyPlane fliers to learn more abcut indoor?" So,
‘ by using lighter versions of tneir same model designs, thre9 d ° ,

.(menibers of AMAand NEFS). on por $5.50 to cehersen oee30 fliers learn to build and handle lighter models. They c&r, '
1 ; ’ . , .

~ ~

a check payable to NFFS to NFFS Plans & Publications, P 0
then go oarectly to au and PAL events. onuTTONty it wild

Box 322, Dallas OR 97338. Inelude 50¢ postage and han- be important to separate novices and experienced filers

dling for Ath class mail by holding separate events. This is true in any comveti-6 ° tive event which is supposed to aid beginners.
FAI Challenges

Photo Correction
In the Aug. '73 INAV, Bud Tenny, Jim Clem and Jimmy

Clem issued a challenge to any teams in the Texas-Okla- Of the photos (Aug. '73 INAV) credited to Bob Clemens,
homa area for competition in FAI Indoor. In response, Only the scale shote and the one of Chris Clemens were

.

Stan Chilton orfered to team up with Bob and Bobby Dunham taken YY en ive vRob eeeatrat ’y enrts ~ then devel-
to compete with any, Texas teams. The battle of the cen-

oped and prinve ¥ pov. ne GO bo ° yous
tury - Tenny + Clemo vs. Ghilton + Dunham°!

Nate Scale Officials

eamChallengeMeet Bob Clemens sent the names of the scale judges for the
nam © 1g

3
Nats Scale, Peanut and Navy Scale events. The judges were

Witseen 3100. 950 and ges, intry feo to bebispor Bob Mosher, Chuck Schobloher and Fred Wunscne. George
tean with a ainioun entry of six teams. If anyone is in- Lewis was Scale Director, Ralph Kuenz was Ase't Director,
terested, dro: Bob a line at P O Box 7151, Tulsa OK 74105 while Scott Matteson, Pete Lewis, Andy McIsaac, Jack Russ,

, 7 , “David Gloff and Chuck Weise. The Indoor Scale event is 4

gs complicated, detailed event which requires a hign degree cfdigs ind Fixtures
dedication and perseverance. This same crew has dene an

Tat tetanding job each year, and are responsible for treTais is a reminder - as soon as it is possible to work ou ,

u, tne necessary sketches, a series of articles will begin highdegree of success Indoor Seale has enjoyed.
_on jigs and fixtures. Anyone who wishestocontributeany THE PICTURE STORY

,

eeeneee Satensideas to the series should send sketches and description
to Box 545, Richardson TX 75080. All the photos shown were taken by Dick Ganslen excerpt

as noted below. It is expected tnat several color siides
PennyPlane Special will be available for those who would like to borrow tnez,

but the service of making black-and-white photos from
A future issue will be devoted to PennyPlanes, with color slides was not available except at expensive custonz

three-vi ws, hints and all helpful information it is pos- prices.
sible to obtain. PennyPlane Champs, Arise! Send us your
winning techniques and plans! Row_1

Left - Ron Plotzke with the only V-dinedral design at
Harlan Scale Finals.

Center - Dick Kowalski retrieves model after flight.We have on hand an article by Ray Harlan telling how Right - Bob Randolph prepares a biplane - note the
to design and build an indoor scale; it will be printed narrow gap between wings.
a8 soon a8 room is available. Meanwhile, Ray is making
and selling indoor scales in two models; .05 oz full Row 2
scale and 1.4 grams full scale. The ounce scale has a Left - Erv Rodemsky checks torque before flight.
minor scale division of .0002 oz, while the metric scale
has minor division of .005 g. The scales are set to about Center ~ Jim Richmond with narrow-chord FAI (pnoto
el" deflection for .0001 oz unbalance and have a magnetic taken at Nats).(Servaites photo)

;damper to make the beam settle quickly. Price for one
scale is $20, and an extra beam (from companion model) is Right - Al Rohrbaugh (front) and Joe Bilgri rest and
912 extra. Contact Ray at 15 Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland watch the action.
MA 01778, ph. 617-358-4013.

: Row 3
Exeoutive Council Action Left - Larry Cailliau retrieves winning model.

The 1973 Nats meeting of the AMA Executive Council Center - Gunter Maibaum phote (see "A Look At Yester-

finally produced a result which may eventually result in year" elsewhere in issue).
proper guidelines being established with regard to FAI

| ' ins vostTeam Selection programs. Frank Ehling, Technical Direc- Right - Rear view of Richmond's angled wing zost
tor of AMA, was appointed as “ezar" of FAI programs. It feature (three-view of narrow chord model Jul. '72
is not clear exactly what this entails, and Frank has INAV).

.requested immediate clarification from the Council. .
A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR

Background ~ The 1971 Indoor Team Selection Program was The Apr. '69 INAV mentioned Alphonse Penaud as being
marred by disagreements and misunderstandings which led probably the first indoor flier. Gunter Maibaum built a

AMA HQ to rather ineptly intervene, citing authority which replica of Penaud's model, using the same size, construc-
has never been substantiated or documented. Eventually, tion and weight, but with slightly lower rubber weight.
matters reached crisis proporticns and AMA presidential He flew the model at the German Nats, held in Westfallen-

.intervention was necessary to salvage the program. The halle at Dortmund. The center photo on the photo page “

Sept. '71 INAV requested clarification of a number of shows the model in flight. It consistently flies for over
;

matters crucially important to FAI programs in general. 2 minutes on pirelli, which shows how much better pirelli
In addition, AMA members from Districts VIII, IX and X is than the rubber available to Penaud. Gunter says that
requested Executive Council action on a similar list of the model 1a difficult to fly under full power, and that
concerns. The Feb. '72 Exceutive Council meeting consid- the experience has given him great respect for Penaud's
ered the matter briefly and tabled it after mention was accomplishments without pirelli and without modern indoor
made of a document "at the printers" which answered all flying knowledge.
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, CONTEST CALENDAR INDOOR ELSEWHERE

in CALIFORNIA - Santa Ana | ENGLAND
4 Indoor flying sessions for regular indoor events at The second trials for the English Indoor Team was held i

Santa Ana MCAF on Oct. 20-21, Nov. 24-25 and Dec. 22-23; at Cardington on Aug. 19, 1973, The team was selected on a
. Indoor Scale on Nov. 4, 1973. Contact Bob Randolph, 25145 the basis of the best two-flight total from either meeting, mm
. Lawton Ave., Loma Linda CA 92354, with the final selection being Laurie Barr, Reg Parham and

. fs
John Blount. The first trial resulte: .

CONNECTICUT ~ Glastonbury memeeiee 4 8
The Glastonbury Modelers are holding indoor sessions 1. Laurie Barr opie 28357 50357 64322 ‘with their club meetings on Nov. 8 and Dee. 6, 1973 from 2. Reg Parham 1531e 25:47 27311 52:58

7 pm to 9:30 pm at the Glastonbury High Gym. Contest at 3. Marty Shepherd epics e537 21300 ©

50350
the same site Nov. 18, 1973, 8 am to 5 pm. Contact George 4. P. Masterman 24:5B% 213 7 46303
Arustead, 80 Harvest Lane, Glastonbury CT 06033. 5. B. Hadland 23301% 1533 16315 39316

6. T. Taylor 22311* 13315 55326
FLORIDA ~ Miami ‘

oO

‘ ,

.

Indoor sessions to begin again in Miami. Contact Dr. Second Triala
Jehn Martin, 3227 Darwin St., Miami FL 33133 for info. Fi 4

¢ —— me

1. Laurie Barr 31 250 659309
wASSACHUSETTS - M.1.T. 2, John Blount Soish Soh 59315

Indoor sessions at DuPont Gymnasium, Vassar St. and 3. Reg Parham ose 278 263350 59313
Mass. Ave., Cambridge MA (use Vassar St. Entrance), on 4. Marty Shepherd 2833 20330 29346 5b324 |

Oct. 13, Nev. %, Dec. 1, 1973 and Jan. 12, Feb. 9, Mar. 9, 5. P. Masterman 18345 ogige 22t4€& 46321 ‘s
and Apr. 6, 1974, 3 pm to 6 pm. Indoor contest May 4, 6. T. Taylor 16348 16331 23356 46:07 a
1974, 10 am to 7 pm; Indoor Stick, PennyPlane, HLG, Delta 7. B. Hadland (did not attend end triais) 39316 a
Dart, Indoor Scale and Peanut Secale. Ray Harlan, 15 Happy . e
Hollow Rd., Wayland MA 01778, ph. 617-358-4013. GERMANY 7

The German Nats were held in Westfalilenrnalle in Dort-
|

NEW JERSEY ~ Union mund, after two postponements due to lust-minute rental
= ©

Indoor sessions at Livingston School on Midland Ave., of the hall. The ceiling 1s 24 meters nigh, with lamps
Union Nd, 7 pia to 10 pm, Oct. 11, Nov. 8, Dec. 13, 1973, hanging down and ventilator holes near the top. There
and Jan. 10, Feb. 14, mar. 14, Apr. 4 and May 9, 1974. were 31 entries, with results (top three) shown below.
Sponsored by Union Model Airplane Club; contact Dan Domina ‘

ut 1229 8. Long Ave., Hillside NJ 07205. Class P1 (35 em paper covered)
1. Gunter Malbaum 23359
2. K. Nottelmann 21:23

CONTEST RESULTS 3. W. Schaak “ 19:52
Class P2 (65 em paper covered)

CHICAGO AERONUTS INDOOR CONTEST, Apr.28-:29, 1973 Cat. II 1. A. Schwarz Sr. 22:05
Madison St. Armory, Chicago, I11. 65'ceiling 2. P. Verbeek 21329

3. A. Schwarz Jr. 21302 ,

dr. PennyPlane Open PennyPlane Class Mi (35 em microfilm)
Bill Black 5:56.2 Dennis Jaecks 10353.5 1. H. Tiemann 25325
Mindi Linstrunm 4:05.6 Rol Anderson 10:18.5 2. W. Jordan 18:16
Jenny Linstrun 3:41.0 Charlie Sotich 10:15.8 Glass M2 (65 cm microfilm)

o Dick Hardcastle 9345.8 1. Kurt Vogler 50:44
Steve Brown 9339.1 2. W. Lueke 32:07

Sr. PernyPlane Hank DeKat 9315.2 3. H. Lananer 31:20
Keith Gordey 8:37.8 Bob Hayes* 8337.8
Mark Kummerow 7:56.3 Ohuck Markos 8335.0 HINTS AND KINKS
Eric Miller 7:55.4 Dave Linstrum 8317.4 .

oe we cement cm See ape et

Steve Oravecz 6:38.5 Bob Elman 5:19.6 KopeckyCoveringFrame ees
Paper Stick Indoor stick The sketch below amply covers the construction of this

/

Dennis Jaecks 16:17.4 CharlieSotich 23:55.9 useful gadget by Ernie Kopecky. In use, the frame is cov-
Charlie Sotich 14:50.6 Dennis Jaecks ,21:49.8 ered by placing it directly on the storage hoop; the film
Rol Anderson 14:30.0 G41 Graunke '  18327.0 can be caused to adhere to the frame either by water or by
Jeff Annis 14:09.2 Howard Haupt  47:54.8 rubber cement (rubber cement is probably preferable). It
Dick Hardcastle 13:17.2 Dick Hardcastle 15:13.6 is then placed over the surface to be covered. The wing or
Chuck Markos 12:30.5 Jeff Annis 14:59.1 stab has previously been wet down to the board in typical
Richard Doig 12:11.0 Clarence Mills 1302.0 Bilgri covering style. As the covering frame ts lowered
Keith Gordey* 11231.0 Mindi Linstrum** 7352.8 over the wing, the light balsa end strips permit the fiir
Clarence Mills 8:41.0 Dave Linstrum 4320.0 to conform to the rib shape; thus giving a smooth covering
Steve Oravecz* 8:07.0 Bob Hayes* 3:08.0 job with little extra effort. Thanks to Jim Mills for

drawing up this sketch.
dr. Paper Stick Open HLG
Bill Black 3356.5 Bob Watson 115.6 BALSATOKEEP SILeSPAN

Keith Gordey* 109.3 UNDER TENSION

Dick Swenson 107.2 :

, Vat oat _

dr. HLG Chuck Markos 106.4 A ZK ( BALSA

James Loribiecki 48 .4 Tom Neumann 105.2 for ~

Jim McCarthy 16.5 Richard Doig 102.2
Bob Hayes#* 98 .3 ' f pe
John Loribiecki 97.2 f

AChris Matsuno 88.0 ff |
Dan Neumann 68.5 SSK. ,

Indoor Scale
KeithWard Piper Cub 174.4 points —
Chuck Markos Westland Widgeon 168.0 Y 7

,

Mark Kummerow 1911 Cessna 160.0 : SILKSPAN
Charlie Sotich ‘“Volksplane 132.0 ONDER TENS\ON

Bill Naylor Pietenpol Aircamper 130.7 :

‘

Ed Fort
_

Vought VE-7 116.4
Charlie Sotich Pilatus Porter 116.0 Kopecky Covering Frame
Phil Cox Pilatus Turboporter 84.8 oe

Howard Haupt Pilatus Porter 74.0 (The above has been reprinted from an early INAV.)
Bill Gough Nesmith Cougar 68.0

a

Sion ce. a a, * so .,
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NEWS and VIEWS itor: Bud Tenny- Box 545+ Richardson, Texas: 75080
####NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY #### FA] INDOORREPORT

.

New Members! U,S- Indoor Woh?
HENRY H. FALES Jr., c/o Albert's Cabins, Rt.#7, Lanesboro, AMA has completed the proper arrangements with Lake-
ot MA 01237 Hurst NAS to permit an offer to host the 1974 Indoor WCh

BILL GAISER, 4235 SW Agate Ln., Portland OR 97201 at Lakehurst, sometime in July or August, 1974. The In-
%. L. MCLEAN, 11754 Florinda Dr., San Diego CA 92127 door event would be combined with a Scale WCh, running)
DICK STAMM, 6613 BE. 134th St., Grandview MO 64030 concurrently. The reason for combining the events is to
STANLEY W. WESOLOWSKI, 205 Weatherby Dr., Westwood MA make possible the offer of a charter flight from Europe,

02090. as was done for the 1971 RC WOh, held at Doylestown, Pa.
me

‘ The decisionwill be made at the upcomingCIAM meeting in-
Missed Any Issues?

. Paris. At the same meeting, it is expected that Poland
will also offer to heet the 1974 Indoor WCh, and some

In recent months, several people have written to say rumors have it that Romania will again offer the salt mine
they have missed one or more issues. Apparently the Post for the event. It may be possible that the decision will
Office is having more problems than usual, because the ve known in time for the Nov. '73 INAV.
missing issues are neither delivered nor returned as "un-

;

deliverable", which used to be the case. If you have not . FAI Program Czar
received any particular issue within aix weeks of when it
should have arrived, or within a week of when a nearby The Sept. '73 INAV reported that Frank Ehling has been
friend receives his, please drop a line immediately. A appointed as FAI program “ezar", and noted that Ehling had
couple of people have written after missing three or more requested clarification of his status from the Executive
consecutive issues, and by then it becomes nip-and-tuck Council. ,

as to whether a particular issue is stil] in print. It .

is preferable to me to have to deal with a few queries No official word of the Council's vote has been re~
~

about an isave that hasn't been printed than to have to vealed, even to individual Council members, but Ehling is ‘

. tell someone an issue is out of print because they waited proceeding to design an Indoor Program for the Council's :
too long to say they missed it! approval. This action circumvents all established guide-

a, lines, and causes the viability ofa11 other guidelines to {

_.
It may seem unusual that recent issuesare out of be open to question. However, the guidelines were created

. print before earlier ones, but this is a problem of any vy the Executive Council and can thereby be set aside by
‘growing organization. In mid-1969, 300 copies of each the Council. One musthope that the guidelines whichwere a
issue were being printed to cover an average circulation the result of years of experience will be replaced with
of 280 copies per month. As soon as thecirculation went enough new guidelines to prevent mass confusion.
up, it became necessary to increase printing to 400 copies
per month and each month had a surplus of about 100 or 80

CONTEST CALENDAR
:

available a beeensat Now, we're near the point oi2needing an increase to- copies per month, 4 e €8 CALIFORNIA - Santa Ane ot
will soon be bulging with back issues again. Indoor sessions at Santa Ana MCAF on Nov. 24-25 and
oo :

-

; - ,
Dec. 22-23, 1973. Contact Bob Randolph, 25145 Lawton

NIMAS Awards Ave., Loma Linda CA 92354,
Silver Cat. IT Award - 0:53.2, Richard Doig CONNECTICUT- Glastonbury

we The Glastonbury Nodelers are holding indoor sessions
vee be NewMaterials! with their club meetings Dec. 6, Jan. 30, Feb. 26, Mar.

: 12, Apr. 2, May 7 and June 4, 7 pm to 9:30 pm. Also on
Chet Wrzos sent some amall wire hooks used by fisher- Sundays 8 am to noon, Jan. 20, Feb. 17, Mar. 17, Apr. 21

men for quick-change mounting of fishing lures, and sug-7 and May 12, 1974. Sessions at Glastonbury High Gym. Con-
gested that they would be useful as “O" rings onrubber tact George Arustead, 89 Harvest Lane, Glastonbury CT.
motors. Although this type of hook 1s too heavy for FAI

:models, it is ideal for PennyPlane and strong enough to MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. ,

hold a fully wound P/P motor. The particular product Chet Indoor sessions at DuPont Gymnasium, Vassar St. and
sent was “No-Knot Fas~-Snap", by Nature Faker Lures, Wind- Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass. (use Vassar St. entrance).
sor MO 65360. Dec. 1, 1973, 3 pm to 6 pm. Jan. 12, Feb. 9, Mar. 9, Apr.

New HannanCatalog 6, 1974, 6 pm to 9 pm, Indoor contest May 4, 1974, 10 am
, to 7 pm, Indoor Stick, HLG, Indoor Scale, Peanut Scale,

Bill Hannan has announced the latest version of hia PennyPlane and Delta bart. Contact Ray Harlan, 15 Happy
"Plans & Things" catalog (25¢ postage and handling), and Hollow Rd., Wayland MA 01778.
some neat little Peanut Scale mylar press-on decals. The
decals are striking, and the catalog is the most interest- NEW JERSEY - Union

ee cigtitemye ;

ing collection of Peanut Scale and fun/spert goodies that Indoor sessions at Livingston School on Midland Ave.,
just has to be seen to be believed! Union NJ, 7 pm to 10 pm, Dec. 13, 1973 and Jan. 10, Feb,

. 14, Mar. 14, Apr. 4 and May 9, 1974. Sponsored by Union
Renewal Reminder vos Dan Domina, 1229 S. Long Ave., Hillside NJ

° .

Those whose newsletter was addressed with the address-
er printer will note a number in the upper left-hand part OREGAN - Albany Lo

of the address. If it 1s "11", your subseription expires Indoor contest Jan. 20, 1974, 10 am to 33:30 pm; HLG,
with the November issue. Similarly, "12" applies to the Kasy B, PennyPlane, Indoor Scale, Indoor Stick, Paper
December igsue and "1" to the Jan. '74 issue. Please _ «Stick. Feb. 9, 7 pm to 10 pm, Indoor Fum-fly. Feb, 10,
check and renew ahead of time if possible - it saves much Indoor Scale meet 10 am to 3:30 pm. All events at South
time here in extra paperwork! Albany High School Gym, 3705 8. Columbus Ave., Albany.

- Site has 42’ ceiling to obstructions with 75' x 105' floor
Future Issues - A Reminder area. Bob Stalick, 1120 Shady Lane, Albany OR 97321.

=. Fature issues will present information on PennyPlanes TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth
and jigs and fixtures - provided that those who have info Indoor contest Dec. 2, 1973 at American Airlines Hang-
will shareit! ar, Greater SW Airport, Ft. Worth. HLG, PennyPlane, Easy

. ee RECORDS?MAYBE! - B, Peanut Scale, Towline Glider, 1 pm to 6 pet. Contact
mo, , _—— Don Chancey, 611 Bedford, Richardson TX 75080.
“Chicago Aeronuts Indoor Contest - Nov. 4, 1973 Cat. II

|

Brig. Gen. Re L. Jones Armory, Chicago 90' ceiling
' Cat. II Jr. HLG - 129.9, Bob Hayes, Jr.



6 zs against sto egs) and securing a tool bit in the spin-|,

DESIGNING SENSITIVE BEAN BALANG ase Lines for fnousands of an ounce oan be ruled .2"
by Ray Harlan long (.01 to .015 deep), while those for 2001 oz incre-

ments can be made .1" long. Spacing of 050 is conven-
This note presents the design of a beam balance which dent in this setup. If done by hand, 1/16" may be more

|

4s sensitive to .0001 oz and accomodates up to .050 o2. convenient. The lines can be filled with China marker
The significantdesign theory is included to permit mod- and the excess wiped off.
ification to suit each builder's taste, Although the bal-

; ance was made with the help of a milling machine, all the Hook :

parts caN be made by hand if care is taken. Lo!
‘

—

The hook can be .016 wire in a .020 hole and can have
Theor the shape shown in Fig. 5. The baseboard shouldn't pro-aagort

no ject far beyond the fulcrum toward the hook.,

The position of the fulcrum with respect to the center
.

of gravity of the beam determines how far the beam will Zero Adjust
tip 1f a small weight is put on the hook (i.e. the sensi-
tivity). For indoor models, one should be able to see -' -& 2-56 x 1" or 4-40 x 1" screw can be secured in the

|clearly a change of .0001 oz. To find the relationship balance weight (Fig. 6). Two nuts on this screw can be
between the fulcrum height and the sensitivity, the bean moved to provide fine balance adjustment when the slide
can be simplified as in Fig. 1. It 18 convenient not to weight 18 at zero.
make both legs equal so as to limit the overall length to
something reasonable while retaining a long scale. The Use
short leg is weighted to balance the beam with nothing on
the hook. Finding Ly and Lo 1s easy if the beam has con-

_

Place the baseboard so that the fulcrum projects from
stant crosssection. In this case La is half the right leg the edge of a table a few inches. A thin table is best,length. If the density (D, oz/in.) of the beam material. as it permits the wing of a complete model hung from the
is known together with the weight (Wp, oz) required to . nose to swing under it freely. If the table does inter-~
balance the beam, Li is approximately: fere, make a long hook extension to lower the model sev-‘202 ,

eral inches. Be sure to subtract the weight of the ex-
2 tension. :

Ly FP ————= inches

wW, + DL, , The accuracy of the balance depends only on the care
with which Lz and the scale are laid out and the accuracy

..

This equation is derived from equating the moments of the slide’weight. Greater sensitivities than .0001 ozabout the fulcrum. This sensitivity can be found in the can be achieved, but the beam may be unstable for large
same manner by assuming a small weight to be put on the

—
deflections.

hookand solving for the beam deflection. The result of
6oma. werent, Wy Wich isaeprosinately, the beam will =wote; «All illustrations for seale on p. 4.
rise an amount, z, WwW. ,

L.3 STATE OF THE ART
gs

(yo(tHL ty) The model of the month is overdue in tworespects ;
=

6"
To

=
"

= 6", a it was ready for printing ee issues ago and kept get-
. Tao TUERCiuattunpean, De “1 oonvan’ “ew = .0001 OZ, ting crowdedout, pAises, 28 goon as Ernie Kopecky heardof"" ob °. 8 350. whic pee ebe rearecneedaud aclvea fers, whichbecomes On98 ine set at the’ 1963 Team Finals in Santa Ana, he said, "send

Thus, we mist be very careful to knowwherethe centerof Bob my congratulations! I've held the‘record too long!
gravity of the beam te, and po, piece the vod.

Bob has been sneaking up on the record for over ait. If 2 18 doubled, the sensitivity is halved.
year, with agveralaifterent models. 108 theTecord Hop,he remarks, "This version of Top Ca a ck sectionFulcrum

—— wing to hold the climb down. Evidently the thick wing
A sharp fulorum is necessary and a razor blade 1s 42:6. "Iwas wellcenteredfor mostef thefiight ana.‘ satisfactory if rigidly held in place on the beam. Fig. a od the beams 12-15 times, the last time at {6 minutes2 shows an aluminum block which holds the blade with eo vent off with 2240 turne and landed with 336."

*

screws. If made by hand, two 1/4 x,3/8x 3/4 aluminum ,

blocks can be substituted, eliminating the need to saw a ’
slot. Also thin wedges can be used to secure the blade. Bob's trim setting checked out at +11% on the ChOS

ry charts, even with the forward wing position. The graphThe blade pivots on 1/8" aluminum edges (see Fig. 6). below shows both +11 and Of.
Damper .

\4
¢

;

A very useful feature is a magnetic damper. This lin- °
ite the swing of the beam to one or two overshoots and is iw,’ (0%) .

particularly handy when drafts are present. The damper 13)
°

uses two ceramic magnets about 3/4" x 1", often found on e

typing correction tape (Touch and Go) boxes. They are
2 , :

a epoxied to angle brackets as shown in Fig. 3 and mounted o| !
’1/8" apart on the baseboard. Make sure they are oriented a
’

to attract each other as strongly as possible. The damper = ¢

arm is thin (.020" or less) aluminum epoxied to the bean.
7

i |!
¢

The damper does not affect the accuracy or sensitivity °
°

e TOP CAT 200
‘ of the beam. The damping forces are proportional to the uw I a

speed of the damper arm only. One caution, however; keep ‘0 ,
all steel slide wire screws well away from the magnets,. 2 9

¢

It may be better to use brass for these. > . ;

¢

Sliding Weight And Scale
8

3 {4
By putting the weight on a slide wire it won't get 6 ? Nose Ioc.e " l2 t

lost. Fig. 4 illustratea the design. The heavier the
.

X=NOSETOC4.
weight, the longer you can make Lz, for a given Le and _

scale capacity. Mine is .024 oz. which, with the figures
.

—_
used under Theory yields a capacity of .050 oz. Fig. 4 HINTSANDKINKSshows the weight and aed wires veient ts poe ee peeleft slot head screw so S B2AGe we § pointing The bottom part of p. 4 is a reprint from 1968, show-

|

zero when touching this screw. ~ ing Bob Putman's methed of repairing a wing which lost
The brass weight can be made to approximate length and patent *wing seltva 1 ntdok decree conofnae pered thethen taken to thenearest university for finishing with a the hoon After this dried, he trinsed the film loose onfile. Most biology labs have accurate balances (e.g. the outeide of the patch to give room for the wing tip snd‘er itivities in tenths of milligrams. (.001 pa & € tipMetler) with sens cabane (not shown) to drop past the patch. Once the filsne eee« state bata eate seene ty Tteeved aromgete0of theIf a milling machine is available, the scale can be , ° u 6 - lay the wing

engraved by attaching the beam with double-faced tape down, attach the film and trim it loose,
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NEWS and VIEWS itor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
A AL _INDOOR MODEL & SOCIETY **#*

Printing costs 398.00
INAV postage 478.00

New Members}!New Members Correspondence postage 90.00
TIM LAVENDER, 109 Villa, McMinnvilleTN 37110 | Office Supply, misc. 150 -00
GYORGY G. POLCZ, M.D., 109 Riverside Ave., Muncie IN 47303 1116,
FREDERICK WUNSCHE, 3395 South Blvd. E, Auburn Hts. MI48057 This projection ghows a projected $61 surplus for next

year rring another increase in printing costs. It has
: This Issue beena fond hope that the NIMAS decal could be re-issued,: oo especially since many present members have never seen the
‘ It has been a fond hope and expectation around here deeal and others would like to get more. The original
i that the INAV publishing schedule would eventually catch issue of the decal was essentially a gift, so perhaps care

up to the schedule that used to be. With a 50-hour work in planning can give « plan of some free decals and some
week and an occasional 11 or 12 hour day, not much prog- sold for @ price which will permit the cost tobe mostly
ress has been made. In addition, correspondence ia 'way amortizedso new decals could be printed without financial
behind. Normally, correspondence is the life-blood of crunch.
INAV our aatuas interaction ae what pas traditionally ms
resulted in the broad variety of material available, SPECIAL INTE QThat is, I note a comment which indicates you have sonme-

SPECIALINTERNATIONAL ISSUE

thing we would all like to know, then I ask for it.
tna Onceagain, the November issue is dedicated to all the -

uo oo ndoor ers around th r. ‘eme
sO

Happily, many of you have sent material w/o prompting the U.S. activityand oftendrivesuste renter poonerand others have responded to the pleas in recent issues —

mance just to catch up! It is especially good that thisfor PennyPlane and Jigs & Fixtures info. 60, in this in- issue also announces the 1974 WCh at Lakehurst - and we -
terim (we hope) interval, please continue. If possibile, can look forward to meeting many of our friends from other .camera-ready drawings are preferred, but all info will lands - in friendship and competition.eventually be used. It just takes time to draw it all .

up - which detracts from time for correspondence. FAI_INDOOR REPORT a

So, the Nov. '73 issue is a late Christmas present '
and Merry Christmas to you all!

, T4_WChInU.8.! :

AeronodellerAnnus) - '73/'74 bid toholdthe1974 Indoorworia Championships atLake: -
The new Aeromodeller Annus] is out’- as usual, it 1s put thepresentlyplanneddatesare gute ioyenereee tee

easily classifieble as a collector's item. Topics range key to the acceptance was the offer to host RC Pylon con-from FAI Indoor and Easy B thru all the most popular out- test during the same time frame, which enabled plans todoor classes and cover some sport models and the latest run a charter flight from Europe at rates which could bedevelopments in electric powered models. Ron Moulton's reasonable,
editing is cheerly up to his usual high standards , and he ~
is to be thanked for his efforts. Contact Model & Allied 74/15_-_ p

.

Publications Ltd., 13/35 Bridge St., Hemel Hempstead,
FAL Massive Upheaval

.Herts, England for pricea and omering info. In the past ten weeks, the AMA Executive Council has
in ‘174Hats byFAICzar Frank Ehling. Theseideas,if acceptedby the |

So * > epted by the

Te latest word te that the 1974 Nate will be held at oot’ prSgreas andwoulsaliatareyail foraes MAE IsicChennault AFB, Lake Charles, La., early in August. Very competition except the Finals. The program questionaire‘ good outdoor facilities and housing accomodations are said which formerly gave participants in previous programs some
: to be available. Indoor arrangements include two possible opportunity to express their views, apparently will below Cat. II (50' = 60’) sites and also the Goodyear blimp totally eliminated. Qualification for the Finals is pro-hangar in Houston, Texas, 150 miles away. More details posed to be only via AMA contests, (including FAI Stick to

|

will ve given as they are available and firmed up. be added to the Nats) but entrants in other AMA contests

gan use Easy B, PennyPlane, Indoor Scale, Peanut Scale and
oo

- Financial Report Some Indoor Stick and Paper Stick models to qualify. If
co the Council approves the basic proposal of regional Finals

1973 NIMAS income reached an all-timehigh, due to with staggered entry to allow entry in all three, Ehling
donations, the 25¢/year dues increase (now $3,25/year) would then make the following proposals as quoted from

' which began in Jan. '72, and another banner year of nen- Ehling memo of Nov. 8, 1973:
bership growth. At the same time, expenses increased in .

proportion to growth, with an added boost due to an in- 1. Select three CD's from each interest whowould basic-
crease in printing costs. To lessen the suspense, income ally be from the western, central and eastern areas who
amounted to $1044.79 for the year, with expenses totalling would be the area finals CD's for a particular interest.
$934.61 - a surplus of $110.09. Looming in the immediate

'

future is a postal increase of 2¢ per domestic mailing, 2. They would agree upon uniform qualifying performances
and the immediate need to increase the number of copies (times, pointa, scores or places) to become eligible to

. printed of each issue. The increase in number of copies fly at anyone of the three finals sites. Their require-
needed is due to the expanding membershipas outlined in ments would come from past program requirements, contest-
the Oct. '73 INAV. ‘The income/outgo breake down thus: ant inputs and any inputs I could contribute from past

knowledge of what worked best.
: Printing costs 347 .57

3 INAV postage 347.01 3. They would agree on which area would start the finals :

a Correspondence postage 88 .68 so the finals could be best attended and with approximate-
Office Supply, misc. ~$8i4F ly 30 days between dates to further increase attendancea cae 61 from those who could travel. ,

.

.

The newsletter circulation increased from an average -

of 330 in 1972 to345 in 1973, for a 4.5% increase. the 4, 5, 6 - details of program entry and HQ paperwork.
nooming mail amounted to 1 pieces, and outgoing cor-

a respondence amounted to 1412 pieces, with much of fnat to In fairness to the Executive Council, it should be
| service new memberships and inquiries noted that the October and November issues of the club

° Besesae and Competition News made no mention of the
While pondering the expected increase in expenses, a

Gouncil's deliberations on thie matter, and that the
: projection based on the normal 5% growth and the 25% in- counesl normally Goes not control the contents of these

_.
Crease in domestic postage costs yielded a projected in- mae+2ngs« n fact, one Counc member noted that HQ had

. come of $1177 and expenses of $1116 ae follows; not even communicated to him the results of initial voting
-

;

.

which (implied in Ehling memos, but not revealed to date)
;

aath nny tegen mummies esteem esses
— sens saint ners Seisdce Sess a

. . ae |a



be apparently gave Ehling essentially carte blanche power to RECORDS? MAYBE
be handle FAI programs as he sees fit. In the most recent ee

b. mailing, the negative vote of Dist. VIII was not circu- Thermal Thumbere Record Trials, Nov. 24-25, 1973 Cat. III
,k lated, but five responses which were either partly or Santa Ana MCAS, Santa Ana, CAlif. ¢wholeheartedly in agreement with basic Ehling proposale Junior Indoor Cabin ~ 12:29, John Magnus #t were circulated. Junior A ROG - 3:04.8, Ken Bauer a.

Junior HLG - 1:58.2. Ken Bauer —~
In summary, and speaking from the limited viewpoint ,

,

of an Assoc. VP who has been consulted by his VP, this STATE OF THE ART
affair has many aspects of both managed news and secret
meetings which contrasts starkly with the free and open This month, there are four models - two top FAI models
member communication we have enjoyed in the past few from Romania and Czechoslovakia, a 35 om model from Great
years. Your VP has recently received a ballot which asks Britain and an"almost" PennyPlane from Sweden,
for the Council's selection of single site, regional site,
or "pick Team at Nats" for each of the five FAI interest Karol Rybecky's 1972 FAI placed 2nd at the '72 WCh,
groups. Based on the five (out of 14 possible!) respon- then went on to garner its high time at the 1973 contest
ses circulated, regional sites for FF and Indoor would be at Slanic (the salt mine). The model was developed from
approved. It 1s likely that individual members will not his previous (pre-one gram) models, and is a bit smaller
be able to express an opinion except to his District VP. than the current practice in Europe, with Slanic condi-
If you wish to do so, find your VP in the list below: tions in mind. Karol is pleased with the model's perfor-

mance - 2nd at the WCh and 3rd at Slanic with 14 minutes
I - Cliff Piper, Highland Ave., Atkinson NH 03811 more time than ist at the WCh - and feels the basic design
II - Josh Titus, 148 Garden Ave., Paramus NJ 07652 is good for leas experienced fliers. ’
III - Ron Morgan, School For Vet Children, Scotland PA 2

17254 Aurel Popa isa a young man with the touch for indoor “a
IV + John Spalding, 5803 Ellerbie St., Lanham MD 20801 that is rapidly making him a master. He has lately led 3

V - Jim Perdue, Kingston Circle, RFD Ha, Athens TN 37303 the pack in Romania, and with the model shown he won the
VI ~ Glenn Lee, 102 W. Mandrake, Batavia IL 60510 '73 Slanic meet with a handy 70 second margin.
VII - Jack Josaitis, 23663 Lawrence, Dearborn MI 48128

'
;

VIII - Murray Frank, 2933 Blankenship, Wichita Falls TX Marty Shepherd's 35 cm model now holds the British
76308 record for that class, and is somewhat representative of

IX - Stan Chilton, 1401A S. Hydraulic St., Wichita KS a@ trend toward smaller models as an alternative class in
67211 Europe. At least three other countries now fly smaller

X - Alex Chisolm, 1100 West Shaw, Fresno CA 93705 models, with Hungary the latest to begin. Marty gave no
XI ~- Bob Stalick, 1120 Shady in., Albany OR 97321 indication of restrictions on the English 35 cm class,

but the Hungarian class is 45 cm, one gram, 15 cm max
CONTEST CALENDAR wing chord and 20 cm motor stick length (hook to hook).

. Poland and Czechoslovakia are trying similar specs except
CONNECTICUT - Glastonbury for a 50 cm span.

The Glastonbury Modelers are holding indoor sessions
" ‘with their club meetings Jan. 30, Feb. 26, Mar. 12, Apr. Finally, the "almost" PennyPlane! In Sweden, the 25

2, May 7 and June 4, 1974, 7 pm to 9:30 pm. Also on Sun- ore coin is similar in size to the U.S. penny, but with
days, 8 am to noon, Jan. 20, Feb. 17, Mar. 17, Apr. 21 and 2,3 g weight instead of the 3 g weight of the penny. In
May 12, 1974. Sessions at Glastonbury High Gym. Contact recent months, the 25 ore class models have increased in
George Armstead, 89 Harvest Lane, Glastonbury CT 06037. wing area - paralleling PennyPlane development in the U.S.

FLORIDA - Miami All plans except Marty's are in metric, as are the
The Miami Indoor Aircraft Model Association will have CMOS charts below. As ugual, the dashed lines represent

a Fly For Fun at the Youth Fair Jan. 4 and contest #4 at the designer's trim location in contrast with O% margin.
the Goodyear Blimp Base, Opa Locka Airport Jan. 20, 1974. INP (see Mar/Apr '73 INAV) for Rybecky = 35% margin; for
Contact Dr. John Martin, 3227 Darwin St., Miami FL 33133. Popa, INP = 32%.
MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. .

Indoor sessions at DuPont Gymnasium, Vassar St. and 35
. ,

Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass. (use Vassar St. entrance). FAI ! GRAM 7
Jan. 30, Feb. 26, Mar. 12, Apr. 6, 1974, 6 pm to 9 pm. Aurel Popa ‘4,Indoor contest May 4, 1974, 10 am to 7 pm; Indoor Stick, ’

p “1
HLG, Indoor Scale, Peanut Scale, PennyPlane and Delta y O%Dart. Contact Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland

le. 49MA 01778.
PY ied 30} y

vr 4%

MISSOURI ~ Kansas City Area
0%

f 4
Two contests are planned in the KC area this winter, - 7 7

with Indoor Scale and beginner events tentatively planned Go 6.6%——wy /7for February. Easy B and Open Stick will probably follow a. /
in xarch. Special awards for the best constructed scale “| 25F 1 ff/ RYBECKY ‘72 FAImocel and the highest "no touch" Indoor Stick time. Con- uu /
tact Roger Schroeder, 4111 w. 98th St., Shawnee Mission &

J ff!
- KS 66207. 2 1 fbNEW JERSEY - Union ” 4 ffIndoor sessions at Livingston School on Midland Ave., °

20 7
Union NJ, 7 pm to 10 pm, Jan. 10, Feb. 14, Mar. 14, Apr. 4 < / 7
and May 9, 1974, Sponsored by Union MAC; contact Dan > (/
Domina, 1229 S. Long Ave., Hillside NJ 07025. 7

NEW YORK - Long Island 10 IS 20 25 30
Cat. I Record Trials at Boy's Gym of Friends Academy, X-NOSE TO C.G.

pouet Varley, Lats NY, Dec. 29. 1973 and Mar. 23, 19th, ?
a

am to 5 pm. Gym shoes required. Site is approx. 60'x ,

72', with shallow peaked roof, max height approx. 33', 35 cm. RECORD HOLDER /
Contact J. G, Pailet, 30 Emerson Rd., Brookville, Glen
Head NY 11545. /

PENNSYLVANIA - Philedelphia Area - f
Indoor contests in Bridesburg Rec Center, Richmond &

2
23%/ O%Ash St. Philadelphia. Jan. 20, Mar. 17, HLG, Indoor ;

Scale, "B" Stick; Feb. 17, HLG, Peanut Scale, "B" Stick. < 7
Contact Charles Stiles, IRC Co., Div. TRW, 6th Flr. R&D, _401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia PA 19108, oC / oom

~-
OREGON - Albany uw) 5 /

Indoor contest Jan. 20, 1974, 10 am to 3:30 pm; HLG, . /
Easy B, PennyPlane, Indoor Scale, Indoor Stick, Paper 2
Stick. Feb. 9, 7 pm to 10 pm, Indoor Fun-fly. Feb. 10, /
Indoor Scale meet 10 am to 3:30 pm. All events at South /Albany High School Gym, 3705 8. Columbus Ave., Albany. 4 ee es ee eeesSite has 42' ceiling to obstructions with 75' x 105' floor 2 3 4 5 6
area, Bob Stalick, 1120 Shady Lane, Albany OR 97321. X-NOSE TOC.G.

4 serepnamtermccnnespeinsteettm eppaae
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NEWS and VIEWS (Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas 75080
###ONA TIONAL OOR MO AIRPLANE SOctETYause . Cas FALINDOOR RT

The Nov. '73 INAV reported on the apparently secretNew Members! AMA Executive Counedt discussione of program proposals by
PAI Czar Frank Ehling. ‘The December Club Mailing - #3MINE REGAN tGlAe Leen are Middletown RI 02640 since beginning of the discussions - still had no mention

’ eatherwood Way, Irvine CA 92664 of thie matter. The December Competition News has a pre-
;

Thank You! liminary report (page 8) revealing some Couneil thinking.
m A Sept. 20 Ehling memo asked whether programs should_ oee again. we received many Christmas cards from be designed to yield the best team or whether good teams
E many tt It hae become neat: and the messages of should be sought via programa designed to encourage par-eh Wall,

t in thie we mposaible to return these ticipation by more modelers. More specifically, the ques-haa hat aie 4 bon tifulhet Bo, we hope that all of you tion was (1) pick teams with grass roots participation orbeet to O74 ul holidays, and we wish you the (2) without grass roota participation. Favoring (1) werevery best for 1974. III, IV, V, VI, VII, X AND XI. Favoring (2) were I, IX.
Dist. VIII responded without commitment and Dist. II didNew Materials not respond. Dist. XI also stated that he felt the two

ncepts were Ly @ °Dave Linstrum and Charlie Sotich are "pushing" a new
concep not mutually exclusive

material called Fomecore. It is available from artist An Ehling memo on Oct. 16 asked for permission tosupply stores, and consists of light plastic foam with deviate from established guidelines in establishing newlight card stock on both sides. It comes in thicknesses FAI programs. Nine districts granted this permission tofrom 3/16" to 1/2", in 4' x 8' sheets for prices ranging deviate from guidelines in forming programs to be approvedup to about $7 per sheet. The thinner versions can be by the Council, VII said guidelines should be followed andcreased and then folded like corregated cardboard, making Dist. II did not respond.it possible to bend and glue model boxes (Elmers Glue or
aliphatic resin works best) just as with cardboard - but At this point, the report mentions the Council mailinglighter and prettier. There will be some tricks to using reported in the first part of the Nov. '73 INAY comments,the material, and it is hoped that an article will soon be ut obviously could not report on any results. For thoseavailable to explain the material, who wish to contact their VP's on this matter, the listing

of AMA VP's in the Nov. '73 INAV should be corrected perHLG Info Anyone? these election results:

INAV has a lot of good HIG fliers in the "audience", V = Jim MeNeill, 617 8. 20th Ave., Birmingham AL 35205put it is seldom that any HLG material comes this way, XI - Homer Smith, 1417 NW 191st St., Seattle wa 98177So, how about it?

4n_ Editorial
re Indoor Postal Contest

we However dark the picture may seem to many of us, itThe Midwinter Iceburg Junior Contest will be held is heartening to remember that matters mentioned aboveduring January and February, 1974. It is for fliers thru represent the first FAI decisions in years which confors
age 15, and details are available from Richard Whitten, to By-Law requirements for such decisions. From a per-PO Box 176, Wall Street Station, New York NY 10005. sonal standpoint, I do net like starting essentially from

 wealate Quald zero when we had a working setup. I do not like having noFilati Quality say whatsoever in the program makeup. Finally, if I lived
in Dist. II (New York & New Jersey), I would be pretty up-Ever since the original manufacturers of the rubber set thatI had not been represented in these decisions.tee educh Beene Pedeede eeeet put ve anotherf aver Also, on the brighter side, it is possible that the matterwhat the quality of the new roduct would be The worst will be reviewed, since my personal grapevine reports that

fears of all us "“worr R .

some members of the Council are balking on responding toy-warte Seemed to be proven true as
the £28 December Ehling memo requesting the Council tothe first shipments of Filati seemed to be of shoelace
a ot te el re & . ionalfinalee Nate selectionquality. Happily, the manufacturer was eager to work to esignate single site, r § .

or Na

upgrade their quality, and a shipment received by Ian for each of the five FAI interest groups.
Kaynes (editor of FREE FLIGHT NEWS) seened to have better

It is etill inexcusable, to my thinking, that HQ has,fo Tied a eeerotenen eee al yorlds would be for us
neglected to mention anything of this whole matter until& to work with us to control
ict might have been the final ballot was already in thetheir quality toward our needs, Because of the very low
Fors of the Gounell. I feel certain that the Council hadhopeful. Maybeweoantoauckyne modeling, it is not
no intent ef conducting its business in secret; however,°

I cannot believe the Council was unaware of the lack of
As long-time readers >f INAV know, the matter of rub- membership communication.

ber quality, and how to asst for it, has been a concern of
mine. Since Filati ha’ andtoated enough interest to try CONTEST CALENDA
to meet our needa, we may be able to "close the loop” by ONNECTICUT - Glastonbur .

telling them which batches meet our needs best. If their ¢
The Glastonbury Nodelers are holding indoor sessionsproduction records are good enough to indentify process~ with their club meetings Jan. 30, Feb. 26, Mar. 12, Apr.ing differences between batches, the result could be cus- 2, May 7 and June 4, 1974, 7 pm to 9:30 pm. Also on Sun-tom rubber production to our standards. days, 8 am to noon, Jan. 20, Feb. 17, Mar. 17, Apr. 21 and ,

May 12, 1974. Sessions at Glastonbury High Gym. ContactWakefield fliers, especially those with torque-con-
trolled trim which adjusts for differences in rubber hard- @°rse Armstead, 89 Harvest Lane, Glastonbury CT 06037.

ness, are unanimous in their desire for rubber with the FLORIDA - Miami
:

highest possible energy storage capability. Indoor ers

(7 Eid te Prefer either hard or soft rubber, again with the  ,gy"ton-Pur-at-the-Youth-Pair-sancrandcontest#4atf a: O88 @ energy storage. For a ut the highes ” “Roce

fr, 4,"” ggETHGS "rinber ofthe proper Sardaces can bo more weeral {20Go04ZearDLinp base, OpeLocka Airport yan.20,,1974.than softer rubber with higher energy. The real problem ° , ,

of giving feedback to Filati on rubber quality will be to MASSACHUSETTS - N,I.T.
quickly determine the suitability of any particular batch, Indoor sessions at DuPont Gymnasium, Vassar St. and
or perhaps to route specific batches to eitherindoor or Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass. (use Vassar St. entrance).outdoor fliers, depending upon batch characteristics. If Jan. 30, Feb. 26, Mar. 12, Apr. 6, 1974, 6 pm to 9 pm. ;

we learn enough about rubber to make the measurements, 1% Indoor contest May 4, 1974, 10 am to 7 pm; Indoor Stick,will be possible to get the best usage from the rubber we HLG, Indoor Scale, Peanut Scale, PennyPlane and Delta
can get. Once again, we should pool all our knowledge on Dart. Contact Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd., Waylandrubber testing! MA 01778.

nner tantSuntanidoennineteen sresetsbreptevsnenintadiiemniieteinieeserntecanmeananamninaietbienesenninem nisinionwidinasepittte
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MISSOURI ~ Kansas City Area
Two contests are planned in theKC area this winter, NDOOR_ ELSEWHERE

with Indoor Scale and beginner events tentatively planned
for February. Easy B and Open Stick will probably follow ARGENTINA - Buenos Aires
in March. Special awards for the best constructed scale The Argentine Indoor Nats were held Apr. 20, 1973. «model and the highest "no touch" Indoor Stick time. Con- a
tact Roger Schroeder, 4111 w. 98th St., Shawnee Mission 1. Alberto Barilari 14:49 15:32% 30321 q
KS 66207. 3° Nereo Beggiatto 13250 4352 29382 4

- « Eduardo Grippo 133 14310 2735 tyNEW JERSEY Union 4, Miguel Leone 10:03 14:10 24:13 , 4Indoor sessions at Livingston School on Midland Ave., 5. Domingo Sassone 12:05 10355 23300 4Union NJ, 7 pm to 10 pm, Jan. 10, Feb. 14, Mar. 14, Apr. 4 6° Marcos Molo 5:37 2354 8:31 jand May 9, 1974. Sponsored by Union MAC; contact Dan ° ° ; -

Domina, 1229 8. Long Ave., Hilleide NJ 07025.
HUNGARY - Debrecen

NEW YORK ~- Long Island The Fourth Annual Hadju-Cup Contest was held Aug. 17-
Cat. I Record Trials at Boy's Gym of Friends Acadeny, 19, at Kossuth University in Debrecen. 24 entries fromLocust Valley, L.1., NY, Dec295-1973and Mar. 23, 197 ’

five countries, including a 3-man team from Bulgaria, flew11 am to 5 pm. Gym shoes required. Site is approx. 60'x in good site conditions. The site is an almost perfectT2', with shallow peaked roof, max height approx. 33', 30 meter cube, with a slightly curved ceiling of stainedContact J. G, Pailet, 30 Emerson Rd., Brookville, Glen glass which virtually aesures that ceiling scrubbing willHead NY 11545. result in hangup on the walls.

PENNSYLVANIA - Philadelphia Area 1. E. Clapala Poland 332346 31344 65318Indoor contests in Bridesburg Rec Center, Richmond & 2. A. Popa Romania 29:15 31344 60156 4Ash St. Philadelphia, Jan. 20, Mar. 17, HLG, Indoor 3. E. Chlubny Czech. 30:00 30326 60326 4
Scale, "B" Stick; Feb. 17, HLG, Peanut Scale, "B" Stick. 4. A. Ree Hungary 30:14 29:53 60:07 ‘Contact Charles Stiles, IRC Co., Div. TRW, 6th Flr. R&D, 5. A Pospichal Czech. 28 353 29:06 57359401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia Pa 19108, 6. G. Buzady Hungary 28:37 28:40 57:17

7e J. Hrdlicka Czech. 28:00 28:41 56:41OREGON - Albany 8. 0. Hints Romania 26:39 28:21 55:00Indoor contest Jan. 20, 1974, 10 am to 3:30 pm; HLG, 9. S. Kujawa Poland 26:57 27328 54:25Easy B, PennyPlane, Indoor Scale, Indoor Stick, Paper 10. A. Egri Hungary 25334 . 27321 52:55Stick. Feb. 9, 7 pm to 10 pm, Indoor Fun-fly. Feb. 10,
Indoor Scale meet 10 am to 3:30 pm. All events at South *Ciapala's flight is an absolute flight for the site,Albany High School Gym, 3705 8. Columbus Ave., Albany. as well as a new Polish national record,
Site has 42' ceiling to obstructions with 75' x 105' floor
area, Bob Stalick, 1120 Shady Lane, Albany OR 97321. One sad note from Hungary - Geza Varazegi, past men-

TOP TEN EASY B
ber of Hungarian teams to 3 WCh's, and well known to manySee. ASRS fliers in Europe, died at age 70. He will be missed byName Time Ceiling Fudge Score many people all over the world who knew hin.

3° Het crane h 237° 20-1) 1.318 728.8
« Clarence Mather 1. 03 1.253 715.5 POLAND - Wroclaw

3. Kevin Wehner 431.4% 20.5! 1.307 563.8%
4: Fudo Takagi 44520 2223" 11253 88726 1973

Polish Indoor Nats were held in Wroclaw Oct. 7,

amie, Mise Bie 13h gees. gley . 25 1.307 546.3 1. E. Clapala  Slaski 22:49 27:35 50:34T. Bob Platt 39360 =20.1° 1.318 518.0 2. Re Czechowski Krakow 22353 26 302 48:558. Michael Thompson 347.0 20.0 1.323 459.1 3. 8S. Kujawa Poznan 24:10 24 235 48 459. Ted Katsanis 338.0 20.0! 12323 447.2 4, 8. Bombol Wroclaw 20344 24:05 4434910. Bob Leighman 297.0 18.0 1.394 414.0 5. J. Kapusniak Bydgoszcz 21:30 22357 44327
6. 3. Zurad Wroclaw 21:48 20349 42334

STATE OF THE ART 7. 8S. Sierko Bydgoszcz 18:17 19317 37334

Larry Cailliau's "Loe Angeles Leopard" won all the CZECHOSLOVAKIA - Brno
marbles at the Tulsa Team Finals, while the Cabin version The Czech team for 1974 was chosen from the results of
(just add more dihedral to the wing to lose 5 aq. in. of three meets held in 2 Hall in Brno. The Team will consist
projected area!) placed third at the '73 Nats. Larry's of Karol Rybecky, Jiri Kalina and Eduard Chlubny, with
description of the model: “This is the 12th FAI design J. Jirasky as alternate.
I've tried. After going thru a wide variety of models, I
came back to a basic design and tried to refine it. I Nationalmest,June30, 1973
wanted a FAI ship which was simple and easy to build and
repair, with no cost of flight efficiency. This ship is 1. K. Rybecky 31358 8931215 63313
the compromise I came up with. It flies as well as any 2. d. Kalina 29:17 28:43 58:00
I've tried and is by far the easiest to build. It has 3. E. Chlubny 26:09 26:37 52346
less ribs, one-piece compression ribs, primary wing brac- 4. Pospichal 21:46 8925331 ATS17
ing and unbraced stab. I also was looking for a way to 5. Koutny 27:42 = 19226 47308
avoid long unsupported spars but chose to eliminate excess
offset and make the inboard tip a little longer. ‘The mod- International Meet, July 14-15, 1
el was originally designed for high ceilings, but I final-~
ly found a prop/rubber combination that would hang it up 1. E. Clapala Poland 32:42 30:54 63316
in Santa Ana and still give 30 minutes from about 90’. 2. K. Rybecky Czech 31328 = 29314 60342
My cabin model is identical to the FAI except for a 10" 3, Sora Romania 27:32 28:14 55:46
boom and 17" prop." 4. A. Popa Romania 26355 28341 55336

5. J. Kalina Czech 29:57 24:42 54:39
The CMOS chart below is for the FAI model, but will 6. &. Chlubny Czech 26:40 27254 54334

work for the cabin model. The only effect will be to give 7. Koutny Czech 27:42 25:50 53332
about +3% margin for the cabin aggel. Larry's CMOS trim 8. Donia Romania 26:10 = 27303 33813
was +5.2%, and INP margin was +22%. 9. Czechowski Poland 26:28 25:26 51334

14 10. Pospichal Czech 22:36 24:28 47:04
7 11. Holtier Romania 24:44 22:07 46:51

Is 5%7/0% NationalMeet,Nov.10-11,1973(poor conditions)
,

7 1. J. Jirasky 25353 32330 58:23
a 12 7 2. R. Cerny 21:25 = 29315 50:40
o

.

3. Hrdlicka 22:06 22:55 45301
a 7 4. Sedlar 25:16 «18:43 43:59
= Hh Yo 5. Kalina 26:46 = 16334 43:20

/

‘

7
° CONTESTRESULTS ~.| 1 if +08 ANGELES

CANADA - Port Coquitlam, B.C —_n - or oqu am, ove

g yy LEOPARD Fall Indoor Meet, Oct. 21, 1973, PNE Agrodome 90!
6

Ht
OT 4 FAL stick PennyPlane

alé } 1, Phil Walden = 15:13.6 = 1. Pete Frattinger 6210.6
6 7 8 9 10 ui i2 3s 2. Bruce Matthews 12:49,2 2. Bruce Matthews 5:25.0

. X-NOSE 1OC.6
.

4 3, Walt Windberg  12345.6 3, Dave Van Dieren 2:54,4

A ARNTT TR ETANOTTINIT TITTLE TNT TLLTOLT IEIII TA NOOSEINTR TTRTOTSNOORNNNEMS RDU te mA R ONSEN ANSIHNAI SIRscr HR IA ACOA lnm Um elt ROOT ERIN entABest REGAETPENSi URLS UR MO nt sr UREPORT SARINAPNEIO SRO OIIR
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Indoor Scale HLG naPinions are all 3/32" ID press fit (drill out 5-40
1. Walt Windberg 174.8 1. Rick Lim 93.8 threads).
2. Dennis McLellan 120.6 2. Bruce Matthews 89,2
3. Dave Van Dieren 106.65 3. Phil Walden 86.6 2. Tape the brass plate sides tightly together to drill

holes for the corner spacers, After drilling, bolt the j

ILLINOIS - Chicago sides together temporarily. °
Chicago Aeronuts Indoor Contest ~ Nov. 4, 1973

“ 4
Brig. Gen. R. L. Jones Armory, 90' ceiling 3. Drill the hole for the output gear shaft (3/32" dia.) - ;

location is not critical. ne *
Junior HLG Senior HLG og
aoa

coe mo a
oo,

- . 4, Make up.a 3/32" music. wire centerpunch. Slide punch ‘

1. Mario Moranetz 36.3 1. Bob Hayes, Jr. 129.9 thru 1/8" brass tubing and gear “c". Line up spacing
. 2. James Mackey 11.2 ‘2. Keith Gordey 95.2 with pinion "pD"; punch & drill hole.
3. Jim Loribecki 6.0 3. Kurt Burg 56.6

tan4. Tom Grabera 4641 5e geartate mount pinion "C", locate & drill hole for
ear .

Op HLG Junior PennyP1=a ans 6. Locate & drill hole for gear "A'",
1. Chuck Markos 127.5 1. Dan Brown 8333.5
2. Bob Watson 118.5 2. Tim Noonan 6341.0 7. Separate brass plates and check gear spacing by tempor-
3, Dick Swenson 104.5 3. Mindi Linstrum 5312.0 arily installing gears and shafts.
4. John Jensen 102.7 « Jim Loribecki 325.0
° ¥ : 4325, 8. Oarefully check to get the proper side, then drill 1/4"5. Phil Sullivan 102.1 5. Bill Black 25.0 hole for’ the counvee nee

ProP , r /

Senior PennyPlane Qpen PennyPiane neSenior Pe lane en PennyPlane
9. Make up 4 brass pillars .6" long x 1/8" ID. ‘

1. John Loribecki 5:52.0 1. Hank DeKat 9:02.5
2. Keith Gordey 5314.7 2. Bob Hayes, Sr. 8357.0 10. Assemble winder and check alignment. so

3, Kurt Burg 3327.0 3. Steve Brown 8334.0
4. Howard Haupt 7121.0 11. Remove two case screws from the counter and drill the
5. Jim Harte 6254.8 frame to clear 2/56 bolts. Tap the counter 2/56 to

proper spacing and mount counter.

a Stick Senior Paper StickJunior PaperStick 12. Cut 1/8" OD brass tubing spacers to hold the gears in
1. Bill Black 5:35.41 1. Keith Gordey 8243.1 proper alignment; install on shafts.

. 2. Jim Loribecki 5:05.0 2. Kurt Burg 7343.0
3, Carl Linstrum 1:51.8 3, John Loribeckt 4:38.0 13. Make crank with wood or teflon handle; solder washers

to hold handle in place.
Qpen Paper Stick

3, Chuck Markos 14348.0 14, Check all parts for fit and Slignment, then solder
1. Gordon Wisniewski 15:51.0 4. Howard Haupt 11309.0 parts together using acid core solder. Clean parte
2. Charlie Sotich 14351.0 5. George Bucic,Sr. 8:40.6 thoroughly and oil.

15. A thrust washer on the output shart 1 ;A1031INDOORWINDER used, install it now.
P * optional; if

by Dennis Jaecks 16. Add 1/32" ,

° music wire hook; shape to suit and polish
Study the drawings carefully to become familiar with whole hook thoroughly.

the design and construction, then study these notes for The winder plus counter 1s a must for serious flying.This design has two minor drawbacks; the counter must be
1. Select the parts to be used. Gears are available with Of tone eer lnG, and you must remember when the number
either 5-40 thread or 1/8" ID posilock; both work well. 8 or 2000,
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